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Abstract 

Advance materials with nanostructure provide unique features to design a safe and 

efficient energy conversion and storage systems. In this thesis, the synthesis, 

characterization, and optimization of novel materials for electrical energy storage and 

thermal energy storage are explored.  

The first part of the thesis focuses on novel cathode materials, Li8ZrO6, for lithium-

ion batteries. A synthesis method using pyrolysis of inorganic and organic precursors was 

utilized to prepare a nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C composite. The composite contained 

micron-sized particles of active material Li8ZrO6 in intimate contact of conductive carbon 

phase. The grain size of Li8ZrO6 was further reduced to below 50 nm using ball-milling 

approach. The composite can be used to make an electrode directly without any 

additional conductive phase. A new battery-testing program was developed to 

electrochemically and reversibly remove/re-insert up to 3 Li per formula unit of Li8ZrO6. 

A specific capacity of 221 mAh/g (corresponding to removal of 2 Li/f.u.) and 331 mAh/g 

(3 Li/f.u.) with 100% Coulombic efficiency were maintained for 140 cycles and 15 

cycles, respectively. The structural change at different states of charge was predicted 

using quantum mechanical calculations and experimentally supported by XRD, XPS, and 

PDF data. Lithium intercalation (up to 2.5 Li/f.u.) of Li8ZrO6 followed a reversible path 

and lattice oxygen atoms were involved in the redox reaction during the charge/discharge 

processes. The effects of transition metals doping on bulk Li8ZrO6 were also investigated. 

The second part of the thesis describes the one-pot synthesis and properties of phase 

change material composites consisting of metal nanoparticles embedded in a mesoporous 

carbon network. The melting temperature, particle size, and the amount of energy 
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stored/released was controlled by varying the loading of metals in the composite. The 

melting temperature of Bi metal nanoparticles in the composite can be tuned to 33 °C 

below the melting point of bulk metal. The specific enthalpies and the associated phase 

change temperatures of the metal nanoparticles were maintained over multiple 

melting/recrystallization cycles. The mesoporous carbon network prevented nanoparticles 

aggregation during and after the phase change and acted as a container to offset volume 

expansion of the metal during the melting process. The composites are stable in a sealed 

container for at least 11 months.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Energy Storage in Lithium-Ion Batteries and Thermal 

Energy Storage using Phase Change Materials 

1.1 Motivation 

Electricity has become an important part of modern life. Starting with the first 

commercial light bulb by Joseph Swan and Thomas Edison in 1879, electricity found its 

usage in powering many applications in different fields. The equipment and devices that 

use electricity range from small size and low power such as portable electronic devices 

(iPhone 7 with a length of 15 cm and a power of 1.5 W) to industrial scale such as the 

conveyor belt in Chhatak, Bangladesh which is 17 km long and has a total power of 1.8 

MW.  

Electricity consumption involves of three main consumer groups: residential, 

commercial, and industrial users. The electricity consumption of each consumer group is 

approximately a third of the total electricity consumption. The demand for electricity is 

different between the three consumer groups. While the electricity demand of industrial 

consumers does not fluctuate throughout the day or year, the electricity demand of 

residential customers, which include single-family homes and multi-family housing, 

peaks during evening hours and during hot summer afternoons. For commercial 

customers, the demand for electricity is highest during business hours and is decreased 

substantially on nights and weekends. While the electricity consumption faces the 

challenge of fluctuating peak demand, electricity generation faces the challenge of fossil 

fuel usage and green-house gas emissions. According to the BP statistical review of 

world energy, in 2017, 65% of global electricity generation comes from combustion of 

coal, natural gas, and oil.1 CO2 emission through combustion processes used to produce 
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electricity in 2017 increased by 1.6% compared to the CO2 emission in 2016. During the 

10-year period from 2006 to 2016, the growth rate of CO2 emission was 1.3% per year. 

On the bright side, the contribution of renewable sources to total electricity generation 

has grown to 8.4% (2017 data), a 6.1% percentage points increase since 2007. Wind 

energy has provided more than half of this increase while solar energy has contributed to 

more than a third of renewable energy growth. However, wind and solar energy are 

intermittent.  

In order to ensure the stability and reliability of the electricity network, a storage 

system is required to accommodate surplus electricity and distribute and balance energy 

loads depending on peak electricity demands. Electrical energy storage (EES) technology 

is one of the most promising approaches.2-7 Using EES technology, surplus electrical 

energy is converted into storable form and is preserved in various media.8-11 During peak 

electrical demands, the stored energy is converted back to electricity. Currently, pumped 

hydro storage (PHS), compressed air energy storage (CAES), and conventional battery 

packages are the only three commercialized EES technologies.12-16 There are potential 

developments for EES technologies using hydrogen-based fuel cells,16, 17 thermal energy 

storage (TES),18-23 and solar fuels.24 Among the commercialized EES technologies, 

battery packages have the lowest capacity (in the range of 100 kWh compared to GWh of 

PHS and CAES) but have the fastest discharge capabilities (discharge in minutes 

compared to hours for CAES and days for PHS) (Figure 1.1).  
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Figure 1.1. Characteristics of energy storage technologies with varied module size and discharge time. 

Image taken from reference [25, 26] with permission. Copyright 2011, Science. 

This thesis focuses on exploring novel materials with potential energy storage 

applications. Two specific energy storage applications are considered: lithium-ion 

batteries and thermal energy storage. Batteries are ideally suited for electrical energy 

storage applications due to their rapid response to load change, thus maintaining the 

system stability. Secondary or rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are in demand as the 

power source of portable electronic devices. On the other hand, thermal energy storage 

can store large quantities of energy with very small daily self-discharge loss (less than 

1%).2 Thermal energy storage applications using phase change materials utilize the 

energy absorption and emission at the solid–liquid transition temperature. Thermal 

energy storage applications using phase change materials can be employed for load 

shifting or electricity generation in power system and grid applications. Both lithium-ion 

batteries and thermal energy storage can be applied to renewable energy sources, and 
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increasing their usage could potentially reduce the use of fossil fuels for electricity 

generation. 

1.2 Lithium-Ion Batteries 

Among electrical energy storage devices, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) 

have found widespread use for portable electronics, medical devices, cordless tools, 

electric vehicles, e-bikes, and even medium and large-scale grid energy storage. Since the 

first commercialization of lithium-ion batteries by Sony in 1991,27 the capacity of 

rechargeable lithium-ion batteries has shown moderate improvements at a level of 8–10% 

every year.28 However, the growing worldwide demand for electrical energy requires 

significant performance improvements in energy and power densities, and, therefore, new 

electrode materials and architectures are needed. It has proven challenging to discover 

new materials that simultaneously meet the large set of performance criteria, such as high 

specific capacities, desirable voltage ranges, low internal resistance, fast charge and 

discharge rates, good cyclabilities, efficient heat transfer, low cost, and safety.29-31 

Compared to other types of batteries, such as nickel-metal hydride batteries, nickel-

cadmium batteries, lead acid batteries, and lithium metal batteries, rechargeable lithium-

ion batteries have a high voltage, high energy density, long life time, fast charge and 

discharge, and are environmental friendly.32, 33 Figure 1.2 shows the advantages of 

lithium-ion batteries in terms of specific power and specific energy when compared with 

other types of batteries. 
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Figure 1.2. Comparison of specific energy and specific power between nickel-metal hydride batteries, 

nickel-cadmium batteries, lead acid batteries, lithium metal batteries, and rechargeable lithium-ion 

batteries. Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries show high specific power and specific energy compared to 

other types of battery. Image taken from reference [34] with permission. Copyright 2001, Nature. 

1.2.1 Basic Terms in Battery Systems 

A rechargeable lithium-ion battery is a device consisting of an anode, a cathode, a 

separator, and an electrolyte, which converts the electrical energy into chemical potential 

energy during charge and discharge.35 The cathode is the electrode at which the reduction 

reaction occurs and electrons are consumed, while at the anode, the oxidation reaction 

occurs and electrons are produced. The reduction/oxidation (redox) reaction accompanies 

a reversible insertion/extraction of Li+ ions into/from a host matrix (electrode material). 

The electrolyte is the medium containing mobile ions that can carry current. In 

rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, each electrode is normally composed of an active 

material, an electronic conductor, and a binder. The active material (normally lithium 
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metal oxide LiCoO2, LiMn2O4 or lithium iron phosphate LiFePO4 in the cathode and 

carbon in the anode) takes part in the redox reaction and generates the current in the 

battery. The active material is usually mixed with an electronic conductor such as carbon 

to increase its electronic conductivity, and the mixture is held together by a polymeric 

binder.36 The anode of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries is mainly made of graphite due 

to its low cost and good energy density. A separator, an electronically insulating 

membrane made of polymer (polypropylene, polyethylene), is usually used to separate 

the cathode from the anode while allowing the exchange of Li+ ions from one side of the 

battery to the other. 

Energy (units of J or Wh, 1 Wh = 3600 J), power (units of W), mass (units of kg), and 

volume (units of L) are four basic physical properties related to the energy storage of 

batteries. Specific energy (Wh/kg) and specific power (W/kg) are the maximum energy 

and power, respectively, per unit mass. They are the characteristics of the battery 

chemistry and packaging that determine the battery weight required to achieve a given 

electric range and a performance target. Analogously, performance characteristics 

involving the volume of a battery are expressed in terms of energy density (Wh/L) and 

power density (W/L). Specific energy, specific power, energy density, and power density 

can be used to compare different types of energy storage devices. Figure 1.3 shows a 

simplified Ragone plot comparing different electrochemical energy conversion systems, 

such as supercapacitors, batteries, and fuel cells with conventional capacitors.37 Battery 

systems have moderate specific energies with low to moderate specific power densities. 

The overlap between battery systems with supercapacitors and fuel cells indicates that 

batteries can either be developed to have high power characteristics like supercapacitors 
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(with thin film electrodes)38 or to have high energy characteristics as in fuel cells (with 

metal/air batteries).39 

 

Figure 1.3. Simplified Ragone plot comparing conventional capacitors with the storage domains of 

different electrochemical energy conversion systems such as supercapacitors, batteries, and fuel cells. 

Image taken from reference [37] with permission. Copyright 2015, Applied Energy. 

The theoretical specific capacity of lithium ion batteries is the amount of charge that 

can be stored in a given mass of electrode. The theoretical specific capacity (q) is 

calculated by Faraday’s law: 

q = nF
3600×MW

 (Ah/g)    (Equation 1.1) 
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where n is the number of Li+ ions, MW is the molar mass of the active material, and F is 

Faraday’s constant 96,485 A·s/mol. When charging and discharging batteries, the current 

(in A) is calculated from the mass of active material in the electrode (in g) and theoretical 

specific capacity q, and is expressed as a C rate. A C rate is the current required to 

completely discharge 1 g of active material on the electrode in 1 h.40 For example, a 

battery having 1 g of active material in the electrode with a capacity of 1 Ah will be 

discharged at a rate of 1 C in 1 h or at C/5 in 5 h. 

1.2.2 Mechanism of Charge/Discharge in Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Batteries 

Lithium-ion batteries operate via an electrochemical process in which lithium ions are 

moved back and forth between the cathode and the anode while electrons flow through an 

external wire to complete an electrical circuit.41 The concept behind the chemical reaction 

in the rechargeable lithium-ion batteries is that during charge, the Li+ ions are removed 

from the positive electrode material and are inserted into the layers in the negative 

electrode material (Figure 1.4). During discharge, the reverse process involving 

extraction of Li+ ions from the negative electrode material and insertion of Li+ ions into 

the positive electrode material occurs. The full charge–discharge process is called a cycle. 

The reversible insertion and extraction of Li+ ions between layers in the electrodes is 

called intercalation.42  
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of common discharge processes in a rechargeable lithium-ion battery with a graphite 

anode and a lithium cobalt oxide cathode. During charge, Li+ ions move from LiCoO2 into the layers of 

graphite. During discharge, Li+ ions move back into the layers of LiCoO2. Image taken from reference [43] 

with permission. Copyright 2014, Chemical Society Reviews. 

The chemical reactions for charge and discharge of a battery made with lithium cobalt 

oxide (LiCoO2) and graphite are shown below: 

At the cathode:        LiCoO! 
charge

discharge
Li!!!CoO! + xLi! + 𝑥𝑒! 

At the anode:     C+  xLi! + 𝑥𝑒! 
charge

discharge
CLi! 

Overall reaction:            LiCoO! + C 
charge

discharge
Li!!!CoO! + CLi! 
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1.2.3 History of Rechargeable Lithium-Ion Batteries 

In 1973, Broadhead et al. and Armand et al. independently introduced the 

intercalation concept of placing an electrochemically active material inside an electrically 

conductive host.44, 45 Since then, research has focused on layered inorganic compounds, 

in particular layered dichalcogenides that show reversible reactions with alkali metals. Of 

all the potential cathode materials, TiS2 was considered as an attractive cathode material 

because it was the lightest material, thus facilitating the design of storage systems with 

high energy density.46 Moreover, TiS2 was found to have semi-metal characteristic, so 

that no additional conductive agent was required for the cathode.47 The cell had a 

theoretical energy density of 480 Wh/kg for almost 1000 cycles with less than 0.05% 

capacity loss per cycle.46 In a practical cell constructed using thin plates, the energy 

density is reduced by a factor of 4 to 5 to 100 Wh/kg.48 However, the use of lithium metal 

as the anode material raised a safety concern because lithium metal was unstable in the 

presence of water and oxygen in the atmosphere.49 Moreover, lithium metal deposited on 

the anode during charge could not be fully removed during discharge. An uneven 

(dendritic) lithium growth causes the capacity of the cell to fade after extended cycling.50 

The problem with dendritic lithium growth was solved when using graphite as an anode 

material (Figure 1.5). Graphite is a layered anode material that can give safer operation 

with a sacrifice of 0.5 V in battery potential when compared to a battery made with a 

lithium metal anode.51 Despite the safety concern, the battery consisting of TiS2 as 

cathode and Li foil as anode is considered the first rechargeable lithium battery. 
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Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of the operating principles of (a) a rechargeable Li-metal battery with 

dendritic lithium growth on the anode and (b) a rechargeable Li-ion battery with a layered anode material 

(graphite) to avoid the dendritic growth. Image taken from reference [34] with permission. Copyright 2001, 

Nature. 

In 1980, Goodenough and Mizushima demonstrated the use of LiCoO2 as a cathode 

material in rechargeable lithium batteries.52 In 1983, Yazami showed the reversible 

intercalation of Li+ ions into graphite.53 During the same year, lithium manganese spinels 

were shown to intercalate Li+ ions by Thackeray.54-58 In 1991, the first commercial 

rechargeable lithium battery was introduced by Sony.27 Lithium iron phosphate with an 

olivine structure was introduced in 1996 as a cathode material.59 

1.2.4 Comparison of Currently Used Cathode Materials for LIBs  

Given the recent advancements in anode materials with very high specific capacities 

(e.g., lithium metal, alloy materials, such as Si, Ge or Sn, or conversion materials, 
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including CoOx, FeOx, CuOx, NiOx),60-63 it is necessary to identify new cathode materials 

that more closely match the charge storage capabilities of anodes under consideration.64 

The materials currently employed in positive electrodes (cathodes) for lithium-ion 

batteries include layered transition metal oxides (LiCoO2, LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 

(LNMCO)) with 2D Li-ion transport, spinels (LiMn2O4, LiMn3/2Ni1/2O4) with 3D Li-ion 

transport, and olivines (LiFePO4, LiFe1/2Mn1/2PO4) with 1D Li-ion transport.64-69 All of 

these cathode materials contain transition metals with multiple accessible oxidation 

states, which compensate charge when lithium is removed from or reinserted into the 

material. Achievable specific capacities of LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, LiFePO4, and 

LiNixMnyCozO2 (LNMCO) are approximately 140, 120, 160 and 200 mAh/g, 

respectively. Table 1 summarizes theoretical voltages and energy densities of some 

widely use cathode materials.52, 70-75 

Table 1.1. Comparison of common cathode materials for lithium batteries based on maximum delithiation 

of x = 0.5 in Li1-xCoO2, x = 0.8 in Li1-xMn2O4 and x = 0.88 in Li1-xFePO4 with specific calculation using 

equation 1.1. 

Cathode material Formula 
Average voltage 

vs. Li/Li+ (V) 

Specific capacity 

(mAh/g) 

Energy density 

(Wh/kg) 

Lithium cobalt oxide LiCoO2 3.9 137 534 

Lithium manganese 

oxide 
LiMn2O4 4.0 119 476 

Lithium iron 

phosphate 
LiFePO4 3.5 150 518 

 

Although those active materials for electrode are widely used, there are some 

drawbacks associated with them. For example, LiCoO2 undergoes oxygen evolution upon 
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delithiation past x = 0.55;71, 76 LiMn2O4 has low practical capacity;74, 77-79 LiFePO4 has 

low electronic and low ionic conductivities.72 This leads to a requirement for new cathode 

materials with high voltages, high specific capacities, long cycle lives, fast charge and 

discharge, safety, and cost effectiveness.29  

The need remains to find new high-capacity cathode materials that can reversibly 

deliver multiple Li per formula unit (f.u.), especially if this can be done at a high voltage 

and if the materials provide high specific energies and high volumetric energy densities.80 

1.2.5 Lithium Zirconate – Li8ZrO6 

Lithium zirconate, Li8ZrO6, is a lithium oxometallate compound with high lithium 

content. The crystal structure of Li8ZrO6 is a rhombohedral phase with the space group 

R3. A diagram of this structure is shown in Figure 1.6. The oxygen ions form a 

hexagonally close-packed array. Zirconium ions fill octahedral sites, and lithium ions fill 

the remaining tetrahedral sites and octahedral sites. 
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Figure 1.6. Conventional unit cell of Li8ZrO6 with Li ions in yellow and orange, Zr ions in blue, and 

oxygen ions red. Oxygen ions form a hexagonally close-packed array. Li+ ions (yellow balls) fill the 

tetrahedral voids and Li+ ions (orange balls) fill octahedral voids. Zr4+ ions fill octahedral voids. The crystal 

can also be viewed as an array of three different Li2ZrO6 slabs separated by 2 lithium ion layers. Image 

courtesy of Dr. Bo Wang. 

Li8ZrO6 is the lithium-richest compound in the system Li2O–ZrO2.81 Due to its high 

lithium content, it has been considered as a CO2 absorber82 and blanket material for 

fusion reactors.83 The bulk phase has been evaluated as a Li-ion conductor (~10-5 S/cm at 

250 °C, 4.3×10-8 S/cm at room temperature).84-86 Because Li8ZrO6 is thermodynamically 

stable against decomposition in contact with lithium, it has previously been proposed as a 

solid electrolyte for Li batteries.87 

Although, on the basis of quantum mechanical calculations of their electrochemical 

properties, related lithium zirconates with lower lithium content have been suggested for 

use as cathode materials in LIBs,88 Li8ZrO6 is not an obvious electrode material for 

lithium ion batteries for two main reasons: its bulk electrical conductivity is quite low (3–
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8×10-10 S / cm at room temperature),89 and — unlike conventional cathode materials and 

given that the prevalent oxidation states of Zr are 0 and IV — it does not contain a 

transition metal with a variable oxidation state to compensate for charge changes during 

delithiation and relithiation processes. On the other hand, in this material, each Li ion per 

formula unit that can be reversibly extracted from Li8ZrO6 would contribute a specific 

charge of 110.5 mAh/g, so that with two extractable Li ions per formula unit, the specific 

charge would already be competitive with that of existing commercial cathode materials, 

and any additional reversibly extractable lithium-ions would result in significantly 

enhanced specific capacities.  

Low electrical conductivity is also an issue with some other electrode systems. 

Among the best-known examples of this is the commercial cathode material LiFePO4, 

which is an olivine phosphate, with a low room temperature electrical conductivity of 10-

9–10-10 S/cm.59 Nevertheless, it can reach nearly all of its theoretical capacity when it is 

used as nanoparticles coated with a carbon layer and doped with aliovalent cations.34, 90-99 

The nanosizing reduces lithium diffusion lengths, the coating enhances electronic 

conductivity, and the doping improves ionic conductivity.100-103 Orthosilicate-based 

materials of the type Li2MSiO4 (M = Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, or VO2+) with similarly low 

conductivities have also attracted much interest as cathode materials for LIBs in recent 

years.104-106 

Huang et. al. recently demonstrated the feasibility of employing transition-metal-

doped Li8ZrO6-based materials for cathodes in coin half-cells with lithium foil as a 

counter electrode, using both experimental and computational approaches.89, 107, 108 In 

those studies, materials with small grain size were obtained by a combination of doping 
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Li8ZrO6 with yttrium or first-row transition metal ions and partial confinement within a 

matrix of carbon black particles. These carbon particles also provided conductivity 

improvements, but the resulting cathode materials had a high overall carbon content, so 

that the fraction of active Li8ZrO6 material in the electrode was relatively low (30–41 

wt%). These electrodes provided high initial specific capacities of at least 200 mAh/g 

over the first ten cycles, but their capacities deteriorated with multiple cycles. With Y3+-

doped Li8ZrO6/C, a specific discharge capacity of 142 mAh/g was maintained after 60 

cycles and Fe3+-doped Li8ZrO6/C composite electrodes maintained 175 mAh/g after 140 

cycles at C/5 rate. Quantum mechanical calculations suggested that removal of 2 Li/f.u. is 

topotactic with only 1–2% volume change, but removal of the third Li/f.u. involves a 

significant distortion with possible loss of oxygen, although this might be kinetically 

prevented.107, 108 According to quantum mechanical calculations,108 charge compensation 

upon delithiation of Li8ZrO6 requires participation of oxygen bands through hole 

formation, and this was supported experimentally by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS) measurements. However, in that study, the extent of delithiation from bulk 

Li8ZrO6 was relatively small, and so the observed effects were subtle. 

A new synthesis pathway for Li8ZrO6/C materials with lower carbon content than 

Huang et. al. but still maintaining the close contact between the Li8ZrO6 phase and the 

carbon phase is crucial for using Li8ZrO6 as cathode material. The research studies for an 

optimum Li8ZrO6/C synthesis with an enhanced electrochemical performance will be 

discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Moreover, the structural changes of Li8ZrO6 during 

the lithiation and delithiation process will be investigated to answer the fundamental 

questions including: (1) what is the structural change during the removal/re-insertion of 2 
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Li/f.u. (and 3 Li/f.u.)?; (2) what is the storage mechanism of Li8ZrO6 as cathode 

materials?; 3) how is oxygen involved in the charge storage mechanism? Understanding 

the charge storage mechanism and structural changes during the lithiation and delithiation 

processes can aid the development of not only Li8ZrO6 but also other lithium-metal-oxide 

materials with similar crystal structure. 

1.3 Thermal Energy Storage 

Thermal energy storage (TES) is of critical importance to many fields of engineering. 

For example, a TES system is required to compensate for the discrepancy between the 

energy supply and energy demand in solar thermal energy applications such as energy 

efficient buildings109-115 and solar thermal power plants.116-124 TES can be used for waste 

heat recovery systems where the heat availability periods and the utilization periods are 

different.125 The two major methods for storing TES are sensible heat storage and latent 

heat storage.126 Sensible heat storage involves heating a material without causing a 

material phase change. Latent heat storage involves heating a material until it absorbs 

enough heat to experience a phase change. Latent heat is mostly used to store thermal 

energy because the enthalpy of fusion for a material is higher than the enthalpy associated 

with sensible heat.109, 127 Phase change materials (PCMs) are divided into two groups on 

the basis of their melting temperature: low temperature (< 200 °C) and high temperature 

(> 200 °C). PCMs can also be divided into three categories on the basis of material 

composition: organic, inorganic, and eutectic. Depending on the applications, most 

commercially used PCMs are organic compounds and salt hydrates. The working 

temperature range of commercial PCMs is 10 to 120 °C, which is suitable for thermal 

management of buildings,116 but is lower than the required temperature for industrial 
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process heat,128 power electronics thermal management,129 and solar thermal power 

plants.124, 130-132 Industrial practice focuses on molten salts as heat storage at high 

temperature.123, 132, 133 However, molten salts are prone to corrosion problems, leakages, 

and large volume expansion when the PCMs change from solid to liquid. For all TES 

materials, the desired material characteristics depend on the application but, in general, 

include high volumetric energy density (stored energy per unit volume), high gravimetric 

storage capacity, adequate charge/discharge power (W), stability over many 

charge/discharge cycles, safety for human health and the environment, and low cost.127 It 

is important that charge and discharge temperatures match the temperature of the heat 

source and load, and it is therefore desirable to develop new approaches to tune phase 

transition temperatures of PCMs.127 

1.3.1 Metallic PCMs  

Previous efforts of finding PCMs for applications at high temperature have focused 

on metallic materials. Melting temperatures of metals range from -40 °C to over 3000 °C. 

Compared to other PCMs, metals have higher weight, thus poor gravimetric energy 

density. The gravimetric energy density is important for mobile applications, but many 

TES applications are stationary, thus the volumetric energy density is more important 

In this thesis, we present the synthesis and characterization of composite PCMs that 

provide tunable phase transition temperatures from solid to liquid.134 Latent storage 

provides a benefit over sensible storage because the latent heat of fusion is typically 

greater than the specific heat. Many PCMs have demonstrated excellent long-term 

behavior over many cycles.123, 135, 136 Most commercially used PCMs for the temperature 

range of 10−120 °C are organic compounds and salt hydrates.109, 135, 137 Higher 
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temperature PCMs (>200 °C) continue to be a significant area of research due to their 

application in concentrated solar power plants.138 High phase transition temperature 

materials could also be used with other heat sources capable of producing pressurized 

steam for a Rankine cycle.139 For common triple pressure power plants, such as natural 

gas combined cycle and coal, PCM transition temperatures of about 330 °C would be 

required for evaporation of the high-pressure steam.140 For lower pressure operation, such 

as in nuclear power plants141, 142 or intermediate pressure turbines in coal and combined 

cycle plants,140, 143 evaporation temperatures between 240 and 270 °C would be of 

interest. As high charge and discharge rates are desirable in this application, high thermal 

conductivity materials such as metals would provide an improvement over the thermal 

conductivities of many high-temperature PCMs.137, 144 

Nanoparticles of metallic Bi (bulk melting point: 271.4 °C) and Pb (327.5 °C) were 

selected for our studies because their melting points are close to the desired temperature 

range. Metal nanoparticles (NPs) provide an opportunity to tune the melting temperature 

to satisfy the temperature requirements for a specific application. It has been well 

established that the melting temperature of ultrathin films and nanoparticles is reduced 

compared to the corresponding bulk materials.145, 146 The size-dependent melting point 

depression can be employed to alter melting temperatures for latent heat materials and 

applies to many different types of materials, including metals and alloys, semiconductors, 

ionic liquids, and molecular organic crystals.147 Depending on the material, the melting 

point can be depressed by tens of °C (e.g., for tin and some of its alloys)148, 149 or even by 

hundreds of °C (e.g., for germanium).150 The melting point depression arises from the 

increasing surface-to-volume ratio when the critical length of the nanoparticle 
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decreases.151 This phenomenon has been reported with NPs melted on substrate 

surfaces,152 embedded inside crystalline materials,153 and inside amorphous materials.138 

Along with the melting point depression, a reduction of the enthalpy of fusion is observed 

as the diameter of the NPs decreases.138 Various models have been developed to describe 

the dependence of melting point on nanoparticle size, shape, surface area of particles, and 

properties of the surrounding matrix, including the Gibbs−Thomson equation, a 

homogeneous melting model, a liquid skin melting model, a liquid nucleation and growth 

model, and others.148, 154 

1.3.2 Mesoporous Carbon as Host Matrix for Metal NPs 

To maintain nanosized dimensions over multiple melt/resolidification cycles without 

aggregation and growth of the particles,155 it is necessary to confine particles in a host 

matrix.156-160 Metal nanoparticles have been confined in alloy phases.161, 162 Liu and 

Wang developed nanocomposites of monodisperse Bi nanoparticles embedded in a 

polyimide resin matrix.163 The melting temperature of the Bi NPs was tunable between 

218 and 240 °C as the NP diameter was varied from 7.8 to 14.5 nm. A constant enthalpy 

of fusion of the nanocomposites was maintained over 60 melt−freeze cycles. However, 

the Bi NPs oxidized over a period of weeks under ambient conditions, thus requiring 

extra measures to provide a protective environment in industrial applications. PCMs 

consisting of Bi nanoparticles in a Ag matrix have also been prepared.164 

In this thesis, we investigate the use of composites that consist of metallic NPs 

distributed in a mesoporous carbon matrix165, 166 as potential phase change materials for 

TES. Encapsulation of a PCM in a mesoporous matrix brings along several advantages. It 

minimizes leakage of the PCM from the thermal storage system and prevents aggregation 
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of the NPs during thermal cycling; the mesopores can accommodate volume changes in 

the PCM during and after phase changes; and the matrix can modulate phase change 

temperatures of confined PCMs by controlling particle size.156-160 This allows the 

spreading of phase change temperatures over wider ranges as a result of confinement-

induced melting point depression.167 Some recent literature has demonstrated that melting 

point depression occurs in mesoporous silica or carbon materials, mainly using very low 

temperature PCMs, such as gases, water, or small organic molecules as the guests.126, 168-

173 The one-pot synthesis of Bi (or Pb) NPs as PCMs embedded in mesoporous carbon 

matrix without the need of additional ligand molecules is described in Chapter 5. 

1.4 Outline of the Remainder of the Thesis 

Chapter 1 has introduced background information for two novel composite materials 

that have potential use in energy storage applications: Li8ZrO6/C as novel cathode 

materials for LIBs and Bi/Pb NPs embedded in mesoporous carbon matrix for thermal 

energy storage applications. The remainder of this thesis describes how properties of both 

materials are optimized with chemical or physical structure changes. The structure–

property relationships of these materials are investigated using multiple characterization 

techniques. 

Chapter 2, 3, and 4 are part of an investigation of using Li8ZrO6 as cathode materials 

for LIBs. Chapter 2 investigates the electrochemical aspects of the nanostructured 

Li8ZrO6/C composites. Previous studies by Wilson et al. showed that a Fe-doped 

Li8ZrO6/C composite could achieve high capacity during the first 10 cycles.107 The 

capacity deteriorated over additional cycles and only reached 175 mAh/g after 140 

cycles. Alternatively, a synthesis method using pyrolysis of organic precursors is utilized 
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to prepare a nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C composite material. The carbonization of organic 

precursors during the pyrolysis process produces a carbon phase that is homogenously 

mixed in with the Li8ZrO6 phase. The grain size of the Li8ZrO6 is further reduced using a 

mechanical ball-milling approach. Here, a new battery testing program is developed to 

keep the capacity at 221 mAh/g (delithiation of 2 Li/f.u.) for 140 cycles. The same 

battery testing program is then used to investigate the ability of delithiating 3 Li/f.u. from 

the Li8ZrO6/C composite material. Moreover, it is known that there are faradaic and 

capacitive contributions to the overall capacity of nanostructured electrode materials. A 

series of control experiments is used to investigate the contribution of other phases in the 

electrode to the overall capacity. Cyclic voltammetry is used to investigate the faradaic 

capacity contribution. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is used to study changes 

in electrolyte resistance and charge-transfer resistance at different states of charge. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the structural aspects of Li8ZrO6, especially changes in crystal 

structure and local structure at different states of charge and discharge. The study utilizes 

ex-situ and in-situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) along with pair distribution function (PDF) 

analysis, and X-ray photoelectron microscopy (XPS) to investigate the structural changes 

and propose a charge storage mechanism for Li8ZrO6/C composites. Chapter 4 studies the 

effect of doping transition metals to bulk Li8ZrO6. Bulk Li8ZrO6 is synthesized via a high 

temperature solid-state synthesis using inorganic precursors. Bulk Li8ZrO6 is then doped 

with other cations (Ag+, Co2+, Co3+, and Fe3+) using solution ion-exchange and melt 

doping. The crystal structure change and electrochemical performance of the doped 

Li8ZrO6 materials are studied and compared with bulk Li8ZrO6. 
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Chapter 5 shifts the focus to thermal energy storage using phase change materials. 

Confined Bi and Pb NPs in porous carbon matrices are investigated as PCMs for high 

temperature applications. The structures and compositions of the composite phase change 

materials are investigated in detail and related to the thermal storage properties of these 

materials. By varying the metal loading in the carbon matrix during the one-pot synthesis, 

the average size of the embedded NPs nanoparticles changes, thus permitting control over 

both the melting temperature of the NPs and the energy density of the composite 

materials. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements over multiple 

melt−freeze cycles confirm the viability of the composites as PCMs. In the case of the Pb 

NP−mesoporous carbon composites, it is demonstrated that the porous channels of the 

carbon matrix serve as containers for melted NPs.  

Chapter 6 summarizes the major contributions of this research to the state-of-the-art 

and outlines future research directions. 
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Chapter 2: Electrochemical Properties of Nanostructured Li8ZrO6 

 

Reproduced with permission from “Effective Electrochemical Charge Storage in the 

High-Lithium Compound Li8ZrO6” by Tran, N.; Spindler, B. D.; Yakovenko, A.; 

Wiaderek, K. M.; Chapman, K. W.; Huang, S.; Smyrl, W. H.; Truhlar, D. G.; Stein, A. in 

ACS Applied Energy Materials, 2019, 2, 1274-1287. Copyright 2019 American Chemical 

Society. 

 

Contributions to this chapter were performed by Dr. Benjamin E. Wilson (TEM 

imaging), Brian Spindler (NMR), Dr. Thomas E. Webber (SEM-EDS), and Dr. Shuping 

Huang (Density Function calculations). 

2.1 Introduction 

 Many of the modern portable electronic devices such as phone, camera, and music 

player use rechargeable lithium-ion battery (LIBs) as a primary power source. The 

demand for portable devices that are smaller and lighter with longer usage time required 

technological improvements of rechargeable LIBs in terms of light weight, power 

density, energy density, lifetime, and fast charge and discharge.29 To meet the demand for 

high performance capacity, new battery electrode materials and architectures are 

required. With the advancement of anode materials with very high specific capacities, it 

is necessary to identify new cathode materials that more closely balance the charge 

storage capabilities of anodes.60, 61, 174-180   
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Previously, Li8ZrO6 was demonstrated as a potential cathode materials by Huang and 

Wilson et al.89, 107, 108 In those studies, Li8ZrO6 materials were synthesized with small 

grain size and by partial confinement in carbon black particles. The nanosized Li8ZrO6 

materials were also doped with either yttrium or first-row transition metal ions. Although 

those electrodes achieved high initial specific capacities of at least 200 mAh/g over the 

first ten cycles, their capacities deteriorated with multiple cycles. With Y3+-doped 

Li8ZrO6/C, a specific discharge capacity of 142 mAh/g was maintained after 60 cycles 

and Fe3+-doped Li8ZrO6/C composite electrodes maintained 175 mAh/g after 140 cycles 

at C/5 rate. One of the reasons for the deterioration of specific capacity of those samples 

is the low Coulombic efficiency in the first ten cycles. Quantum mechanical calculations 

predict a significant distortion of the unit structure (more than 5 volume change) if more 

than 2 Li/f.u. is removed from the structure. The distortion of the structure can lead to 

inactive materials, concentration gradients, and formation for grain boundaries that can 

have bad impact on the electrochemical performance of those electrodes. Moreover, the 

synthesis of Li8ZrO6 materials from Huang and Wilson’s work required carbon black 

(SuperP carbon) as a confinement matrix for growing their nanoparticles. Although part 

of the additional carbon phase decomposed at high temperature, the products still had a 

high overall carbon content, which lowered the fraction of the active Li8ZrO6 materials 

on the electrode. The final products contained 30–41 wt% of active materials. 

In my thesis work, I developed a synthesis method for nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C 

composites with a lower carbon content (20–30 wt%) and, therefore, a higher content of 

the active phase (70–80 wt%) by using a different, more scalable approach. The in-situ 

generated carbon phase maintained intimate contact with the active Li8ZrO6 materials. 
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The product from this new synthesis method can be mixed with binder directly to make 

an electrode without any additional conductive phase. I also developed a new battery 

testing method that involves restricting the capacity of the electrodes, thus limiting 

structural distortions during the first several cycles. By limiting these distortions and 

improving the Coulombic efficiency in the first several cycles (while sacrificing some 

specific capacity), one can expect longer cycleability with relatively high specific 

capacity. The new battery testing method also permits conditioning of coin half-cells for 

studying them at deeper state of charges. Other electrochemical properties of 

nanostructured Li8ZrO6 such as charge transport, diffusion coefficient, and the change of 

charge transfer resistance were studied at the deeper state of charge (3 Li/f.u.). 

2.2 Experimental Section 

2.2.1 Materials 

Chemicals used in this study were purchased from the following suppliers: lithium 

nitrate (>98.5%), zirconium(IV) oxynitrate hydrate (99%), lithium benzoate (99%), 

zirconyl chloride octahydrate (>99%), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (anhydrous, 99.5%), and 

Li foil (99.9%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

binder (>99.5%), Super P® conductive carbon black (>96%), battery electrolyte (1M 

LiPF6 in 1:1:1 by volume ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate:diethyl carbonate), 2032 

coin cell cases, and stainless steel spacers from MTI Corporation; Celgard 3501 

membranes (monolayer polypropylene, 25 µm thick) from Celgard. Deionized water was 

purified to a resistivity higher than 18 MΩ·cm. All gases were purchased from Airgas. 

All chemicals were used without further purification. 
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2.2.2 Synthesis of Bulk Li8ZrO6 

Lithium nitrate (LiNO3) and zirconium(IV) oxynitrate hydrate (ZrO(NO3)2.·xH2O, 

with a degree of hydration x between 2 and 6) were placed separately in an oven at 

110 °C overnight to remove excess water, due to the hygroscopic properties of lithium 

nitrate and the unknown amount of water of hydration in zirconium (IV) oxynitrate 

hydrate as purchased from the suppliers. Anhydrous compounds were expected after 

heating. A mixture of 10.5:1 Li:Zr molar ratio containing 4.70 g of the dried LiNO3 and 

1.50 g of the dried zirconium(IV) oxynitrate was ball milled with two zirconia ceramic 

balls 12.7 mm in diameter in a 8000M Mixer/Mill high-energy ball mill (SPEX 

SamplePrep) to increase the surface contact between the two precursors. The grinding 

time was set to 15 min. The mixture was calcined in a muffle furnace at 600 °C for 3 h 

and then at 800 °C for 4 h with 2 °C/min ramp rates for each step. 

2.2.3 Synthesis of Nanosized Li8ZrO6/C 

Zirconyl chloride octahydrate (1.5 mmol) and lithium benzoate (18 mmol) were 

mixed using a zirconia ball-and-cup set in a 8000M Mixer/Mill high-energy ball mill 

(SPEX SamplePrep) for 10 min to form a mixture containing a 12:1 molar ratio of Li:Zr. 

The mixture was pyrolyzed under N2 (0.6 L/min) in a tube furnace with a ramp rate of 1 

°C/min to 600 °C, followed by a 2-h dwell time, and then with a ramp rate of 2 °C/min to 

800 °C, followed by a 2-h dwell time. The sample was cooled under N2 to room 

temperature before being removed from the tube furnace. The sample was ball milled for 

a total of 30–60 min in 10 min intervals using an alumina ball-and-cup set in a ball mill. 

An XRD pattern was obtained after each 10 min interval and ball milling was stopped 

when impurity peaks were first observed at d-values of 0.478 nm (Li6Zr2O7) or at 0.287 
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and 0.292 nm (Li2CO3). The final products were found to contain 20–30 wt% carbon, as 

determined using a combustion-based analysis at Atlantic Microlabs, Norcross, GA. 

These samples are referred to as Li8ZrO6/C. 

2.2.4 Battery Assembly and Testing 

To prepare the active material for a battery electrode, a mixture with a weight ratio of 

Li8ZrO6:Super P of 70:20 containing 0.700 g of bulk Li8ZrO6 and 0.200 g Super P 

conductive carbon black (Super P) was ball milled for 5 min into a fine powder using an 

alumina ball-and cup set in a ball mill. A 5 wt % dispersion of polyvinylidene fluoride in 

NMP was added to achieve a final composition of 70:20:10 by mass of 

Li8ZrO6:SuperP:PVDF. Alternatively, for the nanosized Li8ZrO6/C materials, electrodes 

were also prepared using 90:10 by mass of Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF with no added Super P 

carbon. The mixture was ground further using a mortar and pestle to obtain a 

heterogeneous slurry. The mixture was cast onto a carbon-coated aluminum foil into a 

thin film with a thickness of less than 200 µm using a doctor blade. The film was 

prepared and dried at ambient temperature in a dry room with less than 100 ppm of H2O 

or less than 1% relative humidity during active use. The film was transferred to a vacuum 

oven kept at 110 °C overnight to remove excess NMP. The dried film was pressed using 

a mechanical roller to a final thickness of ~40 to 50 µm and the electrodes (9/16 inch in 

diameter) were punched out. The loading of active material in the electrodes was 

typically between 1 and 1.5 mg (0.6–1 mg/cm2). The electrodes were assembled into 

CR2032 coin cells in a half-cell configuration using metallic lithium as the counter 

electrode, a Celgard 3501 membrane as the separator, and ~0.25 g of 1 M LiPF6 in 

EC:DMC:DEC as the electrolyte. The coin cells were pressed using a coin cell crimper 
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with a pressure of at least 150 psi for 15 s. All the cell assembly was performed in a He 

filled glove box. After addition of the electrolyte, the cells were allowed to rest for at 

least 10 h to ensure complete infiltration of the electrode with the electrolyte solution. 

Electrochemical tests were performed using an Arbin battery-testing system BT2000 

work station. The coin cells were left at rest for 10 h for better infiltration of electrolyte 

into the active material on an electrode. The Galvanostatic charge-discharge 

measurements were performed at various charge/discharge rates (C rate, with C defined 

as 110.5 mA/g Li8ZrO6) with the current calculated from the mass of the active material 

in an electrode in the potential range from 1.3 to 4.5 V (sometimes to 4.7 V). Capacity 

restriction limits were set at 110.5 mAh/g, 221 mAh/g, or 331 mAh/g Li8ZrO6, and the 

battery tester was set to switch between the charge and discharge processes when either 

the potential limit (1.3 and 4.5 or 4.7 V) or the capacity limit condition was fulfilled. 

Specific conditions are described in the figure captions throughout the text. 

2.2.5 Characterization of Materials 

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples were obtained with an X'Pert Pro 

diffractometer (PANAnalytical) with an X’Celerator detector. The radiation source was a 

Co anode with λ = 1.789 Å. Samples were ground into a fine powder, and then placed on 

a flat bracket sample holder. The scans were collected at 45 kV and 40 mA. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken using a JEOL 6700 SEM at 

5 kV accelerating voltage and 10 mA current. The samples were coated with platinum 

with a thickness of 50 Å to increase their conductivity for SEM imaging. 

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of Li8ZrO6, 200 mg of Li8ZrO6 was 

dispersed in 10 mL of various solvents. The mixtures were bath sonicated for 1 h and 
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then centrifuged at 500 rpm for 5 minutes. The top aliquot of the mixture was drop-cast 

onto formvar-coated Cu grids. The samples were dried in a vacuum oven at 50 °C for 2 h. 

TEM images were obtained using a Tecnai T12 microscope operated at 80 kV with a 

LaB6 filament. 

Cyclic voltammograms of coin half-cells were collected on a CHI660C potentiostat 

(CH Instruments, Austin, TX), using scan rates between 0.05 and 0.8 mV/s. 

For galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) studies, electrochemical tests 

were performed using an Arbin battery-testing system BT2000 work station. Coin cells 

containing 90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF were left at rest for 10 h for better 

infiltration of electrolyte into the active material of the electrode. A current of 10.5 mA 

(corresponding to a current rate of C/2) was applied to the coin cell for 1 min, then the 

coin cell was relaxed for 10 h. The equilibrium potential was determined at the end of the 

10-h relaxation periods. The pulse–relaxation process was repeated until either 0.5 or 3 

Li/formula unit were removed from the active material Li8ZrO6 to reach a value of x = 

7.5 or 5 in LixZrO6, respectively. The data from each pulse were used to plot V vs. √t for 

the calculation of the diffusion coefficient. 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out on a 

Solartron SI1287 electrochemical interface coupled with a Solartron SI1255B frequency 

response analyzer. The impedance spectra were collected using a sinusoidal perturbation 

with an amplitude of 10 mV and a sweep rate of 10 scans per decade within the 

frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz. The impedance spectra were fitted using the Z-Fit 

function of the EC-lab impedance fitting tool. One Li8ZrO6/C coin half-cell was used for 

the entire experiment. An Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) of the cell 
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prior to any galvanostatic charge-discharge cycle label cycle 0. The half-cell was 

underwent 5 cycles of charge-discharge at shallower depth of charge 1 Li/f.u. EIS spectra 

were taken after each charge-discharge step, labeled as Cycle 1 charge, Cycle 1 full 

cycle, Cycle 2 charge, Cycle 2 full cycle, etc. After 5 cycles at shallow depth of charge, it 

was charge-discharge at 2 Li/f.u. and 3 Li/f.u. The EIS spectra were labeled 2 Li charge, 

2 Li full cycle, 3 Li charge, 3 Li full cycle. The Cycle 1 charge and Cycle 1 full cycle 

data were sometimes also labeled as 1 Li charge and 1 Li full cycle. 

The conductivity of the Li8ZrO6 and Li8ZrO6/C composite materials was measured by 

chronoamperometry. For this purpose, bulk Li8ZrO6 and Li8ZrO6/C composite samples 

were ball-milled for 10 min into fine powders. For bulk Li8ZrO6, 200 mg of material was 

pressed into pellets with a diameter of 13 mm using a hydraulic press at a ram pressure of 

8 tons for 10 min. The typical thickness of a bulk Li8ZrO6 pellet was ~0.7–0.8 mm. For 

Li8ZrO6/C composites, 250 mg of material was pressed into pellets with a diameter of 13 

mm using a hydraulic press at a ram pressure of 8 tons for 30 min. The typical thickness 

of a Li8ZrO6/C composite pellet was ~0.6–0.7 mm. Both sides of the pellet were coated 

with silver paste, using a wooden applicator. Chronoamperometry measurements were 

conducted with a potential of 0.1 V over a period of 1000 seconds using a CHI 600C 

potentiostat. In this technique, the potential of the cell is stepped and the resulting current 

decay is monitored and fitted to extract electronic and ionic conductivity values. 

2.2.6 Computational Section (Work of Dr. Shuping Huang) 

Density functional calculations. Quantum mechanical calculations were carried out 

employing HSE06181 exchange-correlation density functionals as described by Huang et 

al.108 The PBE+U method was also used, in which the Coulomb and exchange 
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interactions of the p orbitals of O are corrected by setting the Hubbard parameter U to 6 

eV,182-184 and the other electrons are treated by the uncorrected PBE exchange-correlation 

functional. All calculations included spin polarization. Both the coordinates of the atoms 

and the lattice constants were optimized.  

The averaged Li cell potentials vs. Li/Li+ were calculated as: 

 
 (Equation 2.1) 

where E is the total energy, and F is the Faraday constant. These are average potentials 

over the range of x from x-Δx to x. 

	  

V = −
1
F
E(LixZrO6)− E(Lix−ΔxZrO6)−ΔxE(Li)

Δx
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Morphology of Bulk Li8ZrO6 Particles and Nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C Composites 

As a pseudolamellar material, Li8ZrO6 lends itself to delamination. As shown in Fig. 

2.1, Li8ZrO6 can be exfoliated by sonication in various organic solvents. The resulting 

nanosheet dispersions can be reprecipitated to form the original Li8ZrO6 phase as 

indicated by powder XRD. The particle in the top left part of the SEM image in Fig. 2.1a 

is representative of the original particles. The other particles illustrate the 2D sheet 

structure of this pseudolamellar material. The XRD patterns in Fig. 2.1d demonstrate that 

the Li8ZrO6 structure is retained after dispersion in these solvents, re-sedimentation, and 

drying in a vacuum oven at 100 °C. 
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Figure 2.1. SEM (a) and TEM images (b, c) of Li8ZrO6 particles that had been partially delaminated by 

bath sonication for 1 h in various solvents (as indicated in the figure, 20 mg/mL) and recovered from the 

supernatant after centrifugation. Samples for TEM were prepared by adding a drop of the centrifuged 

supernatant onto a TEM grid and drying the grid in a vacuum oven at 50 °C for 1.5 h. We thank Dr. 

Benjamin E. Wilson for assistance with the TEM image.      
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 A less solvent-intensive approach is to delaminate the sheets by mechanical methods. 

Ball milling was therefore used in this study to produce electrode materials with small 

grain size. Li8ZrO6/C nanocomposites were prepared from zirconyl chloride and lithium 

benzoate, the latter providing a source of both lithium and conductive carbon in intimate 

contact with Li8ZrO6 after pyrolysis in nitrogen at 800 °C. The nanocomposites were 

found to contain 20–30 wt% carbon, as determined using a combustion-based analysis at 

Atlantic Microlabs, Norcross, GA. The variation in carbon content is believed to arise 

from small differences in the ball milling treatment, where differential loss/segregation of 

carbon and Li8ZrO6 phases may occur, as well as to small differences in the pyrolysis 

process when different tube furnaces where employed. Fig. 2.2a,b shows a comparison of 

the morphologies of Li8ZrO6 prepared by a conventional bulk synthesis108, 185 and by the 

ball-milling approach employed here. The Li8ZrO6/C composite in Fig. 2.2b has a much 

more open, fine-grained structure, which can enhance infiltration with electrolyte and 

reduce diffusion path lengths for lithium ions. The lithium content in these materials was 

a function of both the Li:Zr ratio in the precursor mixture and the heating program. 

Because lithium in the form of Li2O can be lost at the high pyrolysis temperatures, an 

excess of lithium was incorporated in the precursor mixture. If the lithium content was 

too low, Li6Zr2O7 was observed as an impurity phase, if it was too high, some Li2O was 

present in the product (Fig. 2.2c). The optimal molar ratio of Li:Zr was found to be 12:1 

for a final product containing 20–30 wt% of carbon, 68–78 wt% of Li8ZrO6, and <4 wt% 

of Li2O and Li6Zr2O7. The grain sizes of Li8ZrO6 obtained after ball milling were 

estimated from the asymmetric 101 peak at 22.7 °2θ and could be reduced to 30–40 nm 

by 30 min of ball-milling. 
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Figure 2.2. SEM images of (a) bulk Li8ZrO6 particles prepared by a conventional solid-state synthesis 

using zirconyl nitrate and lithium nitrate as precursors,108, 185 and (b) Li8ZrO6/C particles prepared by 

ball-milling of the zirconyl chloride and lithium benzoate precursors and the product. (c) Powder XRD 

patterns of Li8ZrO6/C materials ball-milled after pyrolysis for the indicated times. (Precursor mixtures had 

been ball-milled for 10 min for all these samples.) Grain sizes of Li8ZrO6 are also shown. The bottom four 

traces (labeled with an asterisk) were taken from Huang et al.108 and show a calculated pattern, a pattern of 

a Li8ZrO6 prepared by conventional bulk synthesis,185 the Rietveld refined pattern of that sample, and the 

residual pattern. 

The conductive carbon phase was produced by carbonization of lithium benzoate 

precursor at high temperature. Elemental mapping of Li8ZrO6/C sample after 30-minutes 

ball-milling showed that carbon was uniformly distributed throughout the Li8ZrO6/C 

composite sample (Fig. 2.3). It was then possible to prepare electrodes that required little 

or no additional carbon black, which significantly increased the fraction of active charge 

storage material in the electrode. 
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Figure 2.3. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) backscattered electron image and energy-dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) Zr, C, and O maps of Li8ZrO6/C particles. These images were taken using a 

JEOL 6500 SEM at 5 kV accelerating voltage and 10 mA current. Samples were dispersed in THF (3.33 

mg/mL) and sonicated for 15 minutes. The dispersion was drop-cast onto a silicon wafer, and then allowed 

to dry at room temperature. The samples were coated with platinum with a thickness of 50 Å to increase 

their conductivity for SEM imaging. We thank Dr. Thomas E. Webber for assistance with SEM-EDS. 

2.3.2 Deep Delithiation of Li8ZrO6/C Composites  

Cathode materials prepared by the modified procedure allowed us to study the 

electrochemical delithiation process for Li8ZrO6. Fig. 2.4a shows the charge curve for a 

coin half-cell with a Li8ZrO6/C cathode and a lithium foil anode. This cell was charged to 

the maximum extent (to the equivalent of 884 mAh/g or 8 Li/f.u.) after having been 
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conditioned for five cycles at a capacity limit of 110.5 mAh/g. As lithium was removed 

from Li8ZrO6, the charging voltage gradually rose to ~4.4 V vs. Li/Li+, reaching a 

temporary plateau near 110 mAh/g, which corresponds to 1 Li/f.u. Near 220 mAh/g (2 

Li/f.u.), a small step in potential was observed, followed by small upwards steps to ~5.5 

V at 660 mAh/g (6 Li/f.u.) in intervals that correspond approximately to one Li/f.u. per 

step. At deeper charge (> 6 Li/f.u.), the charging potential rose rapidly. Spikes in the 

charging curve signal reactions of the electrolyte solution above ~4.7–5.0 V. Therefore, 

at these high potentials, the charge capacity can no longer be assigned directly to the 

active electrode material. 

The charging process was modeled by DFT calculations. As shown in Fig. 2.4b, the 

trend in computed average voltages for the removal of additional lithium atoms is similar 

to the experimentally observed trend, with the most pronounced steps seen after removal 

of 2 Li (x = 6) and 6 Li (x = 2). From energy calculations it was determined that removal 

of multiple lithium atoms involves atoms in both octahedral and tetrahedral positions. 

The first and second lithium atoms are extracted from tetrahedral sites, whereas when 

three lithium atoms are removed, the structure with two Li extracted from tetrahedral 

sites and one from an octahedral site relaxed to the lowest energy. The computed unit cell 

volume stays relatively constant until 5 Li have been removed (x = 3), but drops 

significantly after further delithiation as the structure becomes highly distorted 

(Fig. 2.4b).  
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Figure 2.4. Probing the depth of charge. (a) Charge curve for an electrode prepared from 70 wt% 

Li8ZrO6/C, 20 wt% Super P carbon and 10 wt% polyvinylidende fluoride (PVDF) as binder. This electrode 

contained 53 wt% Li8ZrO6. The coin half-cell was charged and discharged at a rate of C/5 (C = 110.5 mA/g 

Li8ZrO6) for five cycles with a capacity limit set at 110.5 mAh/g. For the sixth charging step, which is 

shown here, the capacity limit was removed to permit a deep charge. The inset shows the primitive unit cell 

of Li8ZrO6, identifying the tetrahedral (Li1–Li6) and octahedral (Li7–Li8) lithium atoms. (b) Computed 

average voltages and unit cell volumes as functions of lithium content in LixZrO6 (PBE + U), showing 

similar steps in voltage after removal of 2 and 6 Li from Li8ZrO6. The absolute voltage values depend on 

the parameter U.186 Here, only trends are meaningful for comparison. We thank Dr. Shuping Huang for the 

computational results. 
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2.3.3 Galvanostatic Cycling of Li8ZrO6/C Electrodes 

Quantum mechanical calculations suggested that 2 Li/f.u. can be removed 

topotactically and that, on a thermodynamic basis, removal of more Li/f.u. could result in 

oxygen loss, although it was not determined whether such oxygen loss would be 

kinetically favored.108 We therefore carried out galvanostatic charging and discharging 

experiments at various shallow depths of charging. In initial experiments, we limited the 

extent of charging and discharging only by the voltage window without capacity 

restriction. Fig. 2.5 shows the trend in specific capacity of this cell over multiple cycles 

(data in black). While specific capacities start out high, they drop rapidly during the first 

five cycles at C/5 charge and discharge rates and continue to drop more slowly in 

subsequent cycles, resulting in a specific capacity of only 70 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 after 25 

cycles. Such capacity losses are mitigated by applying capacity restrictions during the 

charge cycles. The blue curve in Fig. 2.5 shows that with a charge capacity restriction of 

147 mAh/g Li8ZO6, for example, the discharge capacity increases after the second cycle, 

at least up to cycles 30–40 at C/5 rate. A similar pattern of increasing discharge 

(relithiation) capacity after cycle 2 is observed with a higher capacity restriction of 221 

mAh/g Li8ZrO6.  
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Figure 2.5. Charge and discharge capacities for Li8ZrO6/C coin half-cells as a function of cycle number. 

The cells were charged and discharged at a rate of C/5. Potentials were limited between 1.3 and 4.5 V vs. 

Li/Li+. Charge capacities were restricted to the values shown (red, blue) or they remained unrestricted 

(black). A charge capacity restriction significantly improves the discharge capacity retention. All electrodes 

contained 70 wt% Li8ZrO6/C, 20 wt% Super P carbon and 10 wt% PVDF, with a 52 wt% content of 

Li8ZrO6 in the electrode. 

The poor initial Coulombic efficiency may arise for multiple reasons, including 

parasitic side reactions involving the electrolyte and SEI layer formation, but also 

intrinsic reactions of the electrode involving irreversible structure changes and capacity 

losses induced by kinetic limitations, such as impeded lithiation reactions during 

discharge.187 One clue that kinetic limitations may be a contributor is that an 

improvement in Coulombic efficiency was achieved by slowing down the discharge rate 

to C/10. 
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In addition, it was possible to increase the content of active material in the electrode 

by eliminating the Super P carbon additive completely. The intrinsic carbon in the 

sample, produced by carbonization of the lithium benzoate precursor in the synthesis of 

Li8ZrO6/C was sufficiently conductive to enable functioning of the electrode over 140 

galvanostatic charge and discharge cycles before the electrode performance started to 

deteriorate (Fig. 2.6a).  
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Figure 2.6. (a) Specific charge and discharge capacities for a Li8ZrO6/C coin half-cell with an electrode 

composition of 90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C (containing 27 wt% C) and 10 wt% PVDF (66 wt% Li8ZrO6 in the 

electrode). Specific capacities are shown with respect to Li8ZrO6. The cell was charged at room 

temperature at C/5 and discharged at C/10 with a capacity restriction of 221 mAh/g. The voltage range was 

limited to 1.3–4.5 V for the first 20 cycles, but the upper voltage limit was raised to 4.7 V after cycle 20. 

(b) Charge and discharge curves for selected cycles (see Fig. 2.7a–c for additional cycles). (c) Specific 

capacities of a coin half-cell with the same composition as in (a). The cell was cycled with a current rate of 

C/5 on charging and C/10 on discharging at room temperature. The capacity limit was set to 221 mAh/g for 

the first 5 cycles, then raised to 331.5 mAh/g for subsequent cycles. (d) Selected charge and discharge 

curves for this coin half-cell. Additional charge and discharge curves are shown in Fig. 2.7d–f. 

A closer examination of the charge and discharge curves (Fig. 2.6b and Fig. 2.7a–c, 

charge capacity limit 221 mAh/g Li8ZrO6) shows that these curves evolve during 180 

galvanostatic cycles. Changes are particularly significant during the first ten cycles, when 

both the charging and discharging potentials increase. During this time, the Coulombic 

efficiency increases and typically reaches 100% by cycle 10, and the energy efficiency 
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also improves (Table 2.1). Out of the 180 total cycles, 130 cycles were observed in which 

Coulombic efficiency was close to 100% (cycle 8 to 137). All of these were within the 

voltage range of 1.3–4.7 V vs. Li/Li+. 66 of them were in the range 1.3–4.5 V, 46 in the 

range 1.5–4.5 V, and 30 continuous cycles in the range 1.5–4.0 V. Both, the charge and 

discharge curves exhibit slopes at specific capacities up to ~100 mAh/g, similar to the 

slopes seen in many conversion electrodes.188 A plateau starts to form in the charging 

curve at this time above ~130 mAh/g at 4.3 V vs. Li/Li+. By cycle 20, one can see two 

steps with plateaus in the charging curve, one beginning about 70 mAh/g (4.0 V vs. 

Li/Li+), the other near 140 mAh/g (4.3 V vs. Li/Li+) and a plateau also begins to form in 

the discharge curve, starting at 180 mAh/g (1.6 V vs. Li/Li+). Over the next 80 cycles, the 

charging curves show greater slopes with lower potentials at low capacity and high 

potentials above ~170 mAh/g. This behavior indicates that it becomes progressively 

easier to remove the first lithium but harder to remove the second lithium from Li8ZrO6. 

At the same time, the plateau near 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ in the discharge curves becomes more 

well defined and begins at lower specific capacities (between 70 and 90 mAh/g), 

suggesting that reinsertion of Li introduces less of a phase change at this stage. Due to a 

power outage during discharge in cycle 54, the coin cell was disconnected from the 

original testing instrument (Arbin) and transferred to a different instrument in another 

building to complete the test. The entire moving process took place over approximately 3 

h. This interruption allowed the coin cell to rest, which likely resulted in the decreased 

polarization. During cycle 50 and cycle 100, the energy efficiency is relatively constant 

(~60–66%) and the average discharge voltage is maintained between 2.0 and 2.2 V vs. 

Li/Li+ (Table 2.1). The cell performance starts to deteriorate after 140 cycles. 
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Figure 2.7. Selected charge and discharge curves for the coin half-cells for which data are shown in Fig. 

2.6. (a)–(c) Charge and discharge curves for selected cycles corresponding to Fig. 2.6a,b. (d)–(f) Charge 

and discharge curves for selected cycles corresponding to Fig. 2.6c,d.  
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Table 2.1. Specific energy efficiencies and average discharge voltages of the cell described in Fig. 2.6a,b 

 

When the voltage range was restricted during electrochemical cycling instead of 

capacity, specific discharge capacities increased with the width of the voltage window 

from 100–110 mAh/g for the 1.5–4.0 V range to 230–240 mAh/g for the 1.3–4.5 V vs. 

Li/Li+ range (Fig. 2.8). The cell was conditioned for five cycles with a capacity 

restriction of 110.5 mAh/g. It was then galvanostatically charged at C/5 and discharged at 

C/10 at room temperature for 5 or 6 cycles each with progressively wider voltage 

windows and limits set in the ranges 1.5–4.0 V, 1.5–4.2 V, 1.5–4.5 V, and 1.3–4.5 V vs. 

Li/Li+ and no capacity restrictions. 

cycle 

number 

specific energy - 

charge  

(Wh/kg) 

specific energy - 

discharge  

(Wh/kg) 

energy 

efficiency 

(%) 

average discharge 

voltage  

(V vs. Li/Li+) 

1 747  289  38.6 2.00 

2 722 257 35.6 2.06 

3 743 269 36.1 2.11 

8 811 434 53.5 2.17 

9 863 485 56.2 2.20 

10 857 504 58.8 2.28 

20 863 522 60.4 2.36 

30 820 454 55.4 2.06 

40 811 462 57.0 2.09 

50 792 477 60.2 2.16 

60 670 439 65.6 1.99 

70 663 440 66.5 1.99 

80 683 438 64.2 1.98 

90 703 441 62.7 1.99 

100 703 432 61.5 1.96 
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Figure 2.8. Charge and discharge capacities and Coulombic efficiencies for a Li8ZrO6/C coin half-cell with 

an electrode composition of 90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C (~ 26–27 wt% of this is carbon) and 10 wt% PVDF.  

A charged Li8ZrO6/C (to 2 Li/f.u.) has an open-circuit voltage (OCV) around 4.0–4.4 

V (Fig. 2.9). However, after ~5 days storage, the OCV falls into the range of 2.8–3.0 V, 

close to the OCV of a fresh Li8ZrO6/C (without any cycling), which is around 2.5–2.8 V.  

	
Figure 2.9. Rest potential vs. time for coin half-cells with a cathode composition of Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF = 

90:10. The cell was conditioned for 5 cycles at C/5 charge and discharge rates and a capacity restriction of 

110.5 mAh/g Li8ZrO6. It was then charged at C/5 and discharged at C/10 for 5 cycles with capacity 

restriction 221 mAh/g Li8ZrO6, charged for one additional step at C/5 to 221 mAh/g Li8ZrO6, and then left 

in this state. 
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These cells were able to power LED displays like the one shown in the Fig. 2.10. It 

should be noted that the high internal resistance of Li8ZrO6/C based coin cells is 

beneficial to the shelf life of these cells in the charged state, because it results in a lower 

rate of self-discharge. More than two years after first being conditioned and charged, the 

coin cells could still light up the LED displays. Although the displays started to become 

dim after a few minutes as a result of polarization, the cells then functioned again after 

another few minutes of rest time. 

 

Figure 2.10. Li8ZrO6/C coin cell powering up an LED display. 
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It was also possible to reversibly cycle these cells at specific capacity limits of 331 

mAh/g for multiple cycles, corresponding to 3 Li/f.u. In these experiments, it was helpful 

to condition the cells first by carrying out a few galvanostatic charge and discharge cycles 

at lower capacity limits. For the data in Fig. 2.6c,d, the cell was cycled with a current rate 

of C/5 on charging and C/10 on discharging at room temperature. The capacity limit was 

set to 221 mAh/g for the first 5 cycles, then raised to 331.5 mAh/g for subsequent cycles. 

At these rates, four cycles were needed before the cell reached full Coulombic efficiency 

at each of the two charge limits. During cycles 12 to 22 the charging potential increased 

gradually (Fig. 2.7d–f). At cycle 20, it increased to a value that led to partial oxidation of 

the electrolyte, which led to a decrease in discharge capacity after cycle 27. During these 

cycles, the discharge potential below 200 mAh/g first increased then decreased with the 

number of cycles; between 200 and 331 mAh/g, however, the discharge potential stayed 

flat and relatively constant for each cycle. When the discharge rate was reduced to C/15, 

100% Coulombic efficiency was reached immediately after the capacity limit was raised 

to 331 mAh/g (Fig. 2.11). With the initial capacity limit set to 221 mAh/g, even though 

the first cycle showed abnormal behavior during charging, subsequent cycles follow 

normal cycle behavior, and 100% Coulombic efficiency was reached by cycle 4. Voltage 

limits were set from 1.3 to 4.7 V. Selected charge and discharge curves for this cell are 

shown in Fig. 2.11b–c. In the early cycles at 331.5 mAh/g, the charging potential drops 

slightly and the discharging potential increases at high specific capacities (> 300 mAh/g), 

but in later cycles these trends are reversed. However, at lower specific capacities, the 

discharge potential increases monotonically throughout these cycles. At this impressive 

depth of charge for a cathode material, cells cycled reversibly for about 15–20 cycles, at 
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which point discharge capacities started to drop. One reason for eventual cell failure can 

be deduced from the charge-discharge curves in Fig. 2.11c. Under these conditions, the 

charging voltages rise steadily with multiple cycles and eventually reach values at which 

the electrolyte starts to be oxidized, as revealed by the noisy spikes in the charging curve 

for cycle 22 (Fig. 2.11c). One reason for the increase in charging voltage is that the 

charge transfer resistance through the electrode/electrolyte interface increases 

significantly when the depth of charge is increased from 2 to 3 Li/f.u., whereas the value 

of the charge-transfer resistance tends to decrease after the cell is charged and increase 

after the cell is discharged at a shallower level to 1 Li/f.u. (see section 2.3.4). In the 

cycles before electrolyte breakdown occurs, the charging curves show multiple steps, 

similar to the observations for capacity limits of 221 mAh/g, but revealing an additional 

voltage step above 200 mAh/g for some cycles. The discharge curves also show the same 

plateaus at 1.6 V vs. Li/Li+ which appear at progressively lower specific capacities as 

cycling proceeds. While energy efficiencies are similar to those obtained for 221 mAh/g 

capacity limits (~58–61%), the average discharge voltages are higher, increasing from 

2.21 to 2.57 V vs. Li/Li+ from cycle 10 to cycle 22, and specific energies obtained during 

discharge are also impressive (exceeding 700 Wh/kg of Li8ZrO6, see Table 2.2). 
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Figure 2.11. (a) Specific capacities of a coin half-cell with a cathode containing 90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C and 10 

wt% PVDF. Specific capacities are shown with respect to Li8ZrO6. The cell was cycled with a current rate 

of C/5 on charging and C/15 on discharging at room temperature. 
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Table 2.2. Properties of Li8ZrO6 compared to other commercial cathode materials for LIBs. 

 Notes:  For LCO, NMC, LFP and NCA, data are taken from reference 18. All values ignore masses or 

volumes of the electrolyte, solvent, current collectors and casing. 

2.3.4 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy of Nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C Composites 

The increasing trend of the charging voltage when increasing the depth of charge of 

Li8ZrO6/C coin half-cell from 2 to 3 Li/f.u. suggests a dependence of the charge transfer 

resistance on the depth of charge. A model was built to study the change in resistance 

during charge-discharge cycles (Fig. 2.12). In the model, R is resistance, Q is a constant 

phase element. R1 is the electrolyte resistance. The combination of R2 and Q2 is related to 

a passivating layer on the electrode surface. The combination of R3 and Q3 is related to 

charge transfer. The last element Q4 is related to diffusion and differential capacity.11 

 
	

Figure 2.12. Equivalent circuit used for modeling the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data. 

cathode  

material 

spec. cap. 

(theo. 1 Li) 

(mAh/g) 

spec. cap. 

(actual Li) 

(mAh/g) 

Average 

voltage 

(V) 

spec. 

energy 

(Wh/kg) 

vol. energy 

density 

(Wh/L) 

LiCoO2 (LCO) 274 140 3.9 546 2730 

LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 

(NMC) 

272 160-170 3.8 610-650 2867-3055 

LiFePO4 (LFP) 170 150-170 3.45 518-587 1864-2113 

LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 

(NCA) 

279 180-200 3.8 680-760 3026-3382 

Li8ZrO6, 2 Li 221 221 2.0-2.4 442-530 1326-1590 

Li8ZrO6, 3 Li 331 331 2.2-2.6 728-861 2184-2583 
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EIS spectra at different states of charge show a distinguishable difference between the 

3 Li/f.u. and the 1 Li/f.u. electrodes for both charge and discharge (Fig. 2.13). All the EIS 

spectra were fit using the same model in Fig. 2.12. As shown in Table 2.3, when a cell 

was charged to remove 1 Li/f.u. and then discharged, for 5 cycles each, the value of R1 

(electrolyte resistance) remained approximately constant after each charge/discharge 

cycle. At this level of charge, the value of the charge-transfer resistance (R3) tended to 

decrease after the cell was charged and increase after the cell was discharged. However, 

when half-cells were charged more deeply (up to 3 Li/f.u., Table 2.4) and then 

discharged, the value of the charge transfer resistance increased with depth of charge, 

with a particularly large jump between 2 and 3 Li/f.u. The value of the electrolyte 

resistance R1 continued to remain approximately constant after each charge/discharge 

cycle. This also suggests that at a greater depth of charge, the formation of phase 

boundaries may occur that leads to the formation of new interfaces due to mechanical 

strain at such phase boundaries. 

 
Figure 2.13. EIS spectra of coin half-cells (90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF) at different states of 

charge as indicated in the figure with (a) at depth of charge of 1Li/f.u. and (b) at depth of charge of 0-3 

Li/f.u. Charge rates of C/5 and discharge rates of C/10 were used.  
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Table 2.3. Impedance parameters calculated from the EIS spectra in Figure 2.13a, using the equivalent 

circuit in Figure 2.12.  

state of 

charge 

R1 

(Ω) 

Q2  

(µF�sα-1) 
α2 

R2  

(Ω) 

Q3 

(µF�sα-1) 
α 3 

R3  

(Ω) 

Q4 

(µF�sα-1) 
α4 χ2 

0 Li 4.5 4.19 1.0 4.6 17.1 0.74 224 8577 0.64 1.16 

Cycle 1 -

charge 
3.9 2.44 1.0 3.3 46.9 0.77 169 5170 0.73 2.03 

Cycle 1 -  

full cycle 
3.8 5440 1.0 90 138 0.62 191 11790 0.42 2.59 

Cycle 2 - 

charge 
4.5 0.77 1.0 7.2 96.1 0.65 171 3260 0.79 1.90 

Cycle 2 -  

full cycle 
8.8 0.85 1.0 16 79.3 0.63 337 1796 0.80 0.67 

Cycle 3 - 

charge 
4.5 0.54 1.0 24 28.7 0.76 201 3487 0.70 2.00 

Cycle 3 -  

full cycle 
5.7 0.73 1.0 21 41.8 0.69 326 1572 0.72 1.23 

Cycle 4 - 

charge 
5.0 0.71 1.0 8.9 80.1 0.65 148 3850 0.74 1.59 

Cycle 4 -  

full cycle 
5.3 0.75 1.0 15 57.2 0.66 275 1942 0.66 1.68 

Cycle 5 - 

charge 
7.2 0.54 1.0 21 29.2 0.71 170 3256 0.68 0.71 

Cycle 5 -  

full cycle 
8.2 0.82 1.0 22 37.2 0.67 329 1473 0.75 0.56 

Notes: α is the phase angle of the constant phase element Q in radians (0 < α < 1). When α is close to 0, the 

constant phase element Q resembles a resistor. When α is close to 1, Q resembles a capacitor. χ2 is an 

indication of goodness of fit. For these data, a coin cell was charged to remove 1 Li/f.u. and discharged for 

5 cycles each. 
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Table 2.4. Impedance parameters calculated from the EIS spectra in Figure 2.13b, using the equivalent 

circuit in Figure 2.12.  

state of 

charge 

R1 

(Ω) 

Q2 

(µF�sα-1) 
α2 

R2  

(Ω) 

Q3 

(µF�sα-1) 
α3 

R3  

(Ω) 

Q4 

(µF�sα-1) 
α4 χ2 

0 Li 4.5 4.19 1.0 4.6 17.1 0.74 224 8577 0.64 1.16 

1 Li -

charge 
3.9 2.44 1.0 3.3 46.9 0.77 169 5170 0.73 2.03 

1 Li -  

full cycle 
3.8 5440 1.0 89.8 138 0.62 191 11790 0.42 2.59 

2 Li - 

charge 
5.2 11.3 1.0 188 6.2 0.76 214 2612 0.66 1.37 

2 Li -  

full cycle 
5.1 3.59 1.0 13.4 18.1 0.67 656 1065 0.70 1.55 

3 Li - 

charge 
5.9 5.01 0.80 141 16.1 0.81 1714 1889 0.70 1.06 

3 Li -  

full cycle 
5.4 5.02 0.80 150 20.5 0.80 2010 4555 0.75 1.28 

Notes: α is the phase angle of the constant phase element Q in radians (0 < α < 1). When α is close to 0, the 

constant phase element Q resembles a resistor. When α is close to 1, Q resembles a capacitor. χ2 is an 

indication of goodness of fit. For these data, a coin cell was charged to remove 1 Li/f.u. and discharged for 

5 cycles each. 

2.3.5 Charge Transport in Li8ZrO6 and Li8ZrO6/C Composites 

Reported values of electrical conductivity and activation energies for Li+ transport in 

Li8ZrO6 vary in the literature. Electrical conductivity of Li8ZrO6 was first studied by 

Delmas et al. using complex impedance measurements.84 The conductivity was reported 

to be 1.2×10-11 S/cm at 27 °C and 2.1×10-5 S/cm at 227 °C with an activation energy of 

90 kJ/mol. Three types of Li+ transport were suggested, involving Li+ moving through 

interstices in the tetrahedral lithium layers or through vacancies in the octahedral Li–Zr 

layers in two dimensions, or alternatively Li+ transport between layers. Different 
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activation energies for lithium-ion transport were reported in later studies. Ohno et al. 

identified activation energies in three different temperature ranges (37.4 kJ/mol below 

153 °C, 52.1 kJ/mol between 153 and 560 °C, and 103.2 kJ/mol above 560 °C), using  the 

two-terminal technique with an AC Wheatstone bridge and sintered Li8ZrO6 pellets.189 

By extrapolation of their data, one would expect a room-temperature conductivity of 

approximately 4×10-10 S/cm. Pantyukhina et al.190 reported an activation energy of 109.6 

kJ/mol between 300 and 427 °C and an activation energy of 78.0 kJ/mol above 427 °C, 

citing a structural rearrangement between 300 and 550 °C as the reason for the change in 

activation energy. The measured conductivity at 300 °C was 8×10-6 S/cm. Huang et al. 

measured a room temperature conductivity of 1.3×10-10 S/cm for pressed Li8ZrO6 pellets 

by dc polarization, with an activation energy of 48 kJ/mol in the temperature range 

between 22 and 120 °C.107 This activation energy is in close agreement with the energy 

barrier calculated quantum mechanically for lithium atom hopping between tetrahedral 

voids in adjacent layers (44 kJ/mol) for Li7ZrO6 (i.e., Li8ZrO6 from which one Li atom 

has been removed during charging). Huang et al. assigned contributions of (8.6 ± 

2.6)×10-11 S/cm to electronic conductivity and (4.7 ± 2.1)×10-11 S/cm to ionic 

conductivity.107 

Here we measured conductivity by an alternative method, chronoamperometry. In this 

technique, the potential of the cell is stepped and the resulting current decay is monitored 

and fitted to extract electronic and ionic conductivity values. Fig. 2.14 shows the current 

decay curve for bulk Li8ZrO6 at room temperature. The estimated electronic conductivity 

is 5.0×10-11 S/cm and ionic conductivity 1.3×10-10 S/cm for a total conductivity of 

1.8×10-10 S/cm, values similar to those obtained by dc polarization at room 
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temperature.107 The calculations for electronic and ionic conductivities of bulk Li8ZrO6 

will be showed in detail in section 4.3.2.4. Analogous measurements for Li8ZrO6/C 

(synthesized from lithium benzoate and zirconyl chloride) showed a total conductivity of 

3.9×10-3 S/cm, i.e., about six orders of magnitude higher than bulk Li8ZrO6. In this 

composite material, conductivity is mainly provided by the electronically conductive 

carbon component, and separate ionic conductivity values could not be extracted from the 

experimental data for the composite. 

	
	
Figure 2.14. (a) Experimental set-up used for the chronoamperometry measurements. (b) 

Chronoamperometry trace for bulk Li8ZrO6 at room temperature. 
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The galvanostatic intermittent titration technique (GITT) was used to study the 

diffusion kinetics of Li+ intercalation/deintercalation and to determine the chemical 

diffusion coefficients of Li+ in Li8ZrO6/C electrodes.191-193 The GITT curve of a 

Li8ZrO6/C cathode as a function of time shows a large polarization between the charging 

and discharging process (Fig. 2.15). The asymmetric equilibrium potential between the 

charge and discharge is believed to be due to a combination of iR voltage drop, a reaction 

overpotential related to the growth of the different interfaces, and the different spatial 

distributions of electrochemically active phases.194, 195 Fick’s second law of diffusion was 

applied to equilibrium potential plots of the GITT data (Fig. 2.15) to determine the 

apparent chemical diffusion coefficient of Li+ (DLi) as a function of lithium content in 

LixZrO6. Here DLi is the combined diffusion coefficient of Li+ inside nanosized Li8ZrO6 

particles, inside the electrode, and at the interface between the electrode and the 

electrolyte.  

	
	

Figure 2.15. Equilibrium potential at different states of charge. The equilibrium potential between the 

charge and discharge processes showed a hysteresis loop, indicating the polarization of the electrode during 

the electrochemical testing. 
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Fig. 2.16 shows the room temperature diffusion coefficients in the LixZrO6 electrodes 

at different states of charge (see also Table 2.5). These vary from 5.6×10-10 cm2/s for 

Li8ZrO6 to 5.7×10-14 cm2/s for Li5ZrO6. We find that DLi decreases sharply when the first 

0.5 Li+ is removed from the Li8ZrO6 cathode. It decreases at a lower rate when 

7.5 > x > 5 for LixZrO6. During the initial charge process, Li+ deintercalation is most 

facile due to the high concentration of Li+ at the surface. The subsequent decrease in the 

apparent diffusion coefficient upon further delithiation is opposite to the trend predicted 

by quantum mechanical calculations for bulk Li8ZrO6. Those calculations had indicated 

that the diffusion barrier for lithium ions is reduced as the number of Li vacancies 

increases during battery charging,89 so that one would expect an increase in the Li+ 

diffusion coefficient as Li8ZrO6 is delithiated. The observed decrease is likely due to 

concentration gradients within Li8ZrO6 particles that result in phase boundaries and the 

formation of new interfaces due to mechanical strain at such phase boundaries, which is 

also supported by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (section 2.3.4). 
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Figure 2.16. Room temperature Li-ion diffusion coefficient (log scale) in LixZrO6 at different states of 

charge. 

Table 2.5. Apparent room temperature Li-ion diffusion coefficients in Li8ZrO6 electrodes at different states 

of charge. 

x in 
LixZrO6 

diffusion coefficient 
(cm2/s) 

8 5.60×10-10 

7.5 4.02×10-12 

7 7.14×10-13 

6.5 7.55×10-14 

6 1.66×10-14 

5.5 5.38×10-13 

5 5.67×10-14 
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2.3.6 Faradaic and Capacitive Contributions to Charge Storage in Li8ZrO6/C Half Cells 

The analysis of relative faradaic and capacitive contributions to charge storage in the 

Li8ZrO6/C half cells follows a procedure outlined by Wang et al. and Linström et al.196, 197 

The measured current (i) at different voltage scan rates (v) follows the relation: 

                                                    i = avb     (Equation 2.2) 

where a and b are adjustable parameters. The limiting value b = 0.5 is associated with 

faradaic behavior due to Li-ion insertion according to equation 2.3: 

                                       𝑖 = 𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐶∗𝐷! !𝑣! ! !"#
!"

! !
𝜋! !𝜒(𝑏𝑡)  (Equation 2.3) 

The limiting value b = 1 corresponds to capacitive behavior according to equation 

2.4: 

                                                  i = vCdA    (Equation 2.4) 

n = number of electrons involved in electrode reaction 

F = Faraday constant 

A = surface area of electrode materials 

C* = surface concentration of the electrode material 

D = chemical diffusion coefficient 

α = transfer coefficient 

R = molar gas constant 

T = absolute temperature 

χ(bt) = normalized current for a completely irreversible system   

Cd = capacitance 

When both faradaic and capacitive contributions are present, the relative 

contributions are described by equation 2.5: 
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                                                  i(V) = k1v +k2v1/2      (Equation 2.5) 

k1v = current contributions from the surface capacitive effects 

k2v1/2 = current contributions from the diffusion-controlled intercalation process 

Figure 2.17 shows the cyclic voltammetry curves for a Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF = 90:10 coin 

half-cell at various sweep rates. Values of b at the different voltages were calculated from 

the slopes of log i vs. log v plots (Figure 2.18). Finally, the % faradaic contributions from 

Li-ion insertion during discharge were estimated using equation 4 and the procedure 

outlined in the literature196 (Table 2.6). The observed capacity is the combination of 

faradaic and capacitive capacities. At lower scan rate (0.05-0.2 mV/s), the faradaic 

contributions to the overall capacity are dominant. At high scan rate (0.8 mV/s), the 

capacitive contribution is dominant. The electrochemical characteristic that is both 

capacitive and faradaic is unique to “nano” material. At the nanoscale, the available 

surface areas for capacitive storage increase, while the diffusion path lengths for ions are 

decreased.198 This phenomenon is called “extrinsic” pseudocapacitance.199 
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Figure 2.17. Cyclic voltammetry curves for a Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF = 90:10 coin half-cell at the indicated 

sweep rates. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.18. Plots of b-values vs. voltage for the positive scan (charging, left) and negative scan 

(discharging, right). 
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Table 2.6. Relative faradaic contributions from Li-ion insertion during discharge of a Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF = 

90:10 coin half-cell at the indicated sweep rates. 

scan rate  

(mV/s) 

faradaic contribution  

from Li-ion insertion during discharge (%) 

0.05 73 

0.10 66 

0.20 59 

0.40 50 

0.80 42 

 

2.3.7 Potential Capacity Contributions from other Coin Cell Components 

Several control experiments were carried out to determine whether the observed 

capacity can be mainly related to the Li8ZrO6 phase, or whether alternative sources 

contributed significantly to the capacity. In particular, we examined possible 

contributions from the Li6Zr2O7 and Li2O impurity phases, a potential capacitive 

contribution due to the nanoparticle nature of the active material (using similarly sized 

silica particles obtained from Ludox AS-40 as a model system, nominal particle size 22 

nm, NH4
+ counter ion), and a potential contribution from the Al current collector. 

Because some electrodes contained Super P carbon, we also carried out a control 

experiment with electrodes made only from Super P carbon and PVDF binder. 

Fig. 2.19 shows the corresponding cell potentials as a function of time over multiple 

cycles and Fig. 2.20 shows the progression of capacity as a function of cycle number. For 

Li2O/C prepared from lithium benzoate by a procedure analogous to that for the synthesis 

of Li8ZrO6/C, the voltage vs. time curves show highly symmetric triangular patterns of 

very short duration. These are typical for capacitive behavior (electric double-layer 

capacitance, dV/dt is constant), indicating that the carbon-coated Li2O nanoparticles 
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(grain size > 150 nm) store a small amount of charge on the surface. However, as is 

apparent from Fig. 2.20, the contribution of Li2O relative to that of Li8ZrO6/C is 

negligible. Considering that the Li2O content in the Li8ZrO6/C materials is also small, we 

rule out Li2O as a significant contributor to the measured capacity. The aluminum, Ludox 

AS-40 silica, and Super P carbon cells show voltage vs. time patterns that are slightly less 

symmetric and less triangular than that of the Li2O cell, with a small extent of curvature 

near the high potential during charge and the low potential during discharge. However, 

the patterns are still largely capacitive and capacity values are small compared to the 

capacity measured for Li8ZrO6/C under similar conditions (< 1.5% for Al, < 4.5% for 

Ludox AS-40 silica particles, and 3~5% for Super P carbon). Given that the grain size in 

Li8ZrO6 (30–90 nm) is larger than that of these silica particles and that the optimized 

Li8ZrO6/C cells did not contain any Super P carbon, we conclude that the capacitive 

contribution in the Li8ZrO6/C cells is very minor and not likely to be more than 5–11% of 

the total capacity at the discharge rates used in these tests. However, cyclic voltammetry 

experiments at varying voltage scan rates indicated that the capacitive contribution to 

charge storage in Li8ZrO6/C half cells increases at higher scan rates to 27% at 0.05 mV/s 

and 58% at 0.80 mV/s (Fig. 2.17 and 2.18, Table 2.6). This contribution results from the 

small particle size of Li8ZrO6 in the composite electrodes and includes double-layer 

capacitance and pseudocapacitance through charge-transfer processes with surface atoms. 
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Figure 2.19. Charge and discharge curves for half-coin-cells containing (a) Li8ZrO6/C (90 Li8ZrO6/C : 10 

PVDF), (b) Li6Zr2O7/C (70 Li6Zr2O7/C : 20 Super P carbon: 10 PVDF), (c) Li2O/C (90 Li2O/C : 10 PVDF), 

(d) Ludox AS-40 colloidal silica (70 silica : 20 Super P carbon: 10 PVDF), (e) an Al current collector (25 

µm Al coated with carbon on both sides), and (f) Super P carbon (90 Super P carbon : 10 PVDF). All cells 

were cycled in the range from 1.3 to 4.5 V vs. Li/Li+. Charge currents were ~0.02 mA and discharge 

currents ~0.01 mA except for Super P carbon. This corresponds to C/5 and C/10 charge and discharge rates 

for Li8ZrO6 (C = 110.5 mAh). For Super P carbon, charge and discharge rates were both C/5, based on 

Li8ZrO6. Note the different scales on the time axes. 
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Figure 2.20. Capacities of half-coin cells containing various electrode materials studied to estimate 

potential contributions of these materials to the observed capacity of the Li8ZrO6-containing cells. All cells 

were cycled in the range from 1.3 to 4.5 V vs. Li/Li+ with charge currents ~0.02 mA and discharge currents 

~0.01 mA unless noted otherwise below. This corresponds to C/5 and C/10 charge and discharge rates for 

Li8ZrO6 (C = 110.5 mAh).  

Li8ZrO6/C-330 mAh/g limit: 90 Li8ZrO6/C : 10 PVDF, 1.0 mg Li8ZrO6 in the electrode. For the first 4 

cycles at C/5 charge rate and C/10 discharge rate, a capacity restriction of 220 mAh/g was applied. 

Afterwards, the capacity restriction was raised to 330 mAh/g, the discharge rate was reduced to C/15 and 

the voltage limit removed. The cell maintained 100% Coulombic efficiency for 18 cycles until the voltage 

of the charging curve exceeded 4.7 V and evidence for electrolyte oxidation was observed in the form of 

spikes in the charging curve. 

Li8ZrO6/C-220 mAh/g limit: 90 Li8ZrO6/C : 10 PVDF, 1.4 mg Li8ZrO6 in the electrode. A capacity 

restriction of 220 mAh/g was applied. 

Li6Zr2O7/C-220 mAh/g limit: 70 Li6Zr2O7/C : 20 Super P carbon: 10 PVDF, 0.7 mg Li6Zr2O7 in the 

electrode. A capacity restriction of 220 mAh/g was applied. The capacity drop after cycle 88 occurred 

when the upper voltage limit of 4.5 V was reached during charging. See also Figures S33 and S34. 

Ludox AS-40: colloidal silica with particle size of ~22 nm, 70 silica : 20 Super P carbon: 10 PVDF, 1.0 mg 

silica in the electrode. 

Super P carbon: 90 Super P carbon : 10 PVDF, 2.0 mg carbon in the electrode. Charge and discharge rates 

were both C/5, based on C = 110.5 mAh for Li8ZrO6. 

Al: 25 µm Al current collector coated with carbon on both sides. 

Li2O/C: 90 Li2O/C : 10 PVDF, 1 mg Li2O in the electrode. Li2O/C was synthesized from lithium benzoate 

by a procedure identical to that for the synthesis of Li8ZrO6/C, but without any zirconyl chloride. 
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In contrast, Li6Zr2O7/C can be electrochemically cycled and provides significant 

capacity, as shown in Fig. 2.21. In fact, when the charge capacity limit was set to 221 

mAh/g, this electrode material could maintain capacity over at least 50 cycles, similar to 

Li8ZrO6, with 100% Coulombic efficiency and less polarization than Li8ZrO6, indicated 

by a higher average discharge potential. Computed volume changes after removal of up 

to 2 Li/f.u. from Li6Zr2O7 are very low and less than for Li8ZrO6, but the associated 

average voltages are higher, indicating that Li6Zr2O7 is harder to delithiate (Table 2.7). 

After a drop in the first cycle from 2.78 to 2.34 V, the average discharge potential 

gradually increases with cycling to reach a value 2.56 V after 50 cycles. At cycle 50, the 

specific charge and discharge energies were 851 and 565 Wh/kg, respectively, with an 

energy efficiency of 66.4%. Given that the Li6Zr2O7 content in the Li8ZrO6 materials is 

less than 4 wt%, the contribution of this phase should be negligible, unless more Li6Zr2O7 

is formed during charging. However, this electrode composition merits further 

investigation in the future. 
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Figure 2.21. Comparison of charge-discharge curves for Li6Zr2O7/C (top, electrode: 70 Li6Zr2O7/C : 20 

Super P carbon: 10 PVDF) and Li8ZrO6/C (bottom, electrode: 90 Li8ZrO6/C : 10 PVDF). These were 

charged at a charge rate of C/5 and discharge rate of C/10, with C = 110.5 mAh/g based on Li8ZrO6 for 

both samples. The cell containing Li6Zr2O7/C shows stable cycling over at least 50 cycles. After a drop in 

the first cycle from 2.78 to 2.34 V, the average discharge potential gradually increases with cycling to reach 

a value 2.56 V after 50 cycles. 
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Table 2.7. The energy, unit cell volume, and average voltage of LixZr4O14 (representative of Li6Zr2O7) 

upon partial delithiation, computed by PBE+U. 

PBE+U, U = 6.0 eV energy (eV) volume (Å3) average voltage 
(V vs. Li/Li+) 

Li12Zr4O14 -143.706 313.58  

Li11Zr4O14 
(Li12 removed) 

-138.131 313.96 3.67 

Li10Zr4O14 
(Li12, Li6 removed) 

-133.017 313.23 3.44 

Li8Zr4O14 
(Li6, Li7, Li9, Li12 
removed) 

-122.424 313.18 3.42 

Notes: Atom numbers are shown in the structure below (space group C2/c). 
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The electrolyte used in these experiments was 1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1:1 volume ratio of 

EC:DEM:DEC. To test its stability, fifteen cells containing Li8ZrO6:PVDF (90:10) were 

charged at a rate of C/5 and discharged at C/10 for fifteen cycles between 1.3 and 4.5 V 

with capacity limits set to 220 mAh/g. The combined electrolyte from these cells was 

dissolved in DMSO-d6 and analyzed by 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy. The spectra of 

the pristine electrolyte and of the recovered electrolyte after the fifteen cycles are shown 

in Fig. 2.22. On the basis of the 1H NMR spectra, the ratio of EC:DMC:DEC was 

maintained after cycling and no decomposition products were detected in these 

spectra.200, 201 The 19F spectra also did not reveal any change in electrolyte composition 

after cycling. We can conclude that electrolyte decomposition, if any occurred during the 

15 cycles, did not produce any new soluble products. 

	
	
Figure 2.22. (a) 19F NMR spectra and (b) 1H NMR spectra of the electrolyte before and after 15 charge and 

discharge cycles. (The peaks at -147.85 and -155.33 ppm in the 19F spectrum of the electrolyte after cycling 

are associated with the presence of BF4
-, formed by the reaction of HF with the borate glass of the NMR 

tube.202) 
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A cyclic voltammogram of a half coin-cell also did not show any Faradaic current 

between 1.3 and 4.5 V that could be associated with electrolyte oxidation or reduction 

(Fig. 2.23). From this we conclude that most of the observed capacity was associated 

with the Li8ZrO6 material itself. 

	
	

Figure 2.23. Cyclic voltammogram of a Li8ZrO6/C coin half-cell with an electrode composition of 90 wt% 

Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF, using 1 M LiPF6 in 1:1:1 (vol.) EC:DEM:DEC as the electrolyte. The scan 

rate was 0.1 mV/s. 

2.4. Conclusions 

A scalable synthesis of Li8ZrO6/C carbon composites as electrode materials for LIBs 

was developed using zirconyl chloride with a lithium benzoate precursor that provided a 

source of both lithium and a conductive carbon component. By incorporating ball milling 

steps in the synthesis to partially delaminate the pseudolayered material, it was possible 

to achieve grain sizes of Li8ZrO6 as low as 30–40 nm in size and place these small 

particles of active material in close contact with the intrinsic carbon phase, so that no 

additional carbon was needed to produce LIB electrodes. Multiple lithium atoms per 

formula unit of Li8ZrO6 could be removed from these materials electrochemically. 

Galvanostatic cycling was reversible when charging steps were limited to the removal of 

two or even three Li/f.u. in coin half-cells. At this limited level of charge, specific 
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discharge capacities were remarkable: 221 mAh/g for over 140 cycles and 331 mAh/g for 

15–20 cycles. The limited cycle lives may be related to concentration gradients 

throughout the electrode, resulting in some particles being more deeply delithiated, thus 

bringing them into the irreversible regime. This limitation may be overcome in the future 

by appropriate design of the Li8ZrO6/C composite architecture at the nanoscale.195, 203 In 

addition, the oxidation stability of the electrolyte restricted the cycle life. 

As shown in Table 2.2, several of the electrochemical properties of Li8ZrO6 

electrodes compare favorably with existing commercial cathode materials for LIBs, 

although further development would be needed to make the Li8ZrO6 electrode materials 

practical. The specific capacity of up to 331 mAh/g and specific energy reaching above 

700 Wh/kg compare favorably with those of LiCoO2, LiFePO4 and LiNiMnCoO2, 

although the cycle life is still much shorter at this capacity. The volumetric energy 

density is lower compared to the other cathode materials, except for LiFePO4. The 

average discharge voltage of ~2.4 V vs. Li/Li+ (OCV ~2.8 V) is lower than that of the 

other three cathode materials but higher than that of Li-sulfur batteries. However, the 

charge storage mechanism of the materials is not yet known. Unlike conventional cathode 

materials, the transition metal Zr in Li8ZrO6 electrode materials is at its highest oxidation 

state Zr	(IV). The lack of a transition metal with a variable oxidation state to compensate 

for charge changes during delithiation and relithiation implies the participation of lattice 

oxygen to the charge storage process. Further investigations on structural changes during 

charge-discharge processes at greater depth of charge and the involvement of lattice 

oxygen on the charge storage mechanism will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3: Structural Changes during Lithiation/Delithiation Cycles and 

Involvement of Oxygen in the Redox Processes of Nanostructured Li8ZrO6 

 

Reproduced with permission from “Effective Electrochemical Charge Storage in the 

High-Lithium Compound Li8ZrO6” by Tran, N.; Spindler, B. D.; Yakovenko, A.; 

Wiaderek, K. M.; Chapman, K. W.; Huang, S.; Smyrl, W. H.; Truhlar, D. G.; Stein, A. in 

ACS Applied Energy Materials, 2019, 2, 1274-1287. Copyright 2019 American Chemical 

Society. 

 

Contributions to this chapter were performed by Dr. Karena W. Chapman (PDF) and Dr. 

Shuping Huang (interatomic distance calculations). 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In 1991, Sony successfully commercialized rechargeable LIBs using LiCoO2 

cathodes and C6Li anodes. Since then, LIBs have become the predominant power sources 

for portable electronics. LIBs are also used as electrical energy storage devices for 

electric vehicles and large-scale stationary energy storage. During the charge process 

using intercalation reactions, Li+ ions are extracted from the cathode and inserted into the 

anode; this process is reversed during discharge. The classic cathode of the type of 

LiCoO2 contains a transition metal (Co) that can be oxidized to maintain charge 

neutrality when Li+ ions are removed from the cathode during the charging process. 

Lithium removal is limited to 0.5 Li/f.u. because of irreversible loss of oxygen and 
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irreversible structural change. However, some Li-rich oxides, such as Li2MnO3 and β-

Li2IrO3, can be reversibly charged/discharged with more than 1 Li/f.u. This implies that 

lattice oxygen participates in the charge storage process together with the redox active 

transition metal. 

In the previous chapter, a scalable synthesis method was developed for 

nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C composites with high content of the active phase (70–80 wt%). 

The Li8ZrO6/C composites can be used directly with binder and without any added 

conductive phase to make electrodes for LIBs. These electrodes maintained a specific 

capacity of 221 mAh/g (corresponding to removal of 2 Li/f.u.) for 140 cycles with 100% 

Coulombic efficiency.107, 108 The experimental data agrees with the quantum mechanical 

calculations that the removal of 2 Li/f.u. is topotactic.108, 204 Quantum mechanical 

calculations also suggested the significant distortion with possible oxygen loss at deeper 

depth of charge (removal of 3 Li/f.u.) and the participation of lattice oxygen in the charge 

storage mechanism. 

  Here, we report a study on structural changes at different states of charge during 

charge/discharge processes. Using ex situ XRD, the structural stability and structure 

reversibility during charge/discharge cycles were investigated. Operando synchrotron 

XRD measurements were used to follow structural changes during both shallow cycling 

and deep charging. The change in grain sizes, the number of grain boundaries and 

electrode/electrolyte interfaces at different states of charge were studied. The changes in 

local structure of Li8ZrO6 at different states of charge were monitored using ex-situ 

synchrotron X-ray structural data with pair distribution function (PDF) analysis. The 
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involvement of lattice oxygen in the charge storage mechanism was supported by XRD, 

XPS, and PDF data. 

3.2 Experimental Section 

3.2.1 Materials 

Lithium benzoate (99%), zirconyl chloride octahydrate (>99%), zirconyl nitrate 

(99%), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (anhydrous, 99.5%), and Li foil (99.9%) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich; polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder (>99.5%), Super P® 

conductive carbon black (>96%), battery electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in 1:1:1 by volume 

ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate:diethyl carbonate), 2032 coin cell cases and 

stainless steel spacers from MTI Corporation; Celgard 3501 membrane (monolayer 

polypropylene, 25 µm thick) from Celgard. Deionized water was purified to a resistivity 

higher than 18 MΩ·cm. All gases were purchased from Airgas. All chemicals were used 

without further purification. 

3.2.2 Synthesis of Nanostructured Li8ZrO6/C 

Zirconyl chloride octahydrate (1.5 mmol) and lithium benzoate (18 mmol) were 

mixed using a zirconia ball-and-cup set in a 8000M Mixer/Mill high-energy ball mill 

(SPEX SamplePrep) for 10 min to form a mixture containing a 12:1 molar ratio of Li:Zr. 

The mixture was pyrolyzed under N2 (0.6 L/min) in a tube furnace with a ramp rate of 1 

°C/min to 600 °C, followed by a 2-h dwell time, and then with a ramp rate of 2 °C/min to 

800 °C, followed by a 2-h dwell time. The sample was cooled under N2 to room 

temperature before being removed from the tube furnace. The sample was ball milled for 

a total of 30–60 min in 10 min intervals using an alumina ball-and-cup set in a ball mill. 

An XRD pattern was obtained after each 10 min interval and ball milling was stopped 
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when impurity peaks were first observed at d-values of 0.478 nm (Li6Zr2O7) or at 0.287 

and 0.292 nm (Li2CO3). The final products were found to contain 20–30 wt% carbon, as 

determined using a combustion-based analysis at Atlantic Microlabs, Norcross, GA. The 

variation in carbon content is believed to arise from small differences in the ball milling 

treatment, where differential loss/segregation of carbon and Li8ZrO6 phases may occur, as 

well as to small differences in the pyrolysis process when different tube furnaces where 

employed. These samples are referred to as Li8ZrO6/C. 

3.2.3 Battery Assembly and Testing 

For the nanosized Li8ZrO6/C materials, electrodes were also prepared using 90:10 by 

mass of Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF with no added Super P carbon. The mixture was ground further 

using a mortar and pestle to obtain a heterogeneous slurry. The mixture was cast onto a 

carbon-coated aluminum foil into a thin film with a thickness of less than 200 µm using a 

doctor blade. The film was prepared and dried at ambient temperature in a dry room with 

less than 100 ppm of H2O or less than 1% relative humidity during active use. The film 

was transferred to a vacuum oven kept at 110 °C overnight to remove excess NMP. The 

dried film was pressed using a mechanical roller to a final thickness of ~40 to 50 µm and 

the electrodes (9/16 inch in diameter) were punched out. The loading of active material in 

the electrodes was typically between 1 and 1.5 mg (0.6–1 mg/cm2). The electrodes were 

assembled into CR2032 coin cells in a half-cell configuration using metallic lithium as 

the counter electrode, a Celgard 3501 membrane as the separator, and ~0.25 g of 1 M 

LiPF6 in EC:DMC:DEC as the electrolyte. The coin cells were pressed using a coin cell 

crimper with a pressure of at least 150 psi for 15 s. All the cell assembly was performed 

in a He filled glove box. After addition of the electrolyte, the cells were allowed to rest 
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for at least 10 h to ensure complete infiltration of the electrode with the electrolyte 

solution. 

Electrochemical tests were performed using an Arbin battery-testing system BT2000 

work station. The coin cells were left at rest for 10 h for better infiltration of electrolyte 

into the active material of the electrode. Galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements 

were performed at various charge/discharge rates (C rate, with C defined as 110.5 mA/g 

Li8ZrO6) with the current calculated from the mass of the active material in an electrode 

in the potential range from 1.3 to 4.5 V (sometimes to 4.7 V). Capacity restriction limits 

were set at 110.5 mAh/g, 221 mAh/g, or 331 mAh/g Li8ZrO6, and the battery tester was 

set to switch between the charge and discharge processes when the capacity limit 

condition was fulfilled. Other specific conditions are described in the figure captions 

throughout the text. 

3.2.4 Characterization of Materials 

Operando synchrotron X-ray diffraction studies were carried out at beamline 17BM-

B (λ = 0.45260(2) Å, detector distance 500 mm) at the Advanced Photon Source, 

Argonne National Laboratory, using AMPIX cells.205 Electrodes, 13 mm in diameter and 

between 23.3 and 25.9 mg in total mass, were prepared in an Ar-filled glovebox, using a 

mixture of 80 wt% Li8ZrO6/C (24.9 wt% C, 1.07 wt% N, 0.65 wt% H, 12 wt% Li2O) and 

20 wt% PTFE binder. No additional carbon was added. The AMPIX half-cells were 

assembled using these cathodes with Li foil (380 µm thick, 9/16” diameter) and a glass 

microfiber separator (5/8” diameter). The electrolyte was 1 M LiPF6 in a 1:1:1 (by 

volume) mixture of EC/DMC/DEC. Cells were cycled galvanostatically in the beamline 

using a Maccor 4300 battery cycler. A LaB6 standard was used as reference to determine 
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instrumental peak broadening and to create the image controls used for integration of 2D 

diffraction images. An AMPIX cell containing only Li foil, electrolyte solution, and the 

glass fiber separator was used to correct for the background signal. These experiments 

were carried out at room temperature. Data were analyzed using the GSAS-II program.206 

Peak fitting was carried out using Origin software. Alternatively, peak areas were 

determined by fitting six Lorentzian curves to the diffraction patterns. The background 

was removed prior to curve fitting by fitting a 7-degree Chebyshev series using to the 

background and subtracting it from the pattern. The Lorentzian curves were fit using the 

Python SciPy package, and the background was fit using the Python NumPy package. 

Ex-situ X-ray diffraction patterns of electrodes at different states of charge were 

obtained with an X'Pert Pro diffractometer (PANAnalytical) with an X’Celerator 

detector. The radiation source was a Co anode with λ = 1.789 Å. A separate cell was used 

for each experiment, prepared from the same batch of electrode material for each cell. 

After each experiment, the coin cell was opened and the electrode was quickly washed 

with excess dimethyl carbonate and dried by blowing house nitrogen gas over it for 30 s. 

The electrode was taped on the XRD sample holder with carbon tape to achieve a flat 

surface. A fast (30 min) survey XRD scan was obtained before and after the longer 12-h 

scans shown in this figure to detect any changes due to exposure of the sample to air. The 

Al peaks originate from the current collector and were used as an approximate internal 

standard for intensities. A Li2CO3 phase was observed for two cells (1 Li – charge and 1 

Li – full cycle), but was much less pronounced in the other cells. This phase formed 

during exposure of the electrode to air in this ex-situ experiment and was never observed 

in operando experiments. 
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Synchrotron X-ray structure analysis by pair distribution function (PDF) analysis was 

carried out at beamline 11-ID-B at Argonne National Laboratory to study the local 

structure of the Li8ZrO6 cathode at different states of charge, disordered reaction phases, 

and potential side products formed during electrochemical cycling. Multiple coin cells 

were charged and discharged to different states of charge. The coin cells were then 

opened in an Ar-filled glove box. The cathode materials were removed from the current 

collectors and sealed in capillary tubes for PDF analysis at room temperature. X-ray 

scattering data suitable for PDF analysis were collected at beamline 11-ID-B at the 

Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. High energy X-rays 

(wavelength 0.2114 Å, 58.6 keV) were used in combination with a large amorphous 

silicon-based area detector. Total scattering data were collected using a short sample-to-

detector distance (~18 cm) to Qmax = 23 Å-1. The X-ray scattering images were reduced 

using QXRD and FIT2D.207, 208 Pair distribution functions (PDFs) were extracted from 

the total scattering data within PDFgetX2, correcting for background and Compton 

scattering.209 Data were collected for 3 min total exposure at a sample to detector distance 

of 18 "d18". Data suitable for powder diffraction analysis/Rietveld refinement were 

collected at the longer sample to detector distance "d95". Structure models were fitted 

using PDFgui and cif files from the Crystallography Open Database (Li2O: COD 

1514086; Li6Zr2O7: COD 1536206; Li2ZrO3: COD 1008200; Li2CO3: COD 9008283, 

monoclinic ZrO2: COD 2300544; tetragonal ZrO2: COD 1525705), the Materials Project 

(orthorhombic carbon: mp-568286) and crystallographic data for Li8ZrO6 from Huang et 

al.108 
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed using a Surface Science SSX-100 

instrument. The XPS peak positions were calibrated against the C1s peak at 284.6 eV. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Operando Synchrotron X-ray Diffraction 

To follow structural changes during shallow cycling and then deep charging, 

operando synchrotron XRD measurements were carried out. An AMPIX cell was 

charged and discharged galvanostatically for 7 cycles at C/3 with voltage limits between 

1.3 and 4.7 V vs. Li/Li+. Note that 1C is defined as 110.5 mA/g Li8ZrO6, which is 

equivalent to lithiating or delithiating Li8ZrO6 by one Li/f.u. per hour. Fig. 3.1a shows the 

initial XRD pattern of the electrode material in the AMPIX cell before any delithiation or 

relithiation steps. The pattern contains peak contributions from Li8ZrO6 and small 

amounts of Li2O and Li6Zr2O7. Even though the background was subtracted, peaks from 

the polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder and the Li electrode also appear in the pattern. 

Indexed peaks correspond to Li8ZrO6. The other peaks are assigned as indicated. The 

peak marked with an asterisk is at the position of the most intense peak for Li6Zr2O7 and 

is assigned to this minor impurity phase. Several other, much weaker Li6Zr2O7 peaks 

could be found in an expanded version of this plot. Also, the polarization observed with 

the AMPIX cell (Fig. 3.1b) is greater than in the regular coin-half cells. 
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Figure 3.1. (a) XRD pattern of the electrode in an AMPIX cell before any galvanostatic cycling. The 

background from a cell with all components except Li8ZrO6/C was subtracted from this pattern. (b) Voltage 

vs. capacity curves for the AMPIX cell during galvanostatic cycling. The cell was charged and discharged 

galvanostatically for 7 cycles at C/3 with voltage limits between 1.3 and 4.7 V vs. Li/Li+. After 7 cycles, 

the voltage limits were removed to allow a deeper charge. 
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After 7 cycles, the voltage limits were removed to allow a deeper charge. The 

AMPIX cell required more active material (12.28 mg Li8ZrO6 compared to 1–1.5 mg in a 

coin cell) and a thicker electrode than typical coin cells to achieve sufficient X-ray signal 

intensity during operando experiments. Therefore, this cell did not achieve 100% 

Coulombic efficiency at C/3 and did not reach its original composition (x = 8 in LixZrO6) 

during discharge (Fig. 3.2c). Here, Coulombic efficiency refers to the ratio of the total 

charge extracted from the cell to the total charge added into the cell over a full charge–

discharge cycle. During galvanostatic charging and discharging, different peaks exhibited 

different behavior. Fig. 3.2b and 3.2d show the evolution of the first three low-angle 

peaks of Li8ZrO6. The area of the (012) peak decreases during charging but increases 

again during discharging until 2–3 Li/f.u. have been removed. After greater delithiation, 

the peak area drops rapidly. The (012) plane passes through a layer of oxygen atoms in 

the Li8ZrO6 structure, suggesting that oxygen is involved during these reversible changes. 

The areas of the (003) and (101) peaks show undulations to a much lesser degree (Fig. 

3.2b), but overall, they decrease monotonically with repeated cycling as a result of 

diminishing grain size and crystallinity during the delithiation/relithiation processes (Fig. 

3.2c). New shoulders grow in at slightly larger (003) or smaller (101) d-spacings during 

the earlier cycles. The shoulder at d = 5.26 Å on the low-angle side of the (003) peak 

grows mainly during discharging (starting in cycle 1), stays relatively constant during 

shallow charging and disappears on deeper charging (cycle 8, >2.5 Li/f.u. removed). The 

fastest growth is observed during the first two discharge cycles. This feature may be 

associated with a slight expansion between (003) planes on discharge, possibly due to 

disorder of Li atoms entering the interlamellar space. A weaker new shoulder appears at 
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~4.45 Å on the higher angle side of the (101) peak, implying a slight decrease in spacing 

between the (101) planes, which pass through a high density of Zr atoms. This shoulder 

follows similar undulations as the (012) peak, growing during relithiation and 

diminishing in area during delithiation. It is notable that the new shoulders overlap with 

the (110) and (111) peaks of Li6Zr2O7, suggesting that a partial transformation to this 

phase may be occurring during the galvanostatic reactions. Upon deeper charging (cycle 

8), these shoulders decrease in size again and eventually disappear. None of the patterns 

show any evidence for tetragonal or monoclinic ZrO2, Li2ZrO3, α-Zr or Li2CO3. 
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Figure 3.2. (a) Voltage vs. time, (b) XRD peak area vs. time, (c) composition vs. time and grain size for the 

AMPIX cell. Compositions were estimated assuming that all charge that passed through the cell was 

associated with Li+ ions in Li8ZrO2. The asterisk in (a) indicates the time at which the program was 

changed to remove voltage limits. Miller indices in (b) refer to peaks of Li8ZrO6 (see Fig. 3.1a). The grain 

sizes listed in (c) at the indicated stages of galvanostatic cycling were calculated by fitting the (012) peak of 

Li8ZrO6 with a Lorentzian curve and applying the Scherrer equation. Peak broadening due to instrumental 

factors was calculated using a LaB6 standard. (d) Low-angle region of the XRD patterns during 

galvanostatic cycling. The diffraction planes associated with (003), (101), and (012) peaks are shown in red 

within the Li8ZrO6 structure. (e) 3D plot showing the structural progression of Li8ZrO6 during the charging 

step in cycle 8 (peaks of PTFE and Li excluded for clarity). (f) Relative peak intensities of the indicated 

peaks of Li8ZrO6 as a function of the depth of charge during the 8 charge and discharge steps. 
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Fig. 3.2e shows the trends in relative peak intensities as a function of the depth of 

charge during the deep charging step in cycle 8. Peak intensities remained relatively 

constant while up to ~2.5–3 Li/f.u. were removed from Li8ZrO6. Beyond this point, the 

intensity dropped at a steady, steeper rate up to removal of about 5.5 Li/f.u., and then 

dropped rapidly for deeper charge until the Li8ZrO6 structure was completely lost. After 

this very deep charge, the only remaining peaks were those of PTFE and Li2O from the 

cathode (Fig. 3.3) and Li from the anode. Looking at all 8 cycles, overall intensities of 

XRD peaks for Li8ZrO6 stay relatively constant up to a loss of 0.5 Li/f.u., then decrease 

during charging at relatively constant rate up to loss of 6 Li/f.u., after which point they 

drop rapidly (Fig. 3.2f). The rapid drop in intensity after 6 Li/f.u. are extracted coincides 

with the steep rise in charging potential and the drastic volume contraction predicted by 

computation (Chapter 2, Figure 2.4). The decrease in peak intensities during discharging 

occurs at a lower rate. The decrease in intensities is accompanied by a decrease in 

average Li8ZrO6 grain size from 70 nm before cycling to 48 nm after 7 charge and 

discharge cycles (Fig. 3.2c). Peaks do not reappear after the deep discharge in cycle 8, 

indicating that structural changes are irreversible at this depth of charge. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Intensity of the (111) peak of Li2O and (b) the (22-3)/(402) Li6Zr2O7 peak at ~49.4˚ 2θ (Co 

Kα) as a function of the depth of charge during the 8 charge and discharge steps for the AMPIX cell. Li2O 

peaks remained relatively constant in intensity until removal of 6 Li from Li8ZrO6, then they also decreased 

in intensity but did not disappear completely. The intensity of the (22-3)/(402) Li6Zr2O7 peak at ~49.4˚ 2θ 

(Co Kα) drops faster with cycling than the intensities of the Li8ZrO6 peaks. It drops as fast on discharging 

as on charging. 
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3.3.2 Ex-situ XRD Measurements 

In order to better understand the electrochemical behavior of Li8ZrO6/C electrode 

materials and to help determine the mechanism of charge storage in these materials, 

structural and oxidation state changes were monitored by ex-situ experiments that 

complemented the operando experiment. For ex-situ XRD measurements, composite 

electrode films containing 90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF were assembled into 

coin cells, and the coin cells were galvanostatically cycled separately for delithiation of 

the equivalent of 1, 2, and 3 Li/f.u. (charge) and relithiation of the same amount of Li 

(full cycle), with no prior conditioning. The charge and discharge curves for these cells 

are presented in Fig. 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4. Charge/discharge curves for the cells using in the ex-situ XRD measurements. Charge rates of 

C/5 and discharge rates of C/10 were used. The following electrode masses (Li8ZrO6 masses) were used: 

(a) 1 Li – charge: 2.5 mg (1.6 mg); (b) 1 Li – full cycle: 2.8 mg (1.8 mg); (c) 2 Li – charge: 4.2 mg (2.7 

mg); (d) 2 Li – full cycle: 3.4 mg (2.2 mg); (e) 3 Li – charge: 5.9 mg (3.8 mg); (f) 3 Li – full cycle: 5.8 mg 

(3.8 mg). 
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Fig. 3.5a shows the XRD patterns of these electrodes at different states of charge. 

Most notably, the major peaks of Li8ZrO6 decreased in intensity relative to the aluminum 

peak from the current collector or disappeared after the delithiation and reappeared after 

the relithiation, though with slightly lower intensity (Fig. 3.5b and 3.6). No new 

crystalline phase appeared after these charge or discharge steps. These results confirm the 

involvement of the active material Li8ZrO6 during the electrochemical cycling and 

demonstrate reversible or at least partially reversible changes in the crystal structure of 

Li8ZrO6 at these limited levels of charge, as was also seen for the (012) peak and the 

shoulder near the (101) peak in the operando experiment (Fig. 3.2). The fact that 

observed changes in the operando experiment were more subtle than in the ex-situ 

experiments is believed to be related to the much larger amounts of Li8ZrO6/C and faster 

rates used in the operando experiments, which likely resulted in greater compositional 

gradients throughout the electrode and averaging of behavior for particles with varying 

lithium content. 
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Figure 3.5. (a) Ex-situ powder XRD patterns of electrode films made from a Li8ZrO6/C composite with 90 

wt% Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF (before cycling, purple), and of electrode films with the same 

composition after different states of charge. (b) Relative peak intensities of a characteristic Li8ZrO6 XRD 

peak compared to peaks of the Al current collector. The relative peak intensities are shown on the vertical 

axes and cell numbers correspond to the cells whose XRD patterns are shown in (a). Cell 0: before cycling; 

cell 1: 1 Li – charge; cell 2: 1 Li – full cycle; cell 3: 2 Li – charge; cell 4: 2 Li – full cycle; cell 5: 3 Li – 

charge; and cell 6: 3 Li – full cycle. The black and blue traces are intended to guide the eye. The XRD 

peaks were ratioed to Al(111) (black) and Al(200) peak intensities, respectively. Similar curves for additional 

peaks are provided in Fig. 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6. Relative peak intensities of characteristic Li8ZrO6 or Li6Zr2O7 XRD peaks compared to peaks 

of the Al current collectors. The relative peak intensities are shown on the vertical axes and cell numbers 

correspond to the cells whose XRD patterns are shown in Fig. 3.6. Cell 0: before cycling; cell 1: 1 Li – 

charge; cell 2: 1 Li – full cycle; cell 3: 2 Li – charge; cell 4: 2 Li – full cycle; cell 5: 3 Li – charge; and cell 

6: 3 Li – full cycle. The black and blue traces are intended to guide the eye. The XRD peaks were ratioed to 

Al(111) (black) and Al(200) (blue) peak intensities, respectively. Differences in relative peak intensity patterns 

between these graphs are due to partial overlap of the Li8ZrO6 (003) and (101) peaks with a carbon 

background and with an Li6Zr2O7 peak and due to the low absolute intensities of some of these peaks. 

3.3.3 Ex-Situ Synchrotron X-ray Structure Analysis by PDF Analysis 

In order to monitor changes in the local structure of Li8ZrO6 at different states of 

charge and discharge, cells were prepared by the same procedure as for the ex-situ XRD 

experiments described above. Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 show PDF patterns of the electrode as 

made, after it was charged to remove the equivalent of 1, 2 or 3 Li/f.u. and after 
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completely discharging the corresponding cells again. In these patterns, the real-space 

peak position corresponds to bond lengths or atom separations, and peak areas are 

proportional to the coordination number. Because of the complexity of the mixture of 

components in the cathode (Li8ZrO6, carbon, PVDF, small amounts of Li2O and 

Li6Zr2O7), it is difficult to fully fit the PDF patterns and assign some of the longer-range 

peaks (Fig. 3.9). However, by concentrating on major peaks in the first coordination shell 

and nearby neighboring shells, and using simulated PDF patterns that focus on individual 

atom pairs in Li8ZrO6 to aid with peak assignments (Fig. 3.10), one can obtain additional 

insight into structural changes that occur during charging and discharging. 
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Figure 3.7. (a) Ex-situ PDF patterns of electrode films made from a Li8ZrO6/C composite with 90 wt% 

Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF (purple), and of electrode films with the same composition after different 

states of charge. A separate cell was used for each experiment, prepared from the same batch of electrode 

material for each cell. This material contained small amounts of Li6Zr2O7 and Li2O impurity phases. The 

dotted vertical lines correspond to the peak assignments shown in the legend. The figure focuses on peaks 

whose intensities change reversibly during charge or discharge steps. Peaks that remain constant or change 

irreversibly are presented in Fig. 3.8. (b) Contour map of the PDF patterns as a function of state of charge. 
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Three major peaks are associated with average separations between carbon atoms in 

the conductive carbon phase that was introduced by the lithium benzoate precursor during 

the Li8ZrO6 synthesis (1.39 Å, 2.40 Å and 4.15 Å). These peaks stay relatively constant 

for the samples at various states of charge and serve as reference peaks (Fig. 3.8a). 

Several other peaks associated with Li8ZrO6 also remain nearly constant throughout, 

including peaks at 2.88 Å (Zr…LiTd), 4.93 Å (Zr…O), 5.54 Å (Zr…Zr), 6.47 Å, and 7.24 

Å (Fig. 3.8b). One peak present in the PDF pattern of the uncycled film disappears 

completely after the first charge (7.98 Å, Zr…Zr between octahedral layers in Li8ZrO6), 

and another peak that is very weak in the uncycled film grows in after the first charge and 

then remains nearly constant (7.59 Å) (Fig. 3.8d).  
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Figure 3.8. Ex-situ PDF patterns of electrode films made from a Li8ZrO6/C composite with 90 wt% 

Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF (purple), and of electrode films with the same composition after different 

states of charge. These electrodes contain ~58 wt% Li8ZrO6. A separate cell was used for each experiment, 

prepared from the same batch of electrode material for each cell. This material contained small amounts of 

Li6Zr2O7 and Li2O impurity phases. (a) Constant peaks related to carbon. (b) Constant peaks related to 

Li8ZrO6. (c) Peaks changing partially reversibly. (d) Peaks changing irreversibly. 
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The most interesting behavior relates to several peaks that are present in the uncycled 

material, decrease in intensity during charging (delithiation with 1, 2, or 3 Li/f.u.) and 

increase in intensity again during discharging (relithiation with 1 or 2 Li/f.u.), at least 

partially (Fig. 3.7). This behavior is seen for peaks at 2.08 Å (Zr–O, LiTd–O), 3.20 Å 

(O…O), 3.76 Å (Li…O), 5.96 Å (Zr…Zr between adjacent layers in Li8ZrO6), and 9.40 

Å (Zr…Zr). For the peak at 2.08 Å the intensity decrease during charging would be 

related to a change in coordination of the Zr atoms that goes hand-in-hand with the loss in 

the O…O peak at 3.20 Å and the simultaneous appearance of a new O…O peak at longer 

separation. The latter peak at 3.46 Å grows in during lithium extraction (charge) and 

disappears during lithium reinsertion (discharge). Quantum mechanical computations 

predicted that when Li8ZrO6 is partially delithiated and two Li vacancies are introduced 

in adjacent tetrahedral layers, small-polaron holes become localized on two different 

oxygen atoms near the vacancies. The calculated separation of these oxygen atoms for the 

lowest energy configuration is 3.45 Å. Therefore, we tentatively assign the peak at 3.46 Å 

to that O…O separation. The reversibility of this peak shows that, at least two Li/f.u. can 

be removed and reinserted into the material as predicted by computation. In all these 

cases, the behavior becomes less reversible if 3 Li/f.u. are extracted from the material 

(331.5 mAh/g), consistent with the computational prediction that the extraction of the 

third Li/f.u. is no longer topotactic. 
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Figure 3.9. PDF data (purple) for an electrode film made from a Li8ZrO6/C composite with a nominal 

composition of 90 wt% Li8ZrO6/C and 10 wt% PVDF. The red curve is a fit for a composite consisting of 

63% Li8ZrO6, 21% C, 5% Li2O, 1% Li6Zr2O7 and 10% PVDF. The difference curve is shown in green. 

Structure models were fitted using PDFgui and cif files from the Crystallography Open Database (Li2O: 

COD 1514086; Li6Zr2O7: COD 1536206), the Materials Project (orthorhombic carbon: mp-568286) and 

crystallographic data for Li8ZrO6 from Huang et al. 
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Figure 3.10. Simulations for different atom pairs in Li8ZrO6 (red curves) superimposed on the experimental 

PDF curve of the electrode film described in Figure 3.9. These simulations were used for assigning features 

in the overall PDF curve of the electrode film. Structure models were fitted using crystallographic data for 

Li8ZrO6 from Huang et al.  
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Figure 3.10 (continued). Simulations for different atom pairs in tetragonal and monoclinic ZrO2, Li2O, 

carbon, and Li6Zr2O7 (red curves) superimposed on the experimental PDF curve of the electrode film 

described in Fig. 3.9. Structure models were fitted using PDFgui and cif files from the Crystallography 

Open Database (Li2O: COD 1514086; Li6Zr2O7: COD 1536206; monoclinic ZrO2: COD 2300544; 

tetragonal ZrO2: COD 1525705), and the Materials Project (orthorhombic carbon: mp-568286). 
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Figure 3.10 (continued). The PVDF structure was approximated from the molecular structure of the 

monomer. 
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A comparison of calculated interatomic distances from HSE06-computed structures 

of LixZrO6 (x = 8, 7, 6, 5) with the PDF data supports these conclusions (Fig. 3.11). As 

one, two, or three Li are removed, the ZrO6 octahedra become progressively more 

distorted, resulting in a wider range of Zr–O bond lengths for Li5ZrO6 compared to 

Li8ZrO6. The shift of an O…O separation from 3.20 Å to 3.46 Å after partial delithiation 

Li8ZrO6 was similarly observed for the computed atomic separations for Li7ZrO6 and 

Li6ZrO6. However, in the case of Li5ZrO6, the computed fraction of oxygen atoms with 

the longer separation decreases and a new peak appears at ~1.4 Å, close to the typical 

peroxide O–O distance. 

Focusing on Zr…Zr distances, the peak at 5.96 Å, which corresponds to Zr…Zr 

separations between layers, disappears upon charging (delithiation) and reappears upon 

discharging (relithiation). This is an indication that the interlayer spacing changes during 

partial delithiation, resulting in irregular Zr…Zr distances between layers. The HSE06 

calculations confirm the widening in the distribution of these Zr…Zr distances upon 

delithiation (Fig. 3.11). As the layers separate, the lithium ions in the tetrahedral positions 

remain associated with these layers, given that the corresponding Zr…Li(Td) peak at 2.88 

Å remains constant during cycling. For a few peaks at longer separation, nearly complete 

disappearance of a peak upon charging signals loss of registry between the relevant atoms 

during the partial delithiation process (Fig. 3.8d). 
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Figure 3.11. Interatomic Zr…O, Li…O, O…O, and Zr…Zr distances calculated using CrystalMaker 9.2 

software using crystallographic information files (.cif) generated from HSE06 calculations for the lowest 

energy structures of LixZrO6, x = 8, 7, 6, 5. 
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Figure 3.11 (continued). Interatomic Zr…O, Li…O, O…O, and Zr…Zr distances calculated using 

CrystalMaker 9.2 software using crystallographic information files (.cif) generated from HSE06 

calculations for the lowest energy structures of LixZrO6, x = 8, 7, 6, 5. 
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3.3.4 Involvement of Oxygen in the Redox Processes 

Because Li8ZrO6 does not contain a transition metal that readily switches oxidation 

states, the question naturally arises how charge is balanced in this material after removal 

of a lithium ion and an electron. Quantum mechanical calculations showed that the partial 

atomic charges on lithium and zirconium remain nearly unchanged after removal of one 

or two lithium atoms, but that the partial charge on the oxygen becomes less negative 

instead. In a previous study, Huang and Wilson et al. had observed a small shift in the 

position of the O1s peak in the XPS spectrum of partially charged Li8ZrO6 that was 

consistent with oxidation of oxygen atoms.108 However, at that time, the extent of 

delithiation for XPS measurements of charged electrode materials was relatively small, so 

that the observed effects were subtle. With the new materials synthesis process here, it 

was possible to observe shifts at much deeper levels of charge. Ex-situ XPS spectra of 

Li8ZrO6/C electrodes, from which the equivalent of 1 or 3 Li/f.u. had been removed 

electrochemically, showed significant shifts to higher binding energy (Fig. 3.12), much 

greater shifts than observed earlier. The shifts from 530.6 eV to higher binding energy 

(531.7 eV after removal of 1 Li/f.u. and 532.0 eV after removal of 3 Li/f.u.) can be 

attributed to increases in the average oxidation state of oxygen atoms210, 211 as a result of 

the delithiation, consistent with the computational predictions. In principle, if lithium 

carbonates formed during electrochemical cycling, they may also contribute to an oxygen 

peak in this binding energy range. However, no crystalline lithium carbonate was 

detected by the operando X-ray diffraction experiments in AMPIX cells, and no 

electrolyte decomposition was noted by NMR after cycling (see Chapter 2). In addition, a 

lower potential limit of 1.3 V vs. Li/Li+ was employed in these experiments to avoid 
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electrolyte reduction processes. The involvement of oxygen in reversible redox processes 

has also been demonstrated in other Li-rich layered oxides, where similar shifts in the O1s 

XPS peak were observed after oxidation of Li2Ru0.5Sn0.5O3 and were attributed to O2
2- 

species or under-coordinated oxygen atoms. Other experimental and computational 

studies have also led to the conclusion that charge compensation for Li-ion 

deintercalation in various cathode materials can include the participation of oxygen sites. 

	
	

Figure 3.12. X-ray photoelectron spectra showing the position of the O1s peak of bulk Li8ZrO6 (black, 

labeled as-made Li8ZrO6), a Li8ZrO6/C composite electrode before charging (blue, labeled Electrode Film: 

70 wt% Li8ZrO6/C: 20 wt% Super P carbon: 10 wt% PVDF; 53 wt% Li8ZrO6 in electrode), an electrode 

that had been cycled five times at C/20 with a charge capacity limit of 110 mAh/g, and then charged at 

C/20 until 1 Li was removed (green, labeled Charged – 1 Li), and an electrode that had been cycled five 

times at C/20, then charged at C/50 until 3 Li were removed (red, labeled Charged – 3 Li). XPS peak 

positions were calibrated against the C1s peak set at 284.6 eV. The origin of the peak at ~527 eV for the 

electrode film is not yet known. Corresponding survey spectra are shown in Fig. 3.13. 
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Figure 3.13. XPS survey spectra of as-made, bulk Li8ZrO6 (black), a Li8ZrO6/C composite electrode before 

charging (blue, labeled “Electrode film”: 70 wt% Li8ZrO6/C: 20 wt% Super P carbon: 10 wt% PVDF; 53 

wt% Li8ZrO6 in the electrode) and electrodes that had been cycled five times at C/20 with a charge capacity 

limit of 110 mAh/g, and then charged at C/50 until either 1 Li/f.u. (green) or 3 Li/f.u. (red) had been 

removed, assuming that all charge was related to removal of Li. 

3.4 Conclusions 

 Multiple lithium atoms per formula unit of Li8ZrO6 could be removed from these 

materials electrochemically. On the basis of operando XRD data, during this process, 

crystalline grain sizes decreased continuously after 0.5 Li/f.u. had been removed, 

shortening diffusion lengths within grains, but increasing the number of grain boundaries 

and electrode/electrolyte interfaces. At deep charge levels (>5.5 Li/f.u.), the crystalline 

structure of Li8ZrO6 was lost irreversibly, consistent with DFT calculations that revealed 

a large decrease in unit cell volume at this level of delithiation. As predicted by quantum 
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mechanical calculations, and supported by XRD, XPS, and PDF data, charge storage in 

Li8ZrO6 appears to involve partial oxidation of oxygen atoms and production of small-

polaron holes. Partial delithiation (removal of up to 2 Li/f.u. according to quantum 

mechanical calculations, up to ~2.5 Li/f.u. according to operando XRD data) follows a 

reversible path resembling intercalation, with only small distortions around Zr atoms 

(Scheme 1). Because the Zr-containing layers are not covalently connected within the 

planes, some correlations between Zr atoms are altered during the charging process. 

Deeper discharge, which according to thermodynamic calculations could result in O2, 

may be associated with a conversion-type process. Equilibrium delithiation would 

involve the formation of ZrO2, Li and O2 according to the reaction 

1/8 Li8ZrO6(s) à 1/8 ZrO2(s) + Li(s) + ¼ O2(g). No crystalline ZrO2 was observed in the 

in-situ or ex-situ experiments. If this reaction occurred, any ZrO2 must have remained 

amorphous. 

	
	

Scheme 1. Proposed model of the charge storage processes in Li8ZrO6. 

Although several of the electrochemical properties of Li8ZrO6 electrodes compare 

favorably with existing commercial cathode materials for LIBs, the energy efficiency of 

these materials (only ~60%), their significant polarization, and their low conductivity still 

limit the electrodes to low current applications. This limitation may be addressed by 
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enhancing conductivity through doping Li8ZrO6 with Mg or Nb to create additional 

vacancy sites. Another envisioned application of Li8ZrO6 materials may be as coatings on 

traditional cathode materials for LIBs to provide additional Li to compensate for 

irreversible capacity loss during the first charging step. Further tuning of electronic 

properties of this new class of electrode materials for LIBs is possible by topotactic 

substitution of individual components to manipulate electronic band structure, potentials 

for ion insertion/deinsertion, ion diffusion properties, electronic conductivities, as well as 

structural and phase stability. This will open up opportunities to develop new cathode 

materials for LIBs that improve on currently existing capacity barriers. 
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Chapter 4: Exploring the Effects of Doping Li8ZrO6 with Transition Metals 

 

Contributions to this chapter were performed by Dr. Bo Wang (DOS and PDOS 

calculations of Ag+-doped Li8ZrO6) and Dr. Shuping Huang (DOS and PDOS 

calculations of Co2+, Co3+, and Fe3+-doped Li8ZrO6). 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The growing worldwide demand for portable electrical energy devices requires 

significant improvement of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries in energy and power 

densities. New electrode materials, especially cathode materials, are required to meet the 

performance criteria29 and to balance the charge storage capabilities of current anodes.60, 

174, 176, 177, 180, 212 Many potential cathode materials have large band gaps and low 

electronic or ionic conductivity, which require doping with other cations to improve the 

conductivity.213 LiFePO4, an olivine phosphate, is an example of commercial cathode 

material with low room temperature electrical conductivity of 10-9–10-10 S/cm.214 

LiFePO4 cathode can nearly reach its theoretical capacity by doping with aliovalent 

cations and addition of a conductive carbon phase in an appropriate way.55, 100, 101, 215-218 

Huang et al. studied electrochemical performance of doped Li8ZrO6. Transition-

metal-doped M-Li8ZrO6 samples (M = Y, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ce, each at 4-6 mol% with 

respect to Zr) were synthesized using a pathway consisting of 2 separate heating 

processes.107, 108 The Fe3+-doped Li8ZrO6 showed the highest specific capacity of 175 

mAh/g maintained after 140 cycles. The conductivities of transition-metal-doped bulk 

Li8ZrO6 samples were studied by Fang et al. Quantum mechanical calculations were used 
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to calculate the band gap of doped samples and chronoamperometry was used to measure 

electronic and ionic conductivities. The band gap for all doped-Li8ZrO6 samples was 

reduced, but only Mg and Nb-doped bulk LZO showed an increase in the ionic 

conductivity.89 Pantyukhina et al. showed that doping Li8ZrO6 with Mg, Sr, Nb, and Ce 

improved the conductivity of Li8ZrO6.190, 219-222 Doping Li8ZrO6 with transition metal can 

either improve electrochemical performance, lower the band gap, improve the electronic 

or ionic conductivity. There is no study of the effect of band gap or conductivity on 

electrochemical performance of doped Li8ZrO6.  

In this chapter, we investigate the changes in crystal structure, band gap, conductivity, 

and electrochemical performance of Li8ZrO6 after doping with transition metals (Ag, Co, 

Fe). The band gap of Li8ZrO6 can be predicted using quantum mechanical calculations. 

The calculations are used as guidance to choose isovalent and aliovalent cations for 

doping. Experimentally, solution ion exchange and molten salt ion exchange are used as 

doping methods. The relationship between band gap and conductivity is studied in this 

chapter. Moreover, the relationship between crystal structure and the electrochemical 

performance of doped Li8ZrO6 is also studied to identify an optimum doping process. 

4.2 Experimental Section 

4.2.1 Materials 

Chemicals used in this study were purchased from the following suppliers: lithium nitrate 

(> 99.0%), 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (anhydrous, ≥99.5%), dimethyl sulfoxide (ACS 

anhydrous, >99.9%) from Sigma; zirconium(IV) oxynitrate hydrate (99%); silver nitrate 

(ACS 99.9+%) from Alfa Aesar; polyvinylidene fluoride binder (>99.5%), Super P 

conductive carbon black (>96%), battery electrolyte (1M LiPF6 in 1:1:1 v/v ethylene 
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carbonate/dimethylcarbonate/diethyl carbonate) from MTI corporation (>99.0%); 

hydrochloric acid (37%) from Mallinkrodt Chemicals; polytetrafluoroethylene membrane 

(diameter: 47 mm, pore size 0.22 µm) from Membrane Solutions; Celgard 2400 

membrane (monolayer PP, 25 µm thick) from Celgard. Deionized water was purified to a 

resistivity higher than 18 MΩ•cm. All gases were purchased from Airgas. All chemicals 

were used without further purification unless noticed. 

4.2.2 Synthesis of Bulk Li8ZrO6 

Bulk Li8ZrO6 was synthesized according to a literature method with a modified 

heating program and modified Li/Zr molar ratio.185 Lithium nitrate (LiNO3) and 

zirconium(IV) oxynitrate hydrate (ZrO(NO3)2.·xH2O, with a degree of hydration 2~6) 

were placed separately in an oven at 110 °C overnight to remove excess water, due to the 

hygroscopic properties of lithium nitrate and the unknown amount of water of hydration 

in zirconium (IV) oxynitrate hydrate as purchased from the suppliers. Anhydrous 

compounds were expected after heating. A mixture of 10.5:1 Li:Zr molar ratio containing 

4.70 g of the dried LiNO3 and 1.50 g of the dried zirconium(IV) oxynitrate was ball 

milled with two zirconia ceramic balls of 12.7 mm in diameter in a 8000M Mixer/Mill 

high-energy ball mill (SPEX SamplePrep) to increase the surface contact between the two 

precursors. The grinding time was set to 15 min. The mixture was calcined in a muffle 

furnace at 600 °C for 3 h and then at 800 °C for 4 h with 2 °C/min ramp rates for each 

step. 

4.2.3 Exchanging Li+ Ions in Li8ZrO6 with Ag+ Ions by Solution Ion-Exchange 

A volume of 100 mL of NMP was withdrawn freshly from a sealed bottle and purged 

with nitrogen gas for 15 min. Masses of 200 mg (0.8 mmol) of bulk Li8ZrO6 and 140 mg 
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(0.8 mmol) of AgNO3 were added to the solvent NMP. The targeted product was 

Li7AgZrO6. Another dispersion with 200 mg (0.8 mmol) Li8ZrO6 and 1.12 g (0.064 mol) 

of AgNO3 in NMP was made to test the highest level of ion exchange. The expected 

product was Li8-xAgxZrO6 with x as large as possible (0 < x < 8). The dispersions were 

stirred overnight under nitrogen. Next, the dispersions were filtered using a Buchner 

funnel and a PTFE membrane. The products were washed with NMP and the filtrates 

were tested with hydrochloric acid to confirm the removal of excess Ag+ ions. The 

products were dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for at least 2 h to remove excess solvent. 

These samples are referred to as Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6. 

4.2.4 Exchanging Li+ Ions in Li8ZrO6 with Co2+ Ions and Co3+ Ions by Solution Ion-

Exchange 

A volume of 50 mL of NMP was withdrawn from a sealed bottle. Co(NO3)2•6H2O 

(234 mg, 0.8 mmol) was dissolved in the NMP solution. Activated 3A molecular sieve 

was added to the solution to remove water. The mixture was capped and left overnight at 

room temperature. A volume of 50 mL of NMP was withdrawn freshly from a sealed 

bottle and purged with nitrogen gas for 15 min. Masses of 200 mg (0.8 mmol) of bulk 

Li8ZrO6 and Co(NO3)2 solution were added to the solvent NMP. The dispersions were 

stirred overnight under nitrogen. Next, the dispersions were filtered using a Buchner 

funnel with a PTFE membrane. The products were washed with NMP, and the filtrates 

were tested with sodium hydroxide to confirm the removal of excess Co2+ ions. The 

products (Co2+-solution doped Li8ZrO6) were dried in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for at 

least 2 h to remove excess solvent. The same procedure was used with 0.198 mg (0.8 
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mmol) of Co(NO3)3 instead of Co(NO3)2•6H2O. The products were labeled Co3+-solution 

doped Li8ZrO6. 

4.2.5 Exchanging Li+ Ions in Li8ZrO6 with Co3+ Ions and Fe3+ Ions by Melt Exhange 

A mixture of a 3:1 molar ratio of Li:Co containing 580 mg (2.4 mmol) of bulk 

Li8ZrO6 and 285 mg (0.8 mmol) of cobalt(III) acetylacetonate (Co(acac)3) was ball 

milled with two zirconia ceramic balls of 12.7 mm in diameter in a 8000M Mixer/Mill 

high-energy ball mill (SPEX SamplePrep). The grinding time was set to 15 min. The 

mixture was heated under nitrogen to 205 °C with a dwell time of 12 h. The products 

were ground, and the heating processes were repeated 2 more times. The products after 3 

heating processes were washed with NMP and the filtrates were tested with sodium 

hydroxide to confirm the removal of excess Co3+ ions. Precipitation of Co(OH)3 will be 

observed if Co3+ salt still presents. The products (Co3+-melt Li8ZrO6) were dried in a 

vacuum oven at 120 °C for at least 2 h to remove excess solvent. The same procedure 

was used with 0.283 mg (0.08 mmol) of Fe(acac)3 and 580 mg of bulk Li8ZrO6. The 

temperature for the melt process was set at 184 °C to produce Fe3+-melt Li8ZrO6 samples.    

4.2.6 Characterization of Materials 

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the samples were obtained with an X'Pert Pro 

diffractometer (PANAnalytical) with an X’Celerator detector. The radiation source was a 

Co anode with λ = 1.789 Å. Samples were ground into a fine powder, and then placed on 

a flat bracket sample holder. The scans were collected at 45 kV and 40 mA. 

Elemental analyses were by Rick Knurr performed at the University of Minnesota 

Aqueous Geochemistry lab using the XSeries 2 Inductive Coupled Plasma-Mass 

Spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) with a PC3 Peltier cooled spray chamber. These 
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analyses were performed on bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6. All elements 

(Li, Zr, Ag) were analyzed using a standard mode with 40 ppb indium internal standard. 

The wt % of O was calculated under the assumption that the sample only consisted of Li, 

Zr, Ag, and O.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken using a JEOL 6700 SEM at 

5 kV accelerating voltage and 10 mA current. The samples were coated with platinum 

with a thickness of 50 Å to increase their conductivity for SEM imaging. 

The conductivity of the bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 samples was 

measured by chronoamperometry. For this purpose, bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-solution doped 

Li8ZrO6 samples were ball-milled for 10 min into fine powders. A mass of 200 mg of 

material was pressed into pellets with a diameter of 13 mm using a hydraulic press at a 

ram pressure of 8 tons for 10 min. The typical thickness of a pellet is ~0.7–0.8 mm. Both 

sides of the pellet were coated with silver paste, using a wooden applicator. 

Chronoamperometry measurements were conducted with a potential of 0.1 V over a 

period of 1000 seconds using a CHI 600C potentiostat. In this technique, the potential of 

the cell is stepped and the resulting current decay is monitored and fitted to extract 

electronic and ionic conductivity values. 

4.2.7 Battery Assembly and Testing 

To prepare the active material for a battery electrode, a mixture with a weight ratio of 

Li8ZrO6:Super P of 70:20 containing 0.700 g of Li8ZrO6 and 0.200 g Super P conductive 

carbon black (Super P) was ball milled for 5 min into fine powder using an alumina ball-

and cup set in a ball mill. A 5 wt % dispersion of polyvinylidene fluoride in NMP was 

added to achieve a final composition of 70:20:10 by mass of Li8ZrO6:SuperP:PVDF. 
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Alternatively, for the nanosized Li8ZrO6/C materials, electrodes were also prepared using 

90:10 by mass of Li8ZrO6/C:PVDF with no added Super P carbon. The mixture was 

ground further using a mortar and pestle to obtain a heterogeneous slurry. The mixture 

was cast onto a carbon-coated aluminum foil into a thin film with a thickness of less than 

200 µm using a doctor blade. The film was prepared and dried at ambient temperature in 

a dry room with less than 100 ppm of H2O or less than 1% relative humidity during 

active use. The film was transferred to a vacuum oven kept at 110  ̊C overnight to remove 

excess NMP. The dried film was pressed using a mechanical roller to a final thickness of 

~40 to 50 µm and the electrodes (9/16 inch in diameter) were punched out. The loading 

of active material in the electrodes was typically between 1 and 1.5 mg (0.6–1 mg/cm2). 

The electrodes were assembled into CR2032 coin cells in a half-cell configuration using 

metallic lithium as the counter electrode, a Celgard 3501 membrane as the separator, and 

~0.25 g of 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DMC:DEC as the electrolyte. The coin cells were pressed 

using a coin cell crimper with a pressure of at least 150 psi for 15 s. All the cell assembly 

was performed in a He filled glove box. After addition of the electrolyte, the cells were 

allowed to rest for at least 10 h to ensure complete infiltration of the electrode with the 

electrolyte solution. 

Electrochemical tests were performed using an Arbin battery-testing system BT2000 

work station. The Galvanostatic charge-discharge measurements were carried out at 

various charge/discharge rates (C rate, with C defined as 110.5 mA/g Li8ZrO6) with the 

current calculated from the mass of the active material in an electrode in the potential 

range from 1.3 to 4.5 V (sometimes to 4.7 V). 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Crystal Structure, Morphology, and Electrochemical Performance of Bulk Li8ZrO6   

Unlike the samples described in Chapters 2 and 3, bulk Li8ZrO6 and other transition 

metal-doped bulk Li8ZrO6 samples in this chapter did not undergo the grain size 

reduction step using ball-milling. Li8ZrO6 can slowly react with CO2 in air to form 

Li2CO3. Upon contact with protic solvents, Li8ZrO6 can quickly react to form LiOH. Bulk 

Li8ZrO6 with small grain size will decompose faster due to the increase in surface area. 

The transition metal doping process requires either long reaction time of at least 12 hours 

in solvent or high temperature above 180 °C. To minimize the decomposition process as 

well as other side reactions resulting from nanosized particles, as-made bulk Li8ZrO6 was 

used directly in the doping process. The crystallinity and phase purity of bulk Li8ZrO6 

powder prepared with a two-step calcination process were characterized by XRD. Figure 

4.1a shows the XRD patterns of bulk Li8ZrO6 and the line pattern reference from the 

International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) Powder Diffection File (PDF). All 

major diffraction peaks of the synthesized Li8ZrO6 match the published line pattern for 

the rhombohedral phase of Li8ZrO6 (PDF #00-026-0867). The peak at 39.2° reveals the 

presence of a Li2O impurity. Figure 4.1b shows the morphology of bulk Li8ZrO6 

consisting of small particles with diameters of 1–5 µm aggregated on the surface of larger 

particles with diameters of 10–30 µm.  
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Figure 4.1. (a) XRD pattern of bulk Li8ZrO6 in comparison with a reference pattern and (b) SEM image of 

Li8ZrO6 particles. 

Figure 4.2a shows the result of a galvanostatic measurement using a coin cell with 

bulk Li8ZrO6 as the cathode material. The galvanostatic measurement’s program consists 

of 5 cycles each at C/5, C, 5C, then C/5 with a voltage range of 1.3–4.5 V. The C-rate is 

defined as the current required for removal (or reinsertion) of 1 Li per formula unit (1 

Li/f/u/). The rate of C/5 means it will take 5 hours for removal (or reinsertion) of 1 Li/f.u. 

The charge capacity (solid square) and discharge capacity (hollow square) of the bulk 

Li8ZrO6 coin cell at cycle 20 with C/5 rate are 8.40 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 and 8.28 mAh/g 

Li8ZrO6, respectively. The expected capacity is 110 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 for intercalation of 1 

Li/f.u. The low capacities are attributed to the low conductivity of Li8ZrO6 and the large 

particle size of bulk Li8ZrO6. The conductivity of a material involves electronic and ionic 

conductivity. Ionic conductivity defines the mobility of ions within the materials. Due to 

the low ionic conductivity and large particle size, only Li8ZrO6 on the surface of the 

particles participate in the electrochemical process. The low utilization of Li8ZrO6 

resulted in Li+ concentration gradients within particle. These mixed phases can result in a 

sloping voltage response curve. The large polarization in the charge and discharge curves 
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confirmed the low utilization of bulk Li8ZrO6 during the Galvanostatic measurements 

(Fig. 4.2b). 

	

Figure 4.2. Galvanostatic measurement showing (a) charge and discharge capacities at different C rates of 

bulk Li8ZrO6 coin cell with weight composition of 70:20:10 of Li8ZrO6:SuperP:PVDF and (b) charge and 

discharge profiles at C/5 of cycle 1, 2, and 20.  

4.3.2 Ag+-Solution Doped of Bulk Li8ZrO6   

4.3.2.1 Quantum Mechanical Calculations of Ag+-Doped Li8ZrO6   

Doping cathode materials with transition metals is one of the most commonly used 

methods to improve the conductivity and the electrochemical performance.89, 107, 108 Using 

a doping method, the transition metals can replace either lithium or zirconium in Li8ZrO6 

materials. The selection of transition metals is important for the doping process. Using 

the right transition metal, the doped cathode materials can have smaller band gaps, 

improved conductivity, and enhanced electrochemical performance.89, 107, 108 The band 

gap of bulk Li8ZrO6 was calculated using density functional theory (M06-L), showing a 

value of 5.3 V.108, 223 The large band gap is consistent with the low electronic 

conductivity of bulk Li8ZrO6. The density of states (DOS) and partial density of states 

(PDOS) were also calculated by our collaborator, Dr. B. Wang, using M06-L functional. 

Dr. Wang used the adjusted sphere radii that match the CM5 partial atomic charges to 
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within 0.01 to integrate the electron density around atoms.224 Quantum mechanical 

calculations of DOS and PDOS suggest that doping bulk Li8ZrO6 with Ag+ reduces the 

band gap from 5.3 V to below 4.0 V (Fig. 4.3). 

	

Figure 4.3. DOS and PDOS of bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 using the M06-L functional. 

Calculations courtesy of Dr. Bo Wang. 

Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 samples were made using a solution ion-exchange 

method. Although Ag+ ionic radii is larger than Li+ ionic radii,225 Ag+ ions are expected 

to substitute Li+ ions due to their similarity in charge. The structure of Li8ZrO6 

corresponds to the space group 𝑅3.226 The a, b, and c parameters of a conventional unit 

cell of Li8ZrO6 are 5.483 Å, 5.483 Å, and 15.45 Å, respectively. Oxygen atoms are 

hexagonally close packed in an ABAB order. The Zr4+ ions occupy the octahedral sites 

between the O planes, while Li+ ions occupy both octahedral and tetrahedral sites. In 

order to understand the charging and discharging process of Li8ZrO6, a computational 

study was done by Dr. Wang to simulate the structure of Li8ZrO6 during lithiation and 

delithiation as well as changes in lattice structure during ion exchange. Some major 

findings include the following:  
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1. Li+ ions in tetrahedral voids are more likely to be removed than Li+ ions in octahedral 

voids. 

2. Li7ZrO6 and Li6ZrO6 can keep the layered structure of Li8ZrO6. During delithiation of 

the first 2 Li/f.u., the crystal structure changes slightly (less than 5%). However, 

delithiation of the third Li atom causes a significant distortion of the unit cell; either 

the layered structure is not kept or the volume of the unit cell significantly decreases 

by more than 10%. 

3. When Li+ ions are extracted from the structure, O2- ions are oxidized rather than Zr4+ 

ions from the analysis of partial atomic charges. It is possible to release O2 gas after 2 

lithium extractions. 

4. After exchanging 1 Li+ ion with the larger Ag+ ion in a conventional unit cell 

containing 3 primitive unit cells, the volume increases from 408 Å3 to 418 Å3 and d-

spacing between (001) planes increases from 15.55 Å to 15.63 Å (or a 5.1 % increase 

in d-spacing).227 

4.3.2.2 Elemental Analysis and Structural Characterization of Ag+-Solution Doped 

Li8ZrO6 

Table 4.1 shows the elemental analysis results of the Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 

samples using ICP-MS. Oxygen cannot be measured with ICP-MS. Therefore, the wt% 

of O was calculated by difference assuming that there are only the four elements, Li, Zr, 

Ag, and O present in the sample. The molar ratios were normalized to 1 Zr to compare 

across samples.  
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Table 4.1. Elemental analysis result with molar ratio of Li, Zr, Ag, O in different Ag+ ion-exchanged 

Li8ZrO6 samples. The amount of O was calculated from wt % of Li, Zr, and Ag, assuming that there is no 

other element in the sample. 

Molar ratio 
Li8ZrO6 : AgNO3 

Molar ratio Actual Li:Ag 
molar ratio 

Suggested 
formula Li Zr Ag O 

8:1 6.54 1 0.38 5.78 17.20 Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6 

1:1 5.71 1 0.46 5.16 12.41 Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 

 

The actual Li:Ag molar ratio does not match with the target Li:Ag ratio (calculated 

from the starting material amount). For example, when the molar ratio of the starting 

material Li8ZrO6:AgNO3 is 1:1 (0.8 mmol Li8ZrO6 for 0.8 mmol of AgNO3), the 

expected product is Li7AgZrO6 when 1 Ag+ ion exchanges with 1 Li+ ion. The expected 

final molar ratio of Li:Ag is 7:1, but the result from elemental analysis showed a 17.2:1 

Li:Ag ratio, which suggests the compound Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6 as the final product (7.56/0.44 

= 17.2). When excess AgNO3 was added to the dispersion (6.4 mmol AgNO3 compared 

to 0.8 mmol Li8ZrO6), the actual molar ratio of Li:Ag in the product was 12.4, which 

suggests the compound Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 as final product (7.40/0.60 = 12.4). The observed 

molar ratio Li:Ag of 12.41 suggests that only 2 Ag+ ions can exchange with 2 Li+ ions in 

every conventional unit cell of Li8ZrO6 (which consists of Li24Zr3O18). This result 

suggests that decomposition may occur during the ion exchange reaction to produce 

Li6Zr2O7 or ZrO2, which increases the molar ratio of Zr. However, in the XRD patterns of 

Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 samples (Fig. 4.4a), no other major diffraction peak besides 

those of Li8ZrO6, Ag2O, and Ag was observed. Despite the presence of decomposition 

products Ag2O and Ag, the asymmetry in the (003), (101), and (012) peaks of the doped 
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samples and the splitting of the (003) peaks are an indication that some Ag+ ions did 

indeed ion-exchange into the Li8ZrO6 structure. The difference in actual molar ratio 

between Li+ and Ag+ across samples is in agreement with the ratio of intensity between 

the splitting peak on the left of the (003) diffraction peak and the (003) diffraction peak 

itself in Figure 4.4b. The Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 sample has the larger actual Li:Ag ratio while 

the splitting peak on the left of the (003) diffraction peak has a larger intensity compared 

with Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6 samples. Incomplete Ag+ ion exchange may arise from the 

following causes: 1) ion exchange is a reversible reaction, thus, Li+ ions can exchange 

back into the structure; 2) introduction of second Ag+ ion into the same unit cell is 

unfavorable in terms of energy due to the difference in ionic radii between Ag+ and Li+ 

ions. 

 

Figure 4.4. (a) XRD patterns of as-synthesized Li8ZrO6 and the ion-exchanged product with AgNO3; (b) 

expansion with 2θ from 18° to 29° for comparison purposes. 

4.3.2.3 Comparison of Experimental Structural Data with Quantum Mechanical 

Calculations 

From Figure 4.4b, the positions of the main (003) diffraction peaks are 20.22°, 

20.06°, and 20.11° for Li8ZrO6, Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6, and Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6, respectively. 
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Using Bragg’s Law with λ = 1.789 Å for Co, the d-spacings of Li8ZrO6, Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6 

and Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 were calculated and shown in Table 4.2. The Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6 

compound has a 0.78% increasing in the d-spacing compared with Li8ZrO6, while for 

Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6, the d-spacing increases by 0.39%. Computational data showed that the 

d-spacing of (001) plane increased from 15.55 Å for Li8ZrO6 to 15.63 Å for 

Li7.67Ag0.33ZrO6 (a 0.51% increase). Experimental data shows an agreement with 

computational data that after exchanging Li+ ions with Ag+ ions, the crystal lattice 

expands due to larger radius of Ag+ ion compared with Li+ ion.225 

Table 4.2. Position of 003 diffraction peaks in XRD patterns and the calculated d-spacings of bulk Li8ZrO6 

and Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6. 

Material 
2θ value of  

003 diffraction peak (°) 
Calculated  

d-spacing (Å) 

Li8ZrO6 20.22 5.10 

Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6 20.06 5.14 

Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 20.11 5.12 
 
4.3.2.4 Conductivity of Bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-Solution Doped of Bulk Li8ZrO6   

Reported values of electrical conductivity of Li8ZrO6 vary in the literature. Electrical 

conductivity of Li8ZrO6 was first studied by Delmas et al. using complex impedance 

measurements.84 The conductivity was reported to be 1.2 × 10−11 S/cm at 27 °C and 2.1 × 

10−5 S/cm at 227 °C. Pantyukhina et al. reported a conductivity of 8.0 × 10−6 S/cm at 300 

°C.190 Huang et al. measured a room temperature conductivity of 1.3 × 10−10 S/cm for 

pressed Li8ZrO6 pellets consisting of electronic conductivity of (8.6 ± 2.6) × 10−11 S/cm 

and ionic conductivity of (4.7 ± 2.1) × 10−11 S/cm.89 
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The conductivity of bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 is measured using 

chronoamperometry. In this technique, the potential of the cell is stepped and the 

resulting current decay is monitored and fitted to extract electronic and ionic conductivity 

values. Li8ZrO6 samples were pressed into pellets. Ag paste was applied on both sides of 

the pellet to improve conductivity on the surface of the pellet. A stepped potential (E) 

with initial potential of 0.100 V was applied on the Li8ZrO6 pellets for 1000 s. The 

change of current over time was monitored and fitted with 2nd exponential decay 

equation: 

    (equation 4.1) 

In equation 4.1, y0 is the initial current in Ampere, x is time in second, and y is the 

current in Ampere over time. The values A1, A2, t1, and t2 are return values from the fit 

using 2nd exponential decay. The set-up used for the chronoamperometry measurements 

and the equations to calculate electronic conductivity (σe) and ionic conductivity (σi) are 

shown in Figure 4.5a. 

	

Figure 4.5. (a) Experimental set-up used for the chronoamperometry measurements. (b) 

Chronoamperometry traces for bulk Li8ZrO6 and Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 at room temperature. 

Figure 4.5b shows chronoamperometry data of bulk Li8ZrO6 and Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 at 

room temperature. Table 4.3 shows the electronic conductivity, ionic conductivity, and 
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total conductivity of bulk Li8ZrO6 and Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 at room temperature. After Ag+-

solution doping, the total conductivity of Li8ZrO6 pellet increases by a factor of 4. The 

electronic conductivity increases by one order of magnitude after Ag+-solution doping, 

while the ionic conductivity decreases slightly. The increase in electronic conductivity 

can be attributed to the lower band gap after doping (Fig. 4.3). However, ion-exchange of 

Li+ ions with Ag+ ions in Li8ZrO6 does not create any vacancies in the lattice structure 

because Li+ and Ag+ have the same charge. Vacancies in the lattice structure usually 

create a new pathway for ion diffusion that can lead to an increase in ionic conductivity. 

Moreover, the ionic radius of Ag+ ion is almost twice the ionic radius of Li+ ion.225 

Therefore, ion-exchange of Li+ ions with Ag+ ions in Li8ZrO6 can hinder the current Li+ 

ion diffusion pathway, thus reducing ionic conductivity. 

Table 4.3. Electronic conductivity, ionic conductivity, and total conductivity of bulk Li8ZrO6 and 

Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 at room temperature. 

Material σe (S/cm) σi (S/cm) σtot (S/cm) 

Bulk Li8ZrO6 5.00 × 10−11 1.33 × 10−10 1.83 × 10−10 

Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 6.41 × 10−10 8.01 × 10−11 7.21 × 10−10 
 
4.3.2.5 Electrochemical Performance of Ag+-Solution Doped Li8ZrO6 

Figure 4.6a shows the charge and discharge capacities of cells containing Li8ZrO6 or 

Ag-doped Li8ZrO6 cathodes after different delithiation and relithation cycles for a cycling 

program of 5 cycles at C/5, 5 cycles at C, 5 cycles at 5C, and 5 cycles at C/5. The cell 

with a Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 electrode is not stable, which is shown as decreasing 

capacity at the same charge/discharge rate, until the 7th cycle, while the cell made with 

bulk Li8ZrO6 exhibits stable (though very low) capacity after the first 2 cycles. An 

improvement in electrochemical behavior is observed with Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6. 
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At cycle 20 with charge and discharge rates of C/5, the discharge capacity of battery 

increases from 9 mAh/g with bulk Li8ZrO6 (less than 5% of theoretical specific capacity) 

to 47.8 mAh/g for Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6. The discharge capacity of 47.8 mAh/g of 

Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 is 44% of the theoretical specific capacity of 110.5 mAh/g for one 

Li/formula unit. Figures 4.6b–d show the results of galvanostatic charge/discharge 

measurements of batteries constructed using Li8ZrO6 as a working electrode with ~0.5–

1.0 mg active material in the electrode and lithium foil as the counter electrode. Figure 

4.6b and Figure 4.6c show the first and second charge/discharge curves for the batteries 

that was charged and discharged at C/5. For the first cycle, an improvement in 

electrochemical properties is observed with increasing amounts of silver. The charge 

capacity increased from 19.5 mAh/g for an electrode constructed with bulk Li8ZrO6 to 

47.0 mAh/g for battery of Li7.56Ag0.44ZrO6, and to 98.9 mAh/g for Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6. The 

increasing trend is observed in the first discharge capacity of those batteries. However, 

the charge and discharge capacities for all batteries change in the second cycle. This is a 

normal observation for batteries and can be attributed to capacity loss due to irreversible 

electrochemical processes or solid-electrolyte interphase formation. There is a plateau at 

3.6 V for charging in the first cycle of all Ag+ ion-exchanged Li8ZrO6 but it only appears 

with Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 battery on the second cycle. These plateaus occur at a potential 

where two phases (a Li-rich phase and a Li-poor phase) occur in the active material at the 

same time, suggesting the redox potential of the active materials as a result of Li ion 

intercalation and deintercalation. The plateau completely disappears in cycle 20 (Fig. 

4.6d). For Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 coin cell, the discharge capacity is larger than the charge 

capacity for many cycles with C/5 rate. According to the XRD pattern, Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 
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contains Ag as an impurity (Fig. 4.4a). The addition discharge capacity can possibly be 

attributed to the oxidation of metallic Ag on the Li7.40Ag0.60ZrO6 cathode. Although Ag+-

solution doped Li8ZrO6 materials show improvements on conductivity and 

electrochemical performance, the contribution of metallic Ag to the capacity hindered the 

further study of using Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 as cathode materials. 

	

Figure 4.6. Galvanostatic measurements showing (a) charge and discharge capacities at different C rates of 

bulk Li8ZrO6 and Ag+-doped Li8ZrO6 coin cells with weight compositions of 70:20:10 of 

Li8ZrO6:SuperP:PVDF. Charge and discharge profiles at C/5 of (b) cycle 1, (c) cycle 2, and (d) cycle 20. 
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4.3.3 Co2+ and Co3+-Solution Doped Li8ZrO6   

Isovalent substitution of Li+ ions with Ag+ ions confirms that doping with the right 

metal improves conductivity. However, isovalent substitution does not create Li 

vacancies, which would benefit Li+ diffusion and increase ionic conductivity. It is 

possible that creating lithium vacancies through aliovalent substitution may have more 

impact to the overall electronic charge carrier density than lowering the band gap. 

Aliovalent ion substitution was studied using density function calculations. Huang et al. 

found that doping Li8ZrO6 with Fe3+, Co3+, or Co2+ lowers the band gap and creates Li 

vacancies at a tetrahedral site next to the dopant atom.107 The doping process favors 

octahedral Li+ ion sites over octahedral Zr4+ ion sites and tetrahedral Li+ ion sites.107 In 

another study, Huang et al. found that the zigzag path between the Li tetrahedral layers is 

the most favorable path for Li+ diffusion in Li8ZrO6.89 Therefore, doping with aliovalent 

ion is expected to improve the conductivity and electrochemical performance of Li8ZrO6. 

Table 4.4 summarizes the list of possible dopant ions with their ionic radii in comparison 

with Li+ and Zr4+ in Li8ZrO6. 

Table 4.4. Ionic radii of Li+ and Zr4+ ions in Li8ZrO6 and doped ions.  

 Ionic radius (Å) 

Coordination number Li+ Zr4+ Ag+ Co2+ Co3+ Fe3+ 

4 (tetrahedral site) 0.59 0.59 1.00 0.58 - 0.63 

6 (octahedral site) 0.76 0.72 1.15 0.65 0.55 0.78 
Notes: Ionic radii values are adapted from reference [225] 

Solution ion-exchanges of Li+ ions in Li8ZrO6 with Co2+ ions and Co3+ ions were 

carried out using NMP as the solvent. The XRD patterns of Co2+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 

and Co3+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 show no extra peak of cobalt oxide (Figure 4.7a). The 
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(003) diffraction peak at 2θ of 20.2° splits into two peaks with a new peak appearing on 

the left hand side of the original (003) diffraction peak. The (003) peak splitting is 

observed across all solution-doped Li8ZrO6 samples (Ag+, Co2+, and Co3+) suggesting 

that this peak splitting can be used as an indication of the doping effect. However, unlike 

Ag+-solution doped Li8ZrO6, the original (003) diffraction peak in Co2+-solution doped 

Li8ZrO6 and Co3+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 does not shift to the lower 2θ region, indicating 

the absence of lattice expansion in the c-direction. The lattice expansion in Ag+-solution 

doped Li8ZrO6 occurs because Ag+ ion has a larger ionic radius than Li+ ion. Co2+ and 

Co3+ ions have slightly smaller ionic radii than Li+ ions. Substitution of Li+ ions at 

tetrahedral or octahedral sites with either Co2+ or Co3+ ions has little impact on the lattice 

structure. Elemental analysis using ICP-MS suggests that the doping process is 

incomplete (Table 4.5). The molar ratio between Li8ZrO6 and Co2+ in the precursor is 1:1, 

but only 20% Co2+ ions exchanged with Li+ ions, yielding the formula of 

Li7.60Co0.20ZrO6. 

Table 4.5. Elemental analysis result with molar ratio of Li, Zr, Co, O in different Co2+-solution doped 

Li8ZrO6 sample. The amount of O was calculated from wt % of Li, Zr, and Co, assuming that there is no 

other element in the sample. 

 
Molar ratio Actual Li:Co 

molar ratio 
Suggested 
formula Li Zr Co O 

Li8ZrO6   6.11 1 - 9.58 - - 

Co2+-doped Li8ZrO6 3.76 1 0.097 15.53 38.76 Li7.60Co0.20ZrO6 

 
Figure 4.7b shows the results of galvanostatic measurements of Co2+-solution doped 

Li8ZrO6 and Co3+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 in comparison with bulk Li8ZrO6. Co2+-

solution doped Li8ZrO6 and Co3+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 have high charge capacity in 
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the first cycle: 535 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 and 350 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 for Co2+-doped Li8ZrO6 and 

Co3+-doped Li8ZrO6, respectively. However, the discharge capacity for both doped 

Li8ZrO6 samples is around 40–45 mAh/g Li8ZrO6. The difference in the charge and 

discharge capacities suggests an irreversible reaction in the first cycle.  Figure 2.7c and d 

show the charge and discharge profiles using the charging and discharging rate of C/5 for 

the first 5 cycles of Co2+- and Co3+-doped Li8ZrO6. There is a small shoulder at 4.1 V on 

the charging curve of both samples. The shoulder becomes more visible for Co3+-solution 

doped Li8ZrO6 at 4.3 V. However, the shoulder diminishes on cycle 2 for both samples 

and completely disappears on cycle 3. There is no shoulder or plateau observed in the 

discharge curve of Co2+- and Co3+-doped Li8ZrO6. The charge capacity of Co2+-doped 

Li8ZrO6 drops from 530 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 at cycle 1 to 37.4 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 at cycle 5, 

while the charge capacity of Co3+-doped Li8ZrO6 drops from 350 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 to 37.4 

mAh/g Li8ZrO6 between cycle 1 and cycle 5. The irreversible reaction on the first cycle 

of both Co2+- and Co3+-doped Li8ZrO6 can lead to the formation of inactive material on 

the surface of Li8ZrO6 cathode, thus prohibiting the intercalation of Li+ ions in the 

subsequence cycles.  
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Figure 4.7. XRD patterns of bulk Li8ZrO6, Co2+-solution doped, and Co3+-solution doped Li8ZrO6 (a); 

galvanostatic measurements showing charge and discharge capacities at different C rates of bulk Li8ZrO6, 

Co2+-doped, and Co3+-doped coin cells with weight composition of 70:20:10 of Li8ZrO6:SuperP:PVDF (b); 

charge and discharge profiles of first 5 cycles at C/5 of Co2+-doped (c), and Co3+-doped coin cells (d) in 

which the capacity decreases from cycle 1 to cycle 5.  

4.3.4 Co3+ and Fe3+-Melt Doped Li8ZrO6   

Doping bulk Li8ZrO6 with Ag+, Co2+, and Co3+ ions improves the electrochemical 

performance of the Li8ZrO6 materials. In all doping process, there is less than 1 Li+ in 

bulk Li8ZrO6 exchanged with the dopant ions. Solution ion-exchange is a reversible 

process. To increase the doping level, higher concentrations of dopant precursors or 

multiple ion-exchange processes are required. Molten-salt ion-exchange is another 

alternative for doping process. Molten-salt ion-exchange not only provides better contact 

between dopant precursors and bulk Li8ZrO6, but also provides higher concentrations of 
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dopant at the interface of dopant precursors and bulk Li8ZrO6 compared to solution ion-

exchange. Although quantum mechanical calculations predict that dopant ions favor Li+ 

sites over Zr4+ sites, the dopant ions can substitute both Li+ and Zr4+ due to the large 

concentration at the interface between dopant and Li8ZrO6. Quantum mechanical 

calculations using HSE06 functional show that doping Fe3+ or Co3+ at either Li+ sites and 

Zr4+ sites reduces the band gap of doped Li8ZrO6 to around 2 eV, which would be 

expected to benefit the conductivity and electrochemical performance of the doped 

materials (Fig. 4.8). 

 

	
Figure 4.8. Calculated DOS of Fe3+ and Co3+ doped at (a) Li+ sites and (b) Zr4+ sites using the HSE06 

functional. Spin up is the majority spin and spin down is the minority spin. Calculations courtesy of Dr. 

Shuping Huang. 

Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9c shows the XRD patterns of Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 and 

Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 in comparison to their simulated patterns. For the simulations, a 

conventional unit cell (Li24Zr3O18) containing 3 primitive unit cells (Li8ZrO6) was 

constructed using Mercury software. One Co3+ ion replaced a Li+ ion at an octahedral 

site, and two Li+ ions at the tetrahedral site adjacent to the Co3+ were removed to balance 

the charge. The resulting structure was then plotted as simulated Li7Co0.33ZrO6 (or 

Li21CoZr3O18 for conventional unit cell). The same simulation process was applied to 
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simulate Li7Fe0.33ZrO6. The (003) diffraction peak for both Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 and 

Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 splits into two peaks (Fig. 4.9b, d). The (003) diffraction peak 

splitting is in agreement with that observed for Ag+, Co2+, and Co3+ solution ion-

exchanged samples, indicating that the crystal structure is affected by the introduction of 

dopant ions. For Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6, the simulation shows peak splitting in (101) 

and (012) diffraction peaks but the experimental product only show peak splitting in the 

(012) peak. The (101) diffraction peak of Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 only shows a 

shoulder on the low angle side. This result suggests that the c-direction in the crystal 

structure is affected the most in the doping process. Simulated Li7Fe0.33ZrO6 and Fe3+-

melt doped Li8ZrO6 agree in no peak splitting for (101) and (012) diffraction peaks. The 

XRD pattern of Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 shows the presence of Li6Zr2O7, suggesting that 

a partial transformation to this phase may be occurring during the doping process. 

Li6Zr2O7, as an impurity, can contribute to the overall capacity of the coin cell. The 

contribution of Li6Zr2O7 to overall capacity was discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 4.9. XRD patterns of Co3+-melt doped in comparison with simulated Li7Co0.33ZrO6 with 2θ range of 

10–80 ° (a) and 10–39 ° (b). XRD patterns of Fe3+-melt doped in comparison with simulated Li7Fe0.33ZrO6 

with a 2θ range of 10–80 ° (c) and 10–39 ° (d). The simulations were done using Mercury software.  

Galvanostatic measurements of Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 coin cells were done at 

various C-rates (Fig. 4.10a, b) and with a constant charging/discharging rate of C/5 for 25 

cycles (Fig. 4.10c, d). Both galvanostatic measurements show a large difference in the 

charge and discharge capacities in the first cycle. There is a plateau at 3.6 V of the 

charging curve of the first cycle of Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 coin cell. The plateau 

diminishes in the subsequent cycles. The discharge capacity drops from 45.6 mAh/g 

Li8ZrO6 at cycle 1 to 17.9 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 at cycle 20. A similar capacity deterioration is 

also observed with the galvanostatic measurement using constant charging and 

discharging rate C/5. The discharge capacity at cycle 1 of 41.5 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 drops to 

17.9 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 at cycle 25. Similar to the solution ion-exchanged Li8ZrO6, the 
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irreversible reaction on the first cycle builds a layer of inactive materials on the surface of 

the cathode to prohibit Li+ intercalation, thus reducing the electrochemical performance. 

	
Figure 4.10. Galvanostatic measurements of Co3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 at various C rates (a) and the first 5 

cycles at charging and discharging rates of C/5 (b). Galvanostatic measurements at constant C rate of C/5 

for 25 cycles (c) and charge and discharge profiles at C/5 of cycle 1, 2, and 25 (d). 

Galvanostatic measurements of Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 coin cells were done at 

various C-rates (Fig. 4.11a, b) and with a constant charging/discharging rate of C/5 for 25 

cycles (Fig. 4.11c, d). Unlike the other doped samples, the charge and discharge 

capacities in the first cycle of Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 are almost the same. The charge 

and discharge capacities are 195 mAh/g Li8ZrO6 and 193 mAh/g Li8ZrO6, respectively. 

Although the capacity still deteriorates in the subsequent cycles, the Coulombic 

efficiencies (ratio between discharge capacity and charge capacity) are almost 100% for 

most cycles. The absence of the irreversible reaction in the first cycle results in stable 
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charge and discharge capacities at C/5 from cycle 11 to cycle 15 (Fig. 4.11a). The 

polarization is smaller for the charge and discharge profiles of Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 

(Fig. 4.11b) in comparison with the other doped samples. The importance of having no 

difference in charge and discharge capacities in the first cycle is showing again in the 

galvanostatic measurement using the same charge and discharge rates of C/5 (Fig. 4.11c). 

The discharge capacity of 220 mAh/g for Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 is larger than the 

charge capacity of 66.4 mAh/g. The Fe precursor for molten salt ion exchange, Fe(acac)3, 

melts at 181 °C but decomposes at 186 °C.198 Instrumental errors may cause an increase 

in temperature which could have led to decomposition of Fe(acac)3 into amorphous Fe3O4 

on the cathode. During the discharge process, impurity Fe3O4 can be oxidized, which 

contributes to the observed discharge capacity. The discharge capacity of Fe3+-melt 

doped Li8ZrO6 samples deteriorates from 220 mAh/g from cycle 1 to 48.3 mAh/g at cycle 

25 (Fig. 4.11c). Although the polarization in the constant C-rate galvanostatic 

measurement is smaller compared to other doped samples, the polarization is still larger 

than Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 that does not have difference in charge and discharge 

capacities (Fig. 4.11d). 
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Figure 4.11. Galvanostatic measurements of Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 at various C rates (a) with the first 3 

cycles and cycle 15 at charging and discharging rates of C/5 (b). Galvanostatic measurements at constant C 

rate of C/5 for 25 cycles (c) and charge and discharge profiles at C/5 of cycle 1, 2, 3, and 25 (d). 

4.4 Conclusions   

Solution ion-exchange and molten-salt ion-exchange were studied for doping 

transition metals into Li8ZrO6 structure. In principle, doping with transition metals 

decreases the band gap, benefits the conductivity and improves the electrochemical 

performance. However, creating Li vacancies in the crystal structure has a larger effect 

on the ionic conductivity than decreasing the band gap. The discharge capacities of doped 

Li8ZrO6 are larger than that of bulk Li8ZrO6 (Table 4.6). Although Co3+-doped Li8ZrO6 

had the lowest band gap, Fe3+-melt doped Li8ZrO6 showed the highest capacity among 

the doped Li8ZrO6 materials due to the 100% Coulombic efficiency in the first cycle. 
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Other doped Li8ZrO6 materials have large differences between charge and discharge 

capacities in the first cycle that lower the electrochemical performance in the subsequent 

cycles. The study for limiting the difference in charge and discharge capacities in the first 

several cycles was discussed in detail in chapter 2. 

Table 4.6. Discharge capacity of last cycle at C/5 after galvanostatic measurement at various rates of 

transition metal doped Li8ZrO6 compared with bulk Li8ZrO6. 

Material Method Discharge capacity (mAh/g) 

Bulk Li8ZrO6 - 8.28 

Ag+-doped Solution ion exchange 46.25 

Co2+-doped Solution ion exchange 17.95 

Co3+-doped Solution ion exchange 20.56 

Co3+-doped Molten salt ion exchange 17.95 

Fe3+-doped Molten salt ion exchange 78.91 
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Chapter 5: Metal Nanoparticle–Carbon Matrix Composites with Tunable Melting 

Temperature as Phase-Change Materials for Thermal Energy Storage 

 

Reproduced with permission from “Metal Nanoparticle–Carbon Matrix Composites with 

Tunable Melting Temperature as Phase-Change Materials for Thermal Energy Storage” 

by Tran, N.; Zhao, W.; Carlson, F.; Davidson, J. H.; Stein, A. in ACS Applied Nano 

Materials, 2018, 1, 1894-1903. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. 

 

A contribution to this chapter was performed by Wenyang Zhao (TEM imaging). 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Thermal energy storage (TES) provides a means to compensate for the discrepancy 

between energy supply and demand when periods of heat availability do not coincide 

with periods of heat utilization. TES has wide-ranging applications for thermal 

management of electronic devices, load shifting in buildings and industrial plants, solar 

hot water and space conditioning systems, combustion engine cooling, and to provide 

peaking capacity for concentrating solar thermal systems.126, 138, 228, 229 It is also a scalable 

alternative to batteries for thermal electric power plants to reduce the temporal 

mismatches in electricity production and demand and thus allow increased penetration of 

intermittent wind and solar energy resources on the electric grid.37, 109, 116  

Thermal storage materials are classified as sensible, latent, and thermochemical 

(based on reversible reactions).125, 230 The energy storage capacity of sensible storage 

depends on the specific heat of the storage material and the temperature limits of the 
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operation.231 The energy storage density of latent storage in phase change materials 

(PCMs) depends on the enthalpy of fusion.135 PCMs are useful for applications in which 

the operating temperature is limited to a small range close to the phase transition 

temperature.127 For all TES materials, the desired material characteristics depend on the 

application, but, in general, include high volumetric energy density (stored energy per 

unit volume), high gravimetric storage capacity, adequate charge/discharge power (W), 

stability over many charge/discharge cycles, safety for human health and the 

environment, and low cost.127 It is important that charge and discharge temperatures 

match the temperature of the heat source and load,127 and it is, therefore, desirable to 

develop new approaches to tune phase transition temperatures of PCMs. 

In the current work, we present the synthesis and characterization of composite 

PCMs134 that provide tunable phase transition temperatures from solid to liquid. Latent 

storage provides a benefit over sensible storage because the latent heat of fusion is 

typically greater than the specific heat. We focus on metals for high temperature latent 

storage, using Bi (bulk melting point: 271.4 °C) and Pb (327.5 °C) as representative 

examples. Compared to other PCMs, metals have higher densities and therefore lower 

gravimetric energy densities.232, 233 While gravimetric energy density is important for 

mobile applications, many TES applications are stationary, in which case the volumetric 

energy density is more important. Metal nanoparticles (NPs) provide an opportunity to 

tune the melting temperature to satisfy the temperature requirements for a specific 

application. 

Compared to the corresponding bulk materials, the melting temperature of ultrathin 

films and nanoparticles is reduced compared to the corresponding bulk materials.145, 146 
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Depending on the material, the melting point can be depressed by tens of °C (e.g., for tin 

and some of its alloys)148, 149 or even by hundreds of °C (e.g., for germanium).150 The 

melting point depression arises from the increasing surface-to-volume ratio when the 

critical length of the nanoparticle decreases.151 It is necessary to confine particles in a 

host matrix to maintain nanosized dimensions over multiple melt/resolidification cycles 

without aggregation and growth of the particles.155 The most commonly used host 

matrices to confine nanoparticles are resins, alloy phases, and other metals.161, 162 

Nanocomposites of monodisperse Bi nanoparticles embedded in a polyimide resin matrix 

were developed by Liu and Wang.163 The Bi NPs with diameters of 7.8 to 14.5 nm were 

synthesized separately before mixing them with the polyimide resin host matrix. The 

melting temperature of the Bi NPs was tunable between 218 and 240 °C as the NP 

diameter increased. Over 60 melt–freeze cycles, a constant enthalpy of fusion of the 

nanocomposites was maintained. However, the Bi NPs oxidized over a period of weeks 

under ambient conditions, thus requiring extra measures to provide a protective 

environment in industrial applications. PCMs consisting of Bi nanoparticles in a Ag 

matrix have also been prepared.37 

In this chapter, we investigate the use of composites that consist of metallic NPs 

distributed in a mesoporous carbon matrix165, 234 as potential phase change materials for 

TES. Encapsulation of a PCM in a mesoporous matrix brings along several advantages. It 

minimizes leakage of the PCM from the thermal storage system and prevents aggregation 

of the NPs during thermal cycling; the mesopores can accommodate volume changes in 

the PCM during and after phase changes; and the matrix can modulate phase change 

temperatures of confined PCMs by controlling particle size. This allows the spreading of 
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phase change temperatures over wider ranges as a result of confinement-induced melting 

point depression.40 Here, we are focusing on confined Bi and Pb NPs as PCMs for higher 

temperature applications. The mesoporous carbon host prepared by block copolymer 

templating and carbonization of a phenol-formaldehyde resol contains partially 

graphitized carbon walls,235 which are thermally more conductive than polymer phases.236 

The PCM and matrix are prepared together in a one-pot synthesis without the need of 

additional ligand molecules on the metal NP surface, which are required if NPs are 

prepared separately. The structures and compositions of the composite phase change 

materials are investigated in detail and related to the thermal storage properties of these 

materials. By varying the metal loading in the carbon matrix during the one-pot synthesis, 

the average size of the embedded NPs nanoparticles changes, thus permitting control over 

both the melting temperature of the NPs and the energy density of the composite 

materials. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements over multiple melt–

freeze cycles confirm the viability of the composites as PCMs. In the case of the Pb NP 

mesoporous carbon composites, we demonstrate that the porous channels of the carbon 

matrix serve as containers for melted NPs. 

5.2 Materials Section 

5.2.1 Materials 

Pluronic F-127, phenol (>99%), methanol (ACS grade, >99.8%), sodium hydroxide 

(>95%), and hydrochloric acid (~37 wt%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Lead (II) 

acetate trihydrate (ACS grade) was purchased from J. T. Baker Chemical Co. 

Bismuth (III) nitrate pentahydrate (ACS grade, >98%) was purchased from Alfa 

Chemicals. Concentrated nitric acid was purchased from Macron Chemicals. Ethanol 
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(absolute, anhydrous ACS grade) was purchased from Pharmco-Aaper. Deionized water 

with resistivity > 18 MΩ·cm was produced using a Barnstead Sybron purification system. 

5.2.2 Resol Precursor Preparation 

A phenol formaldehyde resin was synthesized using a published procedure.237 Phenol 

(0.61 g) was melted using an oil bath at 42 °C before 0.13 g of a solution of 20 wt% 

NaOH was added slowly with stirring. Formalin solution (1.05 g) containing 37 wt% 

formaldehyde was added dropwise into the solution. The solution was stirred for 1 h at 70 

°C and was then naturally cooled to room temperature and neutralized using 0.6 M HCl. 

Water was removed by rotary evaporation at a temperature below 50 °C. A mass of 1.0 g 

of the product was redispersed in 1.0 g ethanol. The mixture was centrifuged with a speed 

of at least 1000 rpm for 5 minutes to remove the precipitated NaCl. The supernatant with 

a concentration of 50 wt% PF sol in ethanol was isolated to be used for the synthesis of 

Bi@C. For the synthesis of Pb@C, the same procedure was applied using 1.0 g of 

methanol as an alternate solvent to redisperse 1.0 g of PF sol after water removal, 

forming a 50 wt% PF sol in methanol. 

5.2.3 Synthesis of Bi@C 

The triblock copolymer poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-

poly(ethylene oxide) (Pluronic F127, 1.0 g) was dissolved in 20 mL of ethanol. 

Bi(NO3)3·5H2O (0.50 g) was added to the above solution with stirring. HNO3 (~3–5 mL) 

was added to the mixture dropwise until all the Bi(NO3)3·5H2O had dissolved. The pH of 

the solution was 0.8–1.0. The solution was filtered before the above-mentioned PF sol 

(50 wt% in ethanol, 2.0 g) was added with stirring. The solution was stirred for at least 20 

minutes and then poured into a petri dish to evaporate the ethanol and water overnight. 
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The resulting membrane was heated in an oven at 100 °C for 24 h to thermally 

polymerize the phenolic resin. The membrane was scraped off the petri dish and 

pyrolyzed at 350 °C under N2 for 2 h with a heating rate of 1 °C per minute. The polymer 

was then pyrolyzed at 500 °C under N2 for 5 h with a heating rate of 1 °C per minute to 

obtain the final product, 0.50Bi@C. The same procedure was applied with different 

amounts of Bi(NO3)3·5H2O, 0.25 g, 1.00 g and 2.00 g, to prepare 0.25Bi@C, 1.00Bi@C 

and 2.00Bi@C, respectively. 

5.2.4 Synthesis of Pb@C 

Pluronic F127 (1.0 g) was dissolved in 20 mL of methanol. Pb(CH3COO)2·3H2O 

(0.50 g) was added to the above solution with stirring. The solution was filtered before 

the above-mentioned PF sol (50 wt% in methanol, 2.0 g) was added with stirring. The 

solution was stirred for at least 20 minutes and then poured into a petri dish to evaporate 

the methanol overnight. The resulting membrane was heated in an oven at 100 °C for 24 

h to thermally polymerize the phenolic resin. The membrane was scraped off the petri 

dish and pyrolyzed at 350 °C under N2 for 2 h with a heating rate of 1 °C per minute. The 

polymer was then pyrolyzed at 500 °C under N2 for 5 h with a heating rate of 1 °C per 

minute to obtain the final product, 0.50Pb@C. The same procedure was applied with 1.00 

g of Pb(CH3COO)2·3H2O to prepare 1.00Pb@C. 

5.2.5 Characterization of Materials 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of the Bi@C and the Pb@C samples were 

obtained on a PANalytical X’Pert PRO diffractometer using an X’Celerator detector and 

a Co anode operated at 45 kV and 40 mA. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were 

performed on a NETZSCH STA 409 PC Luxx system. DSC analyses were performed on 
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a Mettler Toledo DSC1 Star System differential scanning calorimeter using nitrogen as 

protective gas. Nitrogen sorption analysis was performed on a Quantachrome Autosorb 

iQ2. All samples were degassed at 200 °C, at 1 mTorr for 12 h prior to the analysis. Pore 

size distributions were obtained using the NLDFT method (Quantachrome, N2, at 77 K 

on carbon, cylindrical/slit pore).  

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a Tecnai T12 

microscope operated at 80 kV with a LaB6 filament. The samples were prepared by 

dispersing the metal nanoparticle–carbon matrix composites in ethanol and bath 

sonicating for 30 minutes. Formvar-coated Cu grids were dipped into the suspension and 

dried. Elemental analysis (C, H, N) was performed by Atlantic Microlabs (Norcross, GA) 

using an automatic combustion analyzer. Raman spectra were obtained using a Witec 

Alpha300R Confocal Raman Microscope with a DV401 CCD thermoelectric-cooled 

detector. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a VersaProbe III 

instrument, with an Al K-α X-ray source. The XPS peak positions were calibrated against 

the C1s (sp2) peak of carbon at 284.4 eV, as identified for mesoporous carbon with a 

predominant fraction of sp2 carbon.238 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Synthesis and Structure of the Bi@C Composite Materials. 

The Bi@C samples were synthesized using an adaptation of a published procedure 

for the synthesis of mesoporous carbon FDU-15, starting from a PF sol as the source of 

carbon.237 In the mesoporous carbon synthesis, the block-copolymer surfactant was used 

as a template to introduce porosity into the material. Deviating from the literature 

synthesis, Bi(NO3)3·5H2O and HNO3 were added to the surfactant solution at various 
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amounts. Nitric acid served to enhance the solubility of the bismuth precursor.239 The 

homogenized solutions were allowed to dry in petri dishes, producing brown membranes 

that contained no visible aggregates of the bismuth salt (Fig. 5.1a). After these 

membranes were heated at 100 °C for 24 h to thermally polymerize the phenolic resin, 

the resulting polymer composites that contained lower amounts of bismuth (0.25 g and 

0.5 g Bi(NO3)3·5H2O) were soft and flexible, whereas the polymers with higher amounts 

of bismuth (1.00 g and 2.00 g Bi(NO3)3·5H2O) were hard and brittle (Fig. 5.1b). 

 
 

Figure 5.1. The appearance of Bi@C samples after difference synthesis stages: (a) after solvent 

evaporation overnight; (b) after polymerization at 100 °C for 24 h. The consistency of 0.25Bi@C and 

0.50Bi@C (not shown) is gel-like, whereas the 1.00Bi@C (not shown) and 2.00Bi@C materials are brittle 

and glassy in appearance. (c) 0.25Bi@C after pyrolysis at 500 °C; (d) 2.00Bi@C after pyrolysis at 500 °C. 

 Although the thickness of these membranes varied throughout the petri dish, the ratio 

of bismuth to polymer was uniform throughout (Fig. 5.2). With a higher loading of 

Bi(NO3)3·5H2O (3.00 g), the salt precursor precipitated out in the resol-surfactant 

mixture, producing bulk particles. The polymers were then pyrolyzed at 350 °C and 500 

°C for 2 and 5 h, respectively.  
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Figure 5.2. Sampling the uniformity of the bismuth-containing polymer film after polymerization at 100 °C 

for 24 h. The thickness of the film varies throughout the petri dish because of the convex nature of the glass 

bottom of the dish. Thermogravimetric analysis was carried out for four samples taken from the different 

areas of the film shown in the photograph. The analyses were carried out in air with a heating rate of 10 °C 

between room temperature and 900 °C. Although mass loss profiles varied with film thickness (slower 

thermal decomposition in air with thicker films), the final mass% due to Bi2O3 formed during calcination 

was identical for each region. These data indicate that no concentration gradient was present in the film.   

During pyrolysis, the PF polymer was carbonized and partially graphitized.235 Bi-

containing domains grew to their final size during this process (Fig. 5.3). Raman spectra 

of the Bi@C samples showed characteristic peaks at around 1347 and 1578 cm-1, that are 

associated with the D and G bands of partially graphitized carbon, respectively (Fig. 5.4, 

Table 5.4).240 The estimated domain sizes of graphitic regions are in the range from 1.9 to 

2.1 nm, consistent with typical observations for resol-derived carbon materials.235  
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Figure 5.3. TEM image of 2.00Bi@C after solvent evaporation and annealing at 100 °C for 24 h, but 

before pyrolysis. At this stage, no crystalline Bi is present in the sample yet. Darker spots in the sample 

correspond to Bi ion-rich areas. These are mostly less than 5 nm in diameter. By comparing this image to 

the TEM image of the pyrolyzed materials (Figure 5.7), one can conclude that pyrolysis induces some 

growth of the Bi nanoparticles.  

 

 
Figure 5.4. Raman spectra of Bi@C samples. 
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Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis (Fig. 5.5) confirmed that higher ratios of 

Bi(NO3)3·5H2O reactant to PF carbon yielded higher loadings of Bi in the Bi@C 

samples. The Bi loading increased from 15.6 wt% in 0.25Bi@C to 47.7 wt% in 

2.00Bi@C (Table 5.1).  

 

Figure 5.5. Thermogravimetric analysis of Bi@C samples in an air atmosphere. Samples were heated at 10 

°C/min from room temperature to 250 °C, at 1 °C/min from 250 °C to 280 °C, and then at 10 °C/min from 

280 °C to 900 °C. 
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Table 5.1. Chemical composition, textural, and thermal parameters of the Bi@C and Pb@C samples. 

  0.25Bi@C 0.50Bi@C 1.00Bi@C 2.00Bi@C 0.50Pb@C 1.00Pb@C 

Element 

(mass %) 

C 67.47 59.01 49.61 35.78 57.34 50.29 

N 6.79 7.83 6.92 4.40 0 0 

H 2.30 1.89 1.46 1.44 2.42 2.11 

Bi or Pb 15.6 22.8 33.6 47.7 32.4 46.7 

O 7.83 8.49 8.46 10.68 7.84 0.9 

Volume fraction of Bi or 
Pb in the composite (%) 

1.7 2.9 6.1 11.8 3.7 7.1 

Pore volume (cm3/g) 0.42 0.33 0.12 0.02 0.43 0.33 

Peak pore diameter (nm) 7.3 5.9 5.5 – 7.1 5.7 

Melting temperature of 
PCM (°C) 

265.4±0.4 258.6±0.3 253.0±0.3 238.8±0.5 
271.4±0.2 

322.8±0.4 310.1±0.8 
326.1±0.3 

 
Average Bi or Pb particle 
diameter by TEM (nm) 

and 95% size range 

84 
(48–124) 

37 
(20–58) 

31 
(20–48) 

16 
(10–22) 

105 
(60–140) 

31 
(25–38) 

Average Bi or Pb grain 
size by XRD (nm) 

 

75 

 

44 

 

38 

 

42 

 

88 

 

134 

Notes: The C, N, H elemental analyses were performed by Atlantic Microlab using combustion analysis. 

The mass fractions of Bi of Pb were calculated from TGA data, assuming that only Bi2O3 or PbO, 

respectively, formed when the samples were heated to 850 °C in air. The oxygen content was calculated by 

difference, assuming that the M@C samples contained only M, C, N, H, and O, where M = Bi or Pb. 

Melting temperatures refer to the average peak value for 18 DSC heating cycles with the corresponding 

standard deviation. Average grain sizes by XRD were estimated using the Scherrer equation. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the crushed Bi@C samples show 

diffraction peaks that match the pattern of bismuth metal in addition to a weaker and 

broad scattering peak between 30 and 34 ˚2θ associated with the carbon phase (Fig. 5.6). 

The 0.25Bi@C sample contained small amounts of Bi2O3 with a Bi2O3:Bi mass ratio of 

2:98 (estimated from Rietveld refinement). None of the other samples contained this 

crystalline oxide impurity, implying that the polymeric components effectively reduced 
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the bismuth salt during the pyrolysis process. The grain sizes of bismuth in the Bi@C 

samples were calculated using the Scherrer equation for the [104] peak at 44.4 ˚2θ. These 

grain sizes decreased from 75 nm to 38 nm when the amount of bismuth salt reactant was 

increased from 0.25 g to 1.00 g (0.50 Bi@C, 1.00Bi@C). At the higher bismuth salt 

loadings, more nuclei could form, resulting in the smaller particle size. The large 

bismuth-carbon interfaces around the small particles permitted efficient reduction of the 

metal salts. In contrast, larger particles could not be fully reduced, leading to the minor 

Bi2O3 phase observed for 0.25Bi@C. 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of different Bi@C samples compared with a bulk Bi 

reference material. Bismuth oxide Bi2O3 appears in the composite with the lowest loading of Bi 

nanoparticles, 0.25Bi@C. Grain sizes listed next to each trace were calculated using the Scherrer equation 

for the [104] peak at 44.4 ˚2θ. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images confirmed this trend of decreasing 

metal particle size with higher bismuth loadings. The images in Fig. 5.7 show that the 
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particle sizes and shapes are not uniform within each Bi@C sample. The bismuth particle 

shapes (dark spots) are irregular. The Bi@C composite with lower loading of Bi 

(0.25Bi@C) has wider particle size distribution and higher average particle size (Figure 

5.8). The average particle diameter for Bi in the 0.25Bi@C sample is 84 nm while the 

smallest average diameter was observed for 2.00Bi@C (16 nm). Consistent with XRD 

data, the average particle size decreased with higher loadings of bismuth. The smaller 

average grain size determined by TEM for 2.00Bi@C compared to the XRD estimate is 

likely due to the fact that in XRD, a few large particles in the sample can impact X-ray 

intensities disproportionately, but these few particles may be missed in much more 

selective TEM images. 

 

Figure 5.7. TEM images of (a, e, i) 0.25Bi@C, (b, f, j) 0.50Bi@C, (c, g, k) 1.00Bi@C, and (d, h, l) 

2.00Bi@C at different magnifications. 
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The size distributions of Bi NPs in the Bi@C samples were measured using multiple 

TEM images for each sample. For ease of comparison, the bismuth particles observed in 

the TEM images were assumed to be spherical, with the longest dimension coinciding 

with the particle sphere diameter. The nanoparticles in the composite with a lower 

loading of Bi (0.25Bi@C) have a wider size distribution and a larger average particle 

size. The average particle diameter decreases from 84 nm for 0.25Bi@C to 16 nm for 

2.00Bi@C. The shift in the particle size distribution is consistent with the shift to smaller 

grain size deduced from XRD data (Fig. 5.6). 

 
 

Figure 5.8. Particle size distributions of Bi NPs in the Bi@C samples. 

The carbon matrix used for the Bi@C composites served several purposes: (1) to act 

as a reducing agent for the bismuth precursor, (2) to confine the bismuth nanoparticles 
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that were produced and prevent their aggregation, and (3) to act as a heat conductor, 

given the reasonably good conductivity of glassy carbon in the range of 3–4 W m-1 K-1.236 

The bismuth component influenced the surfactant-templated self-assembly of the 

mesoporous host matrix. FDU-15 carbon prepared with a final pyrolysis temperature of 

500 °C contains hexagonal arrays of mesopores with pore sizes diameter of 3.8 nm and a 

pore volume of 0.42 cm3/g.237 In contrast, the carbon matrix in the Bi@C samples 

exhibited a disordered mesoporous carbon network (textural mesopores). The change in 

texture is attributed to the interactions of the acidified, ionic precursor Bi(NO3)3·5H2O 

with the surfactant–resol components during the self-assembly process. Further distortion 

of the mesostructure could have occurred during pyrolysis when the bismuth salt 

decomposed to Bi2O3, and Bi2O3 was reduced to Bi nanoparticles. The presence of many 

Bi NPs greater than the mesopore diameters suggests that the mesoporous carbon matrix 

formed around the metallic nanoparticles rather than trapping them within surfactant 

micelles. 

The type IV N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and pore size distribution curves 

(Fig. 5.9) suggest that (0.25–1.00)Bi@C samples contain mesopores with a distribution 

of pore sizes between 2 and 10 nm. In addition to a major peak in the pore size 

distribution curve that decreases systematically with higher Bi loadings from 7.3 nm for 

0.25Bi@C to 5.5 nm for 1.00Bi@C (Table 5.1), a very small secondary peak can be 

found between 3.5 and 3.8 nm. The secondary peak may be associated with mesoporous 

carbon regions of the sample that were not strongly influenced by the bismuth 

component, and resembled FDU-15-500 more closely. The 2.00Bi@C sample was 

largely nonporous, consistent with the TEM image (Fig. 5.7l). Specific pore volumes 
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decreased with higher loadings of Bi at a rate greater than what can be attributed to the 

increase in sample density (Table 5.1). The shifts to lower pore volumes and smaller pore 

sizes with higher loading of Bi in Bi@C samples indicate that some Bi NPs were 

confined inside the mesopores, in addition to NPs surrounded by the mesoporous carbon 

matrix.  
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Figure 5.9. (a) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms and (b) pore size distributions of the Bi@C samples 

shown in Figure 2. The pore size distributions were calculated using the combined slit/cylindrical pore, 

NLDFT model with a fitting error of 0.265%. 
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5.3.2 Melting Behavior of the Bi@C Composite Materials 

The thermal storage properties of the composite phase change materials were 

investigated using differential scanning calorimetry. The melting points of the Bi@C 

samples were up to 33 °C lower than the melting point of elemental Bi in its bulk form 

(271.4 °C) (Table 5.1). As the amount of Bi increased in the composite materials and the 

Bi particle size decreased, the melting point was progressively depressed, and the melting 

process took place over a broader range of temperatures (Fig. 5.10). The melting point 

depression is attributed to the higher surface-to-volume ratio when the Bi particles in the 

carbon matrix are confined to the nanometer scale. This results in a higher fraction of 

atoms with low coordination compared to the bulk and reduces cohesive energies in the 

NP, thereby lowering the melting point. Both, melting points and enthalpies of fusion 

remained approximately constant over multiple thermal cycles (Fig. 5.11 and 5.12, Table 

5.2). Because the Bi NPs are the phase change component in the composite, the amount 

of stored/released energy during the melt/freeze cycles is proportional to the loading of 

Bi NPs in the composite. With increasing loading of Bi, the amount of energy 

stored/released increased. 
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Figure 5.10. DSC measurements for the Bi@C samples in N2 atmosphere. Heating rates of 10 °C/min were 

used between 25 °C and 350 °C. The samples were heated and cooled with rates of 10 °C/min between 25 

°C and 350 °C for 3 cycles. The heating of the first cycle is shown. DSC curves for other cycles were 

nearly identical to the first cycle and some are shown in Fig. 5.11. Specific enthalpies of Bi 

melting/recrystallization and phase change temperatures for each cycle are shown in Fig. 5.12. 

In all samples, recrystallization occurred in two steps, both at significantly lower 

temperatures than the melting temperature (Fig. 5.11). Similar thermal hysteresis has 

been observed in other nanoparticle-based systems and is associated with a delay in the 

nucleation process.241 The enthalpy values of melting and resolidification of the Bi@C 

samples for each cycle differ by < 8% for 0.50Bi@C and < 2% for the other samples. The 

conservation of energy intake and energy release is important for use of these materials in 

thermal energy storage applications. 
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Figure 5.11. DSC measurements for Bi@C samples in an N2 atmosphere. Heating and cooling rates of 10 

°C/min were used between 25 °C and 350 °C. Data are shown for the first three full cycles. 

Compared to composites prepared by embedding preformed Bi nanoparticles in a 

polyimide resin matrix,163 the distribution of melting temperatures is broader, resulting 

from a larger particle size distribution in the Bi@C composites prepared by the one-pot 

method. Melting temperatures for a comparable size range are similar for Bi NPs in the 

carbon (2.00Bi@C) or polyimide matrices. While the one-pot synthesis is simpler than 

separate steps of synthesizing Bi nanoparticles and embedding them in a matrix,36 the Bi 

loading and particle sizes (which translate into melting temperatures) are coupled in the 

former approach but can be tuned separately in the latter approach. 
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Figure 5.12. (a) Specific enthalpies of Bi melting/recrystallization of Bi@C samples and (b) the associated 

phase change temperatures over multiple cycles. Heating and cooling rates of 10 °C/min were used 

between 25 °C and 350 °C. For 0.25Bi@C and 2.00Bi@C, the sample was stored at room temperature in a 

sealed aluminum pan for approximately 330 days between cycles 3 and 4. For 0.50Bi@C and 1.00Bi@C, 

cycles 4–18 were obtained with a new sample of the same composition as for cycles 1–3. 
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Table 5.2. Specific enthalpies of Bi melting/recrystallization of Bi@C samples, averaged over 18 cycles. 

  0.25Bi@C 0.50Bi@C 1.00Bi@C 2.00Bi@C 

Enthalpy (J/g) 
Heating 5.40±0.05 8.64±0.32 12.10±0.31 16.90±1.29 

Cooling 5.34±0.23 8.10±0.58 11.87±0.31 16.59±1.23 

Notes: Enthalpy values were calculated by integration of the areas under the peaks of DSC heating and 

cooling curves such as those shown in Fig. 5.11. Specific enthalpies and phase change temperatures for 

each cycle are shown in Fig. 5.12. The cooling curves of each sample have 2 peaks, and the enthalpy of the 

cooling process shown in this table is the sum of the area under both peaks. The enthalpy values of melting 

and resolidification of the Bi@C samples for each cycle are within < 8% of each other for 0.25Bi@C and < 

4% of each other for all other samples. 

It should be noted that after the composite materials had been exposed to air for a 

period of four months, the crystallinity of confined Bi decreased (Fig. 5.13). It is possible 

that some of the Bi may have oxidized, but no crystalline Bi2O3 was observed in the XRD 

patterns. While the melting points of the confined Bi components remained unchanged 

(Fig. 5.14), the corresponding enthalpies of fusion and resolidification were reduced, 

possibly proportionally to the fraction of Bi that was oxidized (Table 5.3).  
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Figure 5.13. XRD patterns of Bi@C samples that had been stored in air for three months. In all samples, 

the crystallinity of Bi decreased and no crystalline Bi phase was observed in the 2.00Bi@C sample. The 

broad peak remaining in this sample is associated with the carbon matrix. No peaks corresponding to 

crystalline Bi2O3 were observed in any of the samples. 
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Figure 5.14. DSC measurements of a Bi@C sample that had been stored in air for four months. The DSC 

measurements were carried out in an N2 atmosphere. Heating and cooling rates of 10 °C/min were used 

between 25 °C and 350 °C. The samples were heated and cooled for three full cycles. 

Table 5.3. Specific enthalpies of Bi melting/recrystallization in Bi@C samples that had been stored in air 

for four months. 

  0.25Bi@C 0.50Bi@C 1.00Bi@C 2.00Bi@C 

1st cycle enthalpy (J/g) 
Heating 3.90 6.56 8.24 12.53 

Cooling 3.76 6.48 7.99 12.43 

2nd cycle enthalpy 
(J/g) 

Heating 3.91 6.50 8.16 12.52 

Cooling 3.87 6.24 8.12 12.45 

3rd cycle enthalpy (J/g) 
Heating 3.87 6.52 8.17 12.52 

Cooling 3.61 6.37 8.08 12.41 

Notes: Enthalpy values were calculated by integration of the areas under the peaks of the DSC heating and 

cooling curves in Fig. 5.14. 
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An XPS spectrum of 2.00Bi@C in the Bi range showed two major peaks, 

corresponding to binding energies of 158.2 eV for the Bi 4f7/2 and 163.5 eV for the Bi 

4f5/2 transitions (Fig. 5.15). The positions of these peaks occur at higher binding energies 

than expected for pure Bi metal (157.0 and 162.3 eV), and the peaks are likely associated 

with a thin BiO suboxide layer.242 Bi nanoparticles can be spontaneously surface oxidized 

at ambient conditions.134 The suboxide layer must have a thickness of at least 1.5~2.0 nm, 

which corresponds to the electron escape depth,243 blocking signal from the metallic 

bismuth core that comprises the only crystalline phase in the material. After 4 months of 

exposure to air, the XPS peaks shift to higher binding energies by about 0.4–0.5 eV, 

indicating further oxidation to a thin Bi2O3 coating, which remains X-ray amorphous. 

This oxidation process is responsible for the decrease in the specific heats of 

melting/recrystallization of the overall material after 4 months of aging. Because of this 

behavior, the composite materials should be packaged in air-tight containers filled with 

an inert gas when they are used as phase-change materials.  
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Figure 5.15. XPS spectra of Bi NPs in the 2.00Bi@C nanocomposites as-made and after 4 months of 

aging. The XPS peak positions were calibrated against the C1s (sp2) peak of carbon at 284.4 eV, as 

identified for mesoporous carbon with a predominant fraction of sp2 carbon (Fig. 5.17).238  

Samples that were kept in a sealed aluminum pan for DSC measurements either 

maintained their specific heat of melting, even after eleven months, or recovered their 

original specific heat of melting after a few additional heating and cooling cycles (Fig. 

5.17). The Bi particle size distribution remained nearly unchanged from the initial size 

distribution for 2.00Bi@C after eleven months storage in the sealed aluminum pan and a 

total of 18 heating and cooling cycles between 25 and 350 °C (Fig. 5.16). 
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Figure 5.16. (a) TEM image of 2.00Bi@C after the sample had been heated and cooled between 25 and 

350 °C for three cycles, then stored in a sealed DSC aluminum pan for eleven months, and then cycled for 

another fifteen cycles. (b) Particle size distribution of this sample, based on multiple TEM images. 
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Figure 5.17. XPS spectrum of 2.00Bi@C, showing the carbon region. Because the mesoporous carbon 

phase contains predominantly sp2 carbon, the carbon peak was set at 284.4 eV. For comparison, see S. 

Reiche, R. Blume, X. C. Zhao, D. Su, E. Kunkes, M. Behrens, R. Schlögl, “Reactivity of mesoporous 

carbon against water – An in-situ XPS study”, Carbon 2014, 77, 175-183. 

5.3.3 Structure of the Pb@C Composite Materials 

To increase the melting temperature range, Pb@C composite materials were prepared 

in a similar manner as the Bi@C composites. However, because of the lower solubility of 

the lead acetate precursor in ethanol, the solvent system was changed to methanol. Even 

then, the maximum practical loading was limited to 1.00Pb@C when working in air, 

because at a higher lead loading, the resulting nanoparticles were so reactive that they 

self-ignited in air. The samples 0.50Pb@C and 1.00Pb@C samples contain 32 wt% and 

47 wt% of Pb, respectively (Table 5.1). 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the crushed Pb@C samples show 

diffraction peaks that match the pattern of lead (Fig. 5.18). Both the 0.50Pb@C and 

1.00Pb@C composites contain PbO as an impurity phase with a mass ratio of PbO:Pb < 5 
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wt% (estimated from Rietveld refinement). As in the Bi@C composites, the polymeric 

components partially reduced the lead salt during the pyrolysis process. 

 

Figure 5.18. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns of different Pb@C samples compared with a Pb reference 

material. PbO is also present in the composite.  

TEM imaging revealed some differences in the morphology of the Pb@C samples 

compared to the Bi@C samples. The Pb NPs in the 1.00Pb@C nanocomposites have 

approximately spherical shapes and are non-uniformly distributed throughout the carbon 

matrix (Figure 5.19a,b). An irregular mesostructure is observed, similar to that in the 

Bi@C materials. However, in some regions mesopores follow the outline of the sphere 

surfaces (Fig. 5.20). In contrast, the 0.50Pb@C nanocomposite exhibits sphere-shaped Pb 

NPs (dark spots) within a carbon phase composed of regions with ordered hexagonal 

mesopore arrays (pore diameter: 7 nm) and some regions with an irregular mesostructure 

(Fig. 5.19c). The difference in mesopore structure for the 0.50Pb@C nanocomposite and 
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that in all of the other samples is likely due to the effect of the salt precursor identity and 

concentration. Addition of salts to a synthesis mixture or changing the salt concentration 

alters the micelle structure and, therefore, the mesopore geometry in the porous 

matrix.57-59 

 

Figure 5.19. TEM images at different magnifications of (a, b) 1.00Pb@C, (c, d) 0.50Pb@C, and (e,f) 

0.50Pb@C after heating this sample at 500 °C for a total of 58 h. 
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Figure 5.20. TEM image of 1.00Pb@C showing the effect of spherical Pb NPs on the curvature of adjacent 

mesopores. This curvature also demonstrates that the Pb NPs shown here are embedded within the 

mesoporous carbon matrix. 

The size distribution of the Pb NPs in 0.50Pb@C is wider than in 1.00Pb@C (Fig. 

5.21). The Pb NPs are in the size range of 22–187 nm with average particle diameters of 

105 nm and 31 nm for 0.50Pb@C and 1.00Pb@C, respectively. This implies that many 

particles are not confined in the mesopores. However, some Pb NPs spheres form 

“stretched” regions along the direction of the carbon channels (Fig. 5.19d). This stretched 

appearance of Pb NPs suggests that a fraction of Pb NPs are filling the carbon channels, 

in addition to the majority of NPs that are surrounded by the mesoporous carbon matrix. 
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Figure 5.21. Particle size distribution of Pb NPs in Pb@C samples. The particle size distribution shifts to 

smaller particle size with increasing loading of Pb in the composite. The average particle diameter shifts 

from 105 nm of 0.50Pb@C sample to 31 nm of 1.00Pb@C. 

The porosity of the Pb@C samples was further characterized by nitrogen sorption 

analysis (Fig. 5.22). The specific pore volumes of 0.50Pb@C and 1.00Pb@C are 0.43 

cm3/g and 0.33 cm3/g, respectively. For these two samples, the decrease in specific pore 

volume for the material with higher Pb loading is mainly attributed to the greater density 

of this material. The pore size distribution of the 0.50Pb@C sample shows a 

characteristic peak at 7.1 nm, whereas the distribution for the 1.00Pb@C sample peaks 

around 5.7 nm. The changes in the porous structure of the carbon matrix and the particle 

size of the Pb NPs are related to the interactions between the Pb salt and the block-

copolymer surfactant, which acts as a template for mesopores, a compatibilizer between 

reagents, and a possible reducing agent. In a study of the reduction of gold nanoparticles 

by block copolymer surfactants, it was shown that the gold nanoparticle size distribution 

is narrower and NPs are smaller with lower concentrations of the polymeric reducing 

agent.244 Here, the Pb salt reactant doubled from 0.50Pb@C to 1.00Pb@C while the 

amount of F127 and PF reactants was maintained. The smaller molar ratio of F127:Pb in 

1.00Pb@C compared to 0.50Pb@C resulted in a narrower particle size distribution and a 
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smaller average particle size. The pore size distributions of 0.50Pb@C and 1.00Pb@C 

also show a very small peak in the 3–4 nm range, suggesting the presence of mesoporous 

carbon regions like those in FDU-15-500. 

 

Figure 5.22. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of Pb@C samples. The pore size distribution is shown in 

the inset. The distribution was calculated using the combined slit/cylindrical pore, NLDFT model for 

carbon at 77 K. 

5.3.4 Melting Behavior of the Pb@C Composite Materials 

DSC was performed to characterize the melting behavior of the Pb@C samples 

(Fig. 5.23). Bulk Pb has a melting point of 327.5 °C. The melting curve of sample 

0.50Pb@C shows an endothermic peak at 323 °C, whereas the melting curve of sample 

1.00Pb@C shows two endothermic peaks at 310 °C and 326 °C. The latter peak is 

attributed to the presence of some large Pb particles in the sample that behave like bulk 

metal (Fig. 5.24). The endothermic peaks at 310 °C and 323 °C for the 1.00Pb@C and 
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0.50Pb@C samples are attributed to smaller, more confined Pb nanoparticles. The Pb@C 

samples show similar trends as the Bi@C samples: the melting point of the PCMs shifts 

to lower temperature with an increasing loading of metal in the nanocomposite. This 

again correlates with the nanoparticle size: the particle size distribution is narrower and 

shifts to lower particle diameter with an increasing loading of metal in the nanocomposite 

(Fig. 5.21). The melting points of the Pb@C samples were up to 18 °C lower than the 

melting point of elemental Pb in its bulk form (Table 5.1). The associated enthalpies of 

melting and recrystallization are listed in Table 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.23. DSC measurements for the Pb@C samples in N2 atmosphere. Heating rates of 10 °C/min were 

used between 25 °C and 400 °C. The samples were heated and cooled with rates of 10 °C/min between 25 

°C and 400 °C for multiple cycles. The heating of the first cycle is shown. Specific enthalpies of Bi 

melting/recrystallization and phase change temperatures for each cycle are shown in Fig. 5.25. 
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Figure 5.24. TEM image of 1.00Pb@C showing the presence of some large Pb particles along with the 

desired Pb NPs. The large Pb particles behave like bulk Pb and contribute to the endothermic peak at 326 

°C in the DSC measurement. The large Pb particles are not included in the particle size distribution count 

shown in Fig. 5.21. 
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Figure 5.25. (a) Specific enthalpies of Pb melting/recrystallization of Pb@C samples and (b) the associated 

phase change temperatures over multiple cycles. Heating and cooling rates of 10 °C/min were used 

between 25 °C and 400 °C. For 1.00Pb@C, two peaks were observed during heating and cooling. This 

sample was cycled only three times because of the large bulk Pb component. 
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Table 5.4. Specific enthalpies of Pb melting/recrystallization in Pb@C samples. 

 
Notes: Enthalpy values were calculated by integration of the areas under the peaks of DSC heating and 

cooling curves (Fig. 5.23 for heating curves of the first cyle). Specific enthalpies and phase change 

temperatures for each cycle are shown in Fig. 5.25. For the 1.00Pb@C sample, “NP” refers to the lower 

temperature peak related to Pb nanoparticles and “Bulk” refers to the higher temperature peak at the same 

position as the melting point of bulk Pb. 
 

To test the hypothesis that long-term exposure of melted Pb to the mesoporous carbon 

matrix results in increased filling of the carbon channels, the 0.50Pb@C sample was 

heated and held at a high temperature for an extended period of time. The sample was 

first heated to 400 °C, held for 10 h, then heated to 500 °C, held for another 10 h, and 

finally held for an additional 48 h at 500 °C. DSC traces obtained after each step are 

shown in Fig. 5.26. Holding the nanocomposite at 400 °C did not change the melting 

point of the Pb NPs significantly. However, the melting behavior changed after holding 

the sample at 500 °C for 10 h: the DSC trace showed two endothermic peaks at 319 °C 

and 323 °C with similar areas under the curves. After an additional 48 h at 500 °C, the 

lower temperature peak shifted further to 317 °C and increased in size at the expense of 

the higher temperature peak. TEM images of the 0.50Pb@C sample after this thermal 

treatment show that the hexagonal arrays of mesopores were maintained while carbon 

channels were now more extensively penetrated by Pb (Fig. 5.19e,f). It appears that 

capillary forces resulted in a redistribution of Pb from larger pockets in the mesoporous 

  
0.50Pb@C 

1.00Pb@C 

  NP Bulk 

Enthalpy (J/g) 
Heating 5.67±0.22 2.42±0.02 4.36±0.27 

Cooling 5.33±0.15 2.71±0.10 4.05±0.28 
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carbon structure to confinement within the mesopores, which led to further depression of 

the melting temperature. This phenomenon provides another method of tuning the phase 

change temperature of the PCMs. It also demonstrates that the porous carbon network can 

act as a container to offset any volume expansion of Pb during melting. 

 

Figure 5.26. DSC traces for the 0.50Pb@C sample as made, and after heating it at the indicated 

temperatures for the holding times listed. The measurements were carried out in a N2 atmosphere with 

different final holding temperatures and holding times. Heating rates of 10 °C/min were used on the same, 

as-made 0.50Pb@C sample between 25 °C and the final temperature. 

5.4 Conclusions 

We demonstrated a “one-pot” synthesis of nanocomposite PCMs that consist of metal 

(Bi, Pb) nanoparticles embedded in a mesoporous carbon network derived from a 
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surfactant-templated phenol-formaldehyde resin. These metals were chosen to obtain 

PCMs for consideration in power plants with the target temperature range between 200 

and 330 °C.139 By adjusting the metal precursor-to-resol ratio during the synthesis, one 

can control the loading of the active PCM phase in the nanocomposite, the size 

distribution of the embedded metal nanoparticles, and as a result, the melting temperature 

of the metals. The melting temperature of the metal NPs is tunable between 265 and 239 

°C with a Bi loading between 16 and 48 wt%, respectively, and between 323 and 310 °C 

with Pb loadings of 32 to 47 wt%, respectively, in the composites. While many of the 

nanoparticles exceed the size of mesopores, they are still confined by the mesoporous 

carbon matrix. In the case of 0.50Pb@C we also demonstrated a method of redistributing 

Pb nanoparticles through annealing above the melting temperature, which resulted in 

enhanced filling of mesopores and further reduction of the melting point. This showed 

that the morphology of the carbon network can help tune the melting temperature of the 

PCMs. The carbon matrix encapsulating the metal NPs prevents NP aggregation, 

accommodates volume changes, and prevents leakage during the phase change process. 

While the latent heat of Pb and Bi is relatively low, this method can be applied to 

different metals with higher latent heat values for application in different temperature 

ranges, as long as the metal salt precursors can be reduced during the synthesis either by 

the carbon matrix, as was observed for Bi and Pb, or by using another reducing agent, 

such as hydrogen. The metal nanoparticle-–carbon matrix nanocomposites represent a 

new type of form-stable PCMs, for which the phase-change temperature can be optimized 

for specific thermal storage applications. 
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Chapter 6: Summary and Outlook 

6.1 Summary 

6.1.1 Cathode Materials for Lithium-Ion Batteries 

In this thesis research, I have developed novel cathode materials for LIBs. The 

material composition of interest is Li8ZrO6, which can provide a capacity of 110.5 mAh/g 

per Li+ intercalation per formula unit. Li8ZrO6 can have a maximum theoretical capacity 

of 884 mAh/g, but quantum mechanical calculations predict a relatively large volume 

change (larger than 5%) when 3 Li+ ions are extracted from the formula unit. The 

reversible intercalation of 2 Li/f.u. provides a theoretical capacity of 221 mAh/g Li8ZrO6, 

whereas pushing the intercalation limit to 3 Li/f.u. provides a specific capacity of 331 

mAh/g, which are values higher than those of all commercial cathode materials. My work 

focused on a scalable synthesis of Li8ZrO6/C composites using zirconyl chloride with a 

lithium benzoate precursor that provided both lithium and a conductive carbon 

component. The nanostructured composites were then further developed by incorporating 

ball milling steps after the high-temperature heating steps to partially delaminate the 

pseudolayered material. The grain size of active material Li8ZrO6 could be as small as 

30–40 nm with a ball milling time of 30 minutes. No additional carbon was needed to 

prepare a LIB electrode using Li8ZrO6/C composites because the ball milling process 

placed those small Li8ZrO6 particles in close contact with the intrinsic carbon phase. The 

intrinsic carbon phase was uniformly distributed throughout the composite, creating a 

conductive network that mitigates the low electronic conductivity inherent to Li8ZrO6. A 

new battery testing method that involves restricting the capacity of the electrodes was 

developed to limit structural distortions during the first several cycles. Galvanostatic 
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cycling that limited the depth of charge to 2 Li/f.u. and 3 Li/f.u. showed remarkable 

discharge capacities of 221 mAh/g for over 140 cycles and 331 mAh/g for 20 cycles, 

respectively. The average discharge voltage of approximately 2.4 V vs. Li/Li+ with the 

OCV ~ 2.8 V is lower than that of commercial cathode materials such as LiCoO2, 

LiFePO4, and LiNiMnCoO2. However, by achieving a specific capacity of 331 mAh/g as 

discussed in Chapter 2, the specific energy could reach above 700 Wh/kg, which 

compares favorably with that of the other three cathode materials. 

Li8ZrO6/C composites provided an avenue to study the structural changes and 

formation of grain boundaries and interfaces at different states of charge. Ex situ XRD 

and operando XRD data showed that intercalation of 2 Li/f.u. and 3 Li/f.u. followed a 

reversible path. After 0.5 Li/f.u. had been removed, the crystalline grain sizes decreased 

continuously. The diffusion lengths of Li+ ions within grains were shortened, while the 

number of grain boundaries and electrode/electrolyte interfaces were increased. The 

formation of new grain boundaries and interfaces was supported by EIS results. The 

charge transfer resistance remained approximately constant after multiple 

charge/discharge cycles at a depth of charge of 1 Li/f.u. At the deeper depth of charge of 

3 Li/f.u., the charge transfer resistance increased by an order of magnitude, suggesting 

the formation of new electrode/electrolyte interfaces. EIS and NMR data showed no 

electrolyte decomposition at the depth of charge of 2 Li/f.u. However, 3 Li/f.u. was 

required to remove from the formula unit to achieve the specific capacity of 331 mAh/g. 

At that level of charge, the working voltage was above 4.7 V and signs of electrolyte 

decomposition were observed. Electrolyte decomposition at high voltage limited the 

usage of Li8ZrO6/C electrodes at the specific capacity of 331 mAh/g. At deep charge 
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levels (>5.5 Li/f.u.), the crystalline structure of Li8ZrO6 was lost irreversibly, consistent 

with quantum mechanical calculations that suggested a large decrease in unit cell volume 

at this level of delithiation. XRD, XPS, and PDF data supported quantum mechanical 

calculations that charge storage in Li8ZrO6 involved the partial oxidation of oxygen 

atoms and production of small-polaron holes. The charge storage mechanism of Li8ZrO6 

was a combination of mechanisms seen in intercalation electrodes and conversion 

electrodes. At a low depth of charge (up to 2 Li/f.u.), a small and reversible distortion 

suggested intercalation electrode behavior, whereas at high depth of charge (>5.5 Li/f.u.), 

amorphization with only Li2O remaining suggested conversion electrode behavior. This 

work shows the viability of using lithium hexaoxometale, especially Li8ZrO6, as cathode 

material. The involvement of lattice oxygen to the redox reaction of Li8ZrO6 system gives 

direction for further investigation of potential cathode materials using Li-rich layered 

oxide materials containing transition metal at its highest oxidation state. The partial 

oxidation of lattice oxygen is also called for future research of charge storage mechanism.  

6.1.2 Phase Change Materials for Thermal Energy Storage 

My work on PCM focused on the one-pot synthesis and characterization of PCMs 

that provide tunable phase transition temperatures from solid to liquid. The PCMs 

consisted of metallic (Bi, Pb) NPs distributed in a mesoporous carbon matrix. The one-

pot synthesis produced metallic NPs and a carbon matrix together without the need of 

additional ligand molecules, which are required if NPs are prepared separately. The 

mesoporous carbon host matrix was prepared by templating and carbonization of block 

copolymer. At high synthesis temperature, the carbon matrix acted as a reducing agent to 

reduce metal oxide particles to metallic NPs and also as a confining matrix to modulate 
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phase change temperatures by controlling particle sizes. During thermal cycling, the 

mesopores accommodated any volume increases of metallic NPs during phase change 

from solid to liquid, and the carbon matrix also prevented NP aggregation during and 

after the phase change. The Bi@C samples contained up to 47.7 wt% of Bi NPs loading 

in the product composites. The amount of stored/released energy during the melt/freeze 

cycles was proportional to the amount of Bi NPs in the composite. Melting point 

depression and particle size reduction followed the same trend with increasing loading of 

Bi NPs. At a higher loading of Bi NPs in the composite, the melting process shifted to 

lower temperature (by as much as 32 °C) and took place over a broader temperature 

range, while the average particle diameter decreased from 84 nm for 0.25Bi@C to 16 nm 

for 2.00Bi@C. The same phenomenon was observed with Pb@C samples. With a higher 

loading of Pb NPs in the composites, the average particle diameter decreased, the melting 

process shifted to lower temperature, and the amount of stored/released energy increased. 

After holding the composite at high temperature, the infiltration of Pb NPs into the 

hexagonal arrays of mesopores of 0.50Pb@C showed that the porous carbon matrix could 

act as a container to accommodate the volume expansion of Pb during melting. Over 

multiple melt/freeze cycles, both the Bi@C samples and Pb@C samples maintained the 

melting points and enthalpies of fusion. The one-pot synthesis in this work can be used to 

make other metal nanoparticles for catalyst, gas absorption, and gas adsorption. Further 

studies are required to control the metal nanoparticle sizes and the pore structure of the 

carbon network.  
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6.2 Outlook and Future Directions 

6.2.1 Cathode Materials for Lithium-Ion Batteries 

As discussed in Chapters 2–4, we demonstrated the viability of Li8ZrO6 as a novel 

cathode material. Li8ZrO6/C nanocomposites with intimate contact with conductive 

carbon phase showed the highest specific capacity (221–331 mAh/g) for many cycles. 

Doping Li8ZrO6 with transition metals improved the specific capacity to certain extent. 

Combination of Li8ZrO6/C nanocomposite with transition metals doping can be the future 

developmentof Li8ZrO6. My work on Li8ZrO6 paved the way for exploring a new class of 

high-capacity cathode materials for LIBs. From a stoichiometric point of view, Li8ZrO6 

belongs to a class of isostructural materials, lithium oxometalates, Li8MO6 (M = Zr, Sn, 

Ce, Pb, Ir, Pt), which can be considered as 4Li2O·MO2. These materials have a 

pseudolayered structure related to CdI2-type, in which the transition metal M4+ ions 

occupy the octahedral voids and Li+ ions occupy both tetrahedral voids and octahedral 

voids. In the case of Li8MO6, all of the voids are filled with Li+ ions and transition metal 

ions at its highest oxidation state. When one or two Li+ ion per formula unit of Li8MO6 

are removed, other isostructural materials Li7MʹO6 (Mʹ = Nb, Ru, Sb, Ta, Os, Bi) and 

Li6Mʹʹ2O6 (Mʹʹ = In) can be investigated as potential cathode materials. When a Li+ ion is 

removed from the structure, a vacancy is created at one out of eight Li positions in the 

original Li8MO6 structure. Quantum mechanical calculations can predict the vacancy 

position and its effect on the electrochemical properties. Li8ZrO6 has a large bandgap 

(4.76 eV) and a low conductivity (in order of 10-11 S/cm). These disadvantages limit the 

electrochemical performance of Li8ZrO6. However, when vacancies are introduced to the 

structure, Li7MʹO6 and Li6Mʹʹ2O6 are expected to have different lithium diffusion 
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pathways with lower activation energy for ion transport. Compared with Li8MO6, the 

isostructural materials Li7MʹO6 and Li6Mʹʹ2O6 should have higher lithium diffusion 

coefficients and higher ionic conductivities. Li8MO6, Li7MʹO6, and Li6Mʹʹ2O6 have high 

lithium content. Therefore, when reversible intercalation of multiple Li+ ions per formula 

unit is achieved, lithium oxometalates are envisioned as potential cathode materials with 

high capacity. Table 6.1 showed the conductivities, specific capacities per Li+ ion 

intercalation and maximum capacities of some lithium oxometalates. 

Table 6.1. Properties of lithium oxometalates. 

Formula 
Conductivitya 

(S/cm) 
Specific capacity per 

Li/f.u. (mAh/g) 
Maximum specific capacity 

per Li+/f.u. (mAh/g) 

Li8ZrO6 1.1 x 10-11 110.4 883.3 

Li8SnO6 3.7 x 10-11 99.2 793.4 

Li7NbO6 2.1 x 10-8 112.9 790.0 

Li7TaO6 4.3 x 10-8 82.3 576.3 

Li7BiO6 4.4 x 10-6 75.8 530.6 

Li6In2O6 2.4 x 10-10 73.0 437.8 

a Conductivity values were adapted from reference 84, 245, 246 

Although lithium oxometalate materials show high maximum theoretical capacities, 

not all lithium ions in the structure are amenable to reversible delithiation. For Li8ZrO6 

material, both quantum mechanical calculations and experimental XRD data showed 

reversible delithiation of 3 out of 8 Li per formula unit. Irreversible amorphization was 

observed at a deep level of charge as discussed in Chapter 3. Quantum mechanical 

guidance is required to predict the structural stability of lithium oxometalate materials at 
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different states of charge. Moreover, the transition metals in the lithium oxometalate are 

at their highest oxidation state, so lattice oxygen atoms involve in the redox reaction to 

balance the charge when Li+ ions are removed. Lithium oxometalate materials provided a 

unique system to study the redox reaction of lattice oxygen. Furthermore, it can be used 

to study other novel cathode materials with charge storage mechanism focused on anion 

sites. Recent works have focused on layered oxide cathodes to understand the oxygen 

redox mechanism and its involvement to cycling stability.247-249 Lithium oxometalate 

systems can provide another approach to a better understanding of capacity gain in Li-

rich layered electrode materials.  

Another avenue that should be explored is the use of LIBs at high potential (above 4.5 

V). In this thesis, a commercially available electrolyte using LiPF6 in a mixture of 

carbonate solvents was used. The carbonate-based solvents are suitable for LIBs working 

under 4.2 V because of their limited oxidation stability.250 Galvanostatic charge/discharge 

of 3Li/f.u. of Li8ZrO6 LIBs required working potentials above 4.5 V to remove the third 

Li+ ion. As discussed in Chapter 2, electrolyte decomposition was observed after 15 

cycles of charge/discharge Li8ZrO6 LIBs with high specific discharge capacity of 331 

mAh/g. When the discharge capacity was limited at the lower level of 221 mAh/g, no 

electrolyte decomposition was observed, and the LIBs could run for more than 140 cycles 

with 100% Coulombic efficiency. To improve the electrochemical performance, one 

approach is to use high-voltage sulfone-based solvents (tetramethyl sulfone and ethyl 

methyl sulfone) that are stable up to 5.0 V vs. Li/Li+.251 Another approach is to use 

boron-containing additives such as lithium bis(oxalate)borate,252, 253 lithium 4-pyridyl 

trimethyl borate,254 or triethyl borate.255 The boron-containing additives coated the 
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surface of cathode and reduced the oxidative decomposition at high voltage. Lithium 

oxometalate LIBs with electrolytes stabilized at high voltage can reach deeper state of 

charge and maintain cycling stability. 

 In all, the understanding of Li8ZrO6 system will open up opportunities to investigate 

other materials for LIBs. I have described some approaches to further optimize the 

Li8ZrO6 cathode system and apply its findings to improve on currently existing cathodes. 

Many alternative improvements also exist that can push the capacity barriers. Li8ZrO6 is a 

prime example of lithium oxometalates, a potential class of high capacity cathode 

materials. 

6.2.2 Phase Change Materials for Thermal Energy Storage 

As discussed in Chapter 5, nanocomposite PCMs consisting of metal NPs with 

tunable melting points embedded in a mesoporous carbon host matrix were synthesized 

using a one-pot synthesis. The choice of metal NPs depends on the applications that 

required temperature range between 200 and 330 °C in this thesis. The one-pot synthesis 

utilized the carbon matrix as a reducing agent. Some metal NPs can be synthesized using 

this method as revealed from an Ellingham diagram.256 Different metals required 

different reaction temperatures to reduce the metal oxide to metal NPs (Table 6.2). At 

temperatures lower than the melting temperature, the metal NPs utilized specific heat as 

the main mechanism of energy storage. At the melting temperature, the metal NPs acted 

as phase change materials and utilized the latent heat of fusion to store energy. Recent 

research in low cost solar thermal electricity suggested the use of PCMs at high 

temperature (above 450 °C).257, 258 At that temperature, metallic Sn NPs as PCMs had 

superior thermal performance compared to commercialzed molten salts.259 Beside their 
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usage in thermal energy storage, metallic NPs embedded in carbon network can be used a 

catalyst for conversion of synthesis gas to diesel fuel. Fe NPs and Co NPs have been 

studied as catalysts for Fischer-Tropsch reaction to convert CO and H2 into hydrocarbons 

via surface polymerization.234, 260 

Table 6.2. Melting points, specific heat, and latent heat of fusion of some metals that can be synthesized 

using carbon as reducing agent.   

Metal 
Melting 

point (°C) 
Suggested synthesis 

temperature (°C) 
Specific heat 

(J/g·°C) 
Latent heat of 

fusion (J/g) 

Bi 271 400 1.83 52.2 

Pb 328 400 0.13 23 

Ni 1453 500 0.50 293 

Co 1495 500 0.41 275 

Fe 1149 700 0.46 247 

Sn 232 700 0.22 59 

Cr 1860 1200 0.46 394 

Mn 1244 1300 0.48 240 

Ti 1670 1600 0.54 390 

Si 1411 1600 0.71 1787 

Melting points, specific heat values, and latent heat values were adapted from reference 261 

The one-pot synthesis can also be used to produce alloys NPs embedded in porous 

carbon host. Previously, a nanocomposite consisting of NiCo nanoalloy embedded in 

carbon was synthesized using chelating agents citric acid and oxalic acid.262 The NiCo 

nanoalloy showed characteristics of hydrogen adsorption storage materials. The hydrogen 

storage capacity depended on the alloy composition and particles sizes. Using my 
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synthesis method, one can remove the need of chelating agents and control the particles 

size by tuning the precursor amount. 

Future research can focus on using a porous carbon matrix as a host for molten salt 

PCMs. A composite consisting of LiNO3 and Na2SO4 molten salts encapsulated in 

disordered porous silica network showed good heat storage capacities.263 NaCl–CaCl2 

molten salts impregnated in an ordered mesoporous silica host showed thermal stability 

up to 700 °C and specific heat capacity of 1.07 J/g·K.264 The ordered carbon network 

used in my research can substitute the silica host to shape-stabilize the molten salts 

PCMs. The carbon network with lower mass than silica network will increase the mass 

fraction of PCMs in the composite. Moreover, the pore size and pore wall thickness of 

the mesoporous carbon network can be tuned to maximize the salt fraction in the 

composite.265 

6.3 A Few Final Words 

Nanostructured materials consisting of active materials in intimate contact with a 

carbon phase found their usages in electrochemical storage and thermal energy storage 

applications. Carbon phases in host-guest structured composites can modulate the 

morphology of the active materials and improve the overall conductivity. Throughout this 

thesis, I have shown that by understanding the structure-property relationships, one can 

optimize the materials to improve their performance in different applications. I hope that 

my contributions to energy storage concepts can help develop a greener, sustainable 

future. 
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